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Retail payment systems remained “unseen” until the financial crisis hit 

the global economy in 1998. As most retail payment systems have survived1 

the crisis, people have begun to look at what retail payment systems are 

and what roles they play in the economy. Research and studies on retail 

payments have started to address its economic, social, legal, and 

technological innovation aspects.2  The global crisis triggered by the U.S. 

subprime mortgage bubbles damaged the open economies in 2008; 

however, retail payment systems remained resilient and continued to 

channel consumer transactions in the economy. 

What are retail payments and what roles do they play in the economy? 

Retail payment systems are systems that process low-value, individual, and 

day-to-day transactions.3 Together with large-value payment systems,4 retail 

systems establish a larger payment system that forms the backbone of 

financial market infrastructure. While large-value systems deal with 

transactions involving a high amount of funds from business to business, such 

as bank-to-bank transactions, retail systems process daily transactions 

between consumer and business or consumer and consumer. Examples of 

retail systems include cheque clearing and settlements, card-based 

payments, electronic money, mobile payments, and arguably virtual 

currencies.5 

Retail payments contribute to the economy by providing multiple 

options for consumer payments that are faster, cheaper, and better than 

those provided by cash. For instance, one report shows that electronic 

payments have contributed to an increase in GDP of 0.3% for developed 

countries and 0.8% for emerging economies.6 Innovative retail payments 

                                                      
1 In the sense that they operated relatively well during the crisis and have continued to do so. 

2 Although the earliest studies on payment systems date back to 1980 when the governors of 

the central banks of the Group of Ten (G10) countries formed the Group of Experts on 

Payment Systems that later became the Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems 

under the Bank for International Settlement in 1990 (changed its name again to the 

Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures by 1 September 2014), there are not 

many studies on payment systems before the global crisis in 1998. Most studies in this era were 

conducted by cooperating public authorities such as the International Monetary Fund, the 

World Bank, and the Bank for International Settlement. For a general overview of this issue, 

see for instance Khiaonarong, T. and Liebena. J.: Banking on Innovation: Modernization of 

Payment Systems. Springer Science & Business Media (2009). 

3 Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems, the Bank for International Settlement: A 

glossary of Terms Used in Payments and Settlement Systems. (March 2003): 42. 

4 Also known as wholesale payment systems. See Committee on Payment and Settlement 

Systems, the Bank for International Settlement (March 2003): 28, 51. For a recent discussion on 

the global trends in large-value payment systems see for instance Bech, M. L., Preisig, C., & 

Soramaki, K.: Global Trends in Large-Value Payments. Economic Policy Review, 14(2). (2008). 

5 For discussion on virtual currencies see for instance the European Central Bank: The Virtual 

Currency Schemes (2012). 

6 Moodys, Moody’s Analytics: The Impact of Electronic Payments on Economic Growth, 2013) 
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such as mobile payments have also helped emerging economies to grow. 

In Kenya, 7 mobile payments have functioned as the sole faster payment 

mechanism for person-to-person transfers and in the Philippines they have 

provided cheaper and better remittance services than alternatives. 

1.1 Global Trends in Retail Payment Systems  

Worldwide developments in retail payment systems show that global 

trends in retail payments are as follows. Firstly, the adoption of advanced 

technology and innovation has driven the market to diversify retail payment 

products and channels to meet new payment needs. Such needs include 

the current desire for instant payments demanded by social networking sites 

and internet auction sites. A survey by the World Bank (2012) shows that more 

than 50 countries have adopted innovative retail systems from card-based, 

network-based, and mobile payments with different functions (see Figure 

1.1).8  

Source: the World Bank (2012). 

Figure 1.1 Number of Countries Worldwide that Have Adopted Innovative 

Products of Retail Payment Systems. 

                                                      
7 M-Pesha was launched in 2007, reaching almost 9.5 million users in 2009 with more than 

18,000 service agents. See International Finance Cooperation: Mobile Money Study. 

International Finance Corporation, Washington DC, USA (2011): 18. 

8 The World Bank: Innovation in Retail Payments Worldwide: A Snapshot, Outcomes of the 

Global Survey on Innovations in Retail Payment Instruments and Methods (2012a): 18. 
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Developed market and emerging economies have adopted 

technology and innovation in different manners. In North America, adoption 

of digital technology and innovative card strategies are the drivers for 

growth,9 whereas in some countries where card-based payments exist in a 

vacuum, such as in Africa and some parts of Asia, mobile payments play a 

key role.  

Secondly, increased regulation has sharpened the shape of retail 

payment development. In Europe for instance, there is increased regulation 

of the pricing and operating models of some retail systems. The former 

includes a cap on interchange fees for card payments to 20 basis points for 

debit card transactions and 30 basis points for credit card transactions,10 

following the same approaches taken by the U.S. for debit card transactions 

and Australia for credit card transactions. Increased regulation of the 

operating models includes assessment of the virtual currency schemes that 

use peer-to-peer cryptocurrency, such as Bitcoin.11 

Thirdly, competition in retail payments is getting keener for two major 

reasons. First, as the attempts to expand payment institutions so that they 

include not only banks but also non-banks and even non-financial 

institutions, such as telecommunication providers12 and third party payment 

providers,13 are becoming more serious, the incumbent players are feeling 

threatened. Hence, competition authorities need new approaches to keep 

the market competitive by allowing new entrances. Second, even within the 

well-established payment systems, tension between market participants is 

increasing. For instance, within the payment card networks, merchants have 

accused pay-per-transaction fees that they pay to the card issuer of 

violating competition laws by, for example, creating entry barriers to new 

systems trying to enter the market. 

Finally, issues of protection of individual data have arisen as a side 

effect of the adoption of new technology in retail systems. These questions 

mainly deal with the efforts to increase the security of the retail systems and 

strengthen consumer protection provisions.  

 

                                                      
9  The Boston Consultant Group: Retail Payments: Regional Diversity Is the Key. 

https://www.bcgperspectives.com/content/articles/financial_institutions_pricing_retail_pay

ments_regional_diversity_key/. (17 September 2014). 

10 Regulation (EU) 2015/751 on interchange fees for card-based payment transactions; OJ L 

123. 29.05.2015.  

11 See the European Central Bank (2012). 

12 Mostly in mobile payments by introducing a telco-provider led business model of mobile 

payment systems. See International Finance Cooperation (2011). 

13 Payment providers that link their payment platform to the account-servicing platforms such 

as internet banking. See proposal for the revision of the Payment Services Directive, 24.7.2013 

COM (2013) 547 final. 
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1.2 Retail Payment Systems at a Crossroads 

In light of the global trends in retail payment system development 

explained above, one can argue that such systems are currently at a 

crossroads.14 On the one hand, the global trends previously explained are 

not necessarily independent of each other; to some extent they overlap. For 

instance, the adoption of new technology may have given rise to the 

security issues of the systems and the need to protect consumer data. 

Therefore, a balanced approach is required to deal with the adoption of 

new systems so that they do not hinder the security of the systems and 

compromise the protection of consumer data. On the other hand, the world 

in general consists of “two-speed” economies relating to retail payment 

systems: developed economies on one side and emerging markets on the 

other side. 15  These two types of economies each call for different 

approaches to dealing with the development of retail systems in terms of 

both developing a business model and regulating and overseeing the 

payment system activities.16 

Other conditions indicating that retail payment systems are at a 

crossroads are as follows. Firstly, although the retail payment market is 

dynamic, as shown by the many adoptions of new innovative systems, only 

a few innovations have had a significant impact on the market.17 Most of 

the adoption of innovation in retail payments can be seen as sporadic or 

fragmented development. Secondly, most innovations start in and cover 

domestic markets. Only a few have international effects or cover cross-

border transactions, although similar products have been developed 

worldwide. For instance, the ov-chipkaart18 –a smartcard-based payment 

system used for transportation services- can only be utilised in the 

                                                      
14 Benoît Coeuré, a member of the Executive Board of the European Central Bank, in his 

introductory speech at the joint conference of the European Central Bank and the Banque 

de France in Paris, 21-22 October 2013, stated that retail payment systems are at a crossroads 

in the sense that the measures adopted by the policy maker will have significant impacts on 

the economics and strategies of retail payments. In general, he mentioned two available 

options for this issue: to preserve the status quo and apply few changes or to try a new way 

to open new possibilities. See Retail Payments at a Crossroads: Economics, Strategies and 

Future Policies. The Conference Proceedings of the Joint Conference of the European Central 

Bank and the Banque de France, Paris, 21-22 October 2013 (June 2014): 4-9. 

15  The Boston Consulting Group & SWIFT: Global Payments 2013, Getting Business Models 

Execution Right (2013). 

16  Padmanabhan, G.: Retail payments at crossroads – economics, strategies and future 

policies. A remark summary of the discussion at the Joint European Central Bank and Bank of 

France Conference, Paris (21 October 2013). 

17  Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems, Bank for International Settlement: 

Innovations in retail payments. Report of the Working Group on Innovations in Retail Payments 

(May 2012). 

18 https://www.ov-chipkaart.nl. Last accessed on 23 November 2015. 

https://www.ov-chipkaart.nl/
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Netherlands although a similar product, the Octopus card,19 was developed 

in Hong Kong and has been employed there for almost two decades. Finally, 

as the payment providers have been expanded to cover non-banks such as 

telecommunication providers, and there is a plan to expand them to cover 

third party payment providers,20 new measures are needed to deal with 

such new players. Such measures include how to oversee the new players 

that have, by nature, less experience and expertise with payment system 

businesses and risks. 

1.3 Creating a More Competitive Retail Payment Market  

A well-functioning payment system contributes to financial stability and 

monetary policy and, in the end, ensures economic efficiency.21 Specifically 

for the EU, a well-functioning payment system is the required condition for 

market integration.22 A payment system needs to be safe, fast, and efficient 

to be well-functioning. In the U.S., for instance, these three objectives 

together with two others, namely “international” and “collaboration”, are 

the desired outcomes of the strategies aimed at improving the U.S. payment 

system.23 These objectives are reflected by the main goals of developing 

retail payments: to decrease the cost of the payment processing (efficient), 

to increase the speed of transactions (fast), to increase the security features 

(safe), and to increase the practical use and integration of payment 

systems.24 

In order for retail payment systems to achieve the goal of being well-

functioning, it is crucial that there be a competitive market for payment 

systems. To diagnose whether a modernized retail payment market is 

competitive, one should observe whether the following obstacles exist in the 

market: barriers to entry, anti-competitive behaviours, and inefficiencies and 

governance problems caused by the insufficient balance between 

cooperation and competition among the market players.25 If one or more of 

those hurdles exist, measures to mitigate them must be taken by the relevant 

authority. The oligopolistic nature of some payment markets, for instance 

                                                      
19 http://www.octopus.com.hk. Last accessed on 23 November 2015. 

20 In particular applied to the EU under the proposal for the revision of the Payment Services 

Directive, 24.7.2013 COM (2013) 547 final. 

21  Johnson, O. E.: Payment Systems, Monetary Policy and the Role of the Central Bank. 

International Monetary Fund. (1998).  

22 The proposal for the revision of the Payment Services Directive, 24.7.2013 COM (2013) 547 

final, paragraph 6 of the preamble: 14. 

23 The Federal Reserve System: Strategies for Improving the U.S. Payment System (26 January 

2015). 

24 The World Bank (2012b). 

25 The World Bank: A Practical Guide for Retail payments Stocktaking. Final Print-Ready version 

(2012a). 

http://www.octopus.com.hk/
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payment card networks, can stimulate the regulatory framework to play a 

more crucial role in fostering market competition. For example, many more 

regulators have adopted measures to ease the requirements for payment 

providers to reduce entry barriers. 26  In the EU the currently renewed 

regulation aimed at fostering market competition has been introduced by 

lowering the interchange rates for card payments to reduce the entry 

barriers for new players,27 allowing third-party payment providers to have 

greater access to consumers’ accounts at account-based servicing systems 

and easing the remaining cross-border acquiring processes.28 

1.4 Issues relating to Competition, Innovation, Safety, and Consumer 

Protection: How this Study is Structured 

This study consists of seven published essays.29 These essays explore 

major issues in the retail payment systems, such as competition, innovation, 

safety, and consumer protection issues. Each of the essays highlights one of 

these issues and discusses it in connection with one specific retail payment 

system. When examined together, the essays offer a series of case analysis 

that, hopefully, provide a different perspective to the policy makers as well 

as contribute to the body of knowledge of the existing literature on payment 

systems. Although the published essays are presented here as is, minor 

alterations have been made to them for the readability of this study. Most 

adjustments deal with the numbering of the sections, figures, and tables. 

Firstly, competition issues are dealt with against the background of 

interchange fees for card payments. Presented in Chapter 2, this surveys the 

interchange fee arrangements in nine major countries in Asia: China, Japan, 

Korea, India, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore. 

Secondly, innovation in retail payment systems these days comes primarily 

from the rise of the newest payment methods such as electronic money and 

virtual currencies, including the peer-to-peer and decentralized system that 

is currently creating hype, Bitcoin. These discussions are available in Chapters 

3, 4, and 5. Thirdly, safety issues relate to the security of online and innovative 

payments. They are examined in the light of, first, end-to-end encryption and 

second, mobile payments, and presented in Chapters 6 and 7 respectively. 

Finally, a key issue in consumer protection is the proposal to employ 

mediation as an alternative dispute resolution method to address disputes in 

retail payment systems. It is canvassed in Chapter 8. This study ends with 

                                                      
26 Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems, Bank for International Settlement (May 

2012). 

27 OJ L 123. 29.05.2015. 

28 The proposal 24.7.2013 COM (2013) 547 final. See also the Boston Consultant Group (17 

September 2014). 

29 However, the first essay (Chapter 2) is currently under review to be published in the Asian 

Law and Economic Journal. 
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general conclusions and a brief discussion of the future of payment systems 

in Chapter 9.  

The detailed discussions of each chapter are as follows: 

Chapter 2. Interchange Fees for Card Payments: Evidence from Asia 

This chapter is currently under review to be published in the Asian Law 

and Economic Journal. It discusses interchange fees for card payments in 

nine major countries in Asia: how the business arrangements take place and 

what measures have been adopted to deal with them. There is a trend 

worldwide of capping the interchange fees because such agreements 

have been criticized for violating competition law. This chapter is significant 

because limited research has been conducted on interchange fees in Asia. 

Chapter 3. Electronic Money as Legal Tender: Does the Status Really Matter? 

This chapter was published in the peer-reviewed Proceedings of the 12th 

International Conference of e-Society 2014 by Kommers, P. and Isaias, P. 

(eds.), Madrid, Spain, 28 February 2014. It discusses the pros and cons of 

attributing e-money the status of legal tender, which was brought to the 

table in the early 90s and continues to be discussed. Is obtaining the status 

of legal tender really necessary to strengthen e-money’s position as a means 

of efficient payment in the economy? What do the current major laws 

around the world say about this idea? Are there any other benefits from 

economic views? This study answers these questions using legal and 

economic perspectives. 

Chapter 4. Regulating Peer-to-peer Network Currencies: Lessons from 

Napster and Payment Systems 

This chapter was published in the Journal of Law, Technology and Public 

Policy, Volume 1, Issue 2, June 2015. It outlines the legal issues surrounding 

the rise of peer-to-peer network currency and the measures available for 

dealing with such a rise. Two lessons are provided by this study: one from the 

case of the peer-to-peer network file sharing system, Napster, and the other 

from the existing payment system instruments. 

Chapter 5. Bitcoin and the Possibility of it being Mainstream 

This chapter was published in the Journal of Payments Strategy and Systems, 

Volume 10, No. 10, March 2016. It discusses how to bring the Bitcoin system 

into the mainstream for payments. It carefully analyses what it takes to be in 

the mainstream, Bitcoin’s potential, and the obstacles it faces and their 

possible solutions. It concludes that there is still a long journey before Bitcoin 

reaches the mainstream.  
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Chapter 6. End-to-End Encryption in Online Payments Systems: the Industry 

Reluctance and the Role of Laws  

This chapter was published in the 2015 Special Edition of Ianus, University of 

Siena, Italy, March 2016. 30  It discusses end-to-end encryption in online 

payment systems as one of the most secure methods established thus far 

that has not been fully implemented by the payment industry. Why the 

industry seems reluctant to implement it and the role of the laws are the 

central questions of this study. It concludes that the obstacles come from 

economic reasons, as implementing such a method would incur additional 

costs, and from the design and nature of retail payments, as it is important 

to keep the balance between the security and usability of the systems. The 

existing laws provide adequate general rules for employing high-level 

security, but with several flaws, including the vacuum of detail technical 

standards, the weak enforcement of a redress/remedy arrangement, and 

the limited liability for consumers. 

Chapter 7. Security Issue of New Innovative Payments and Their 

Regulatory Challenges  

This chapter was published in Gimigliano, G., “Bitcoin and Mobile Payments: 

Constructing a European Framework”, A Series of Palgrave Studies in 

Financial Services Technology, Palgrave Macmillan UK, March 2016. It 

discusses the security issues of mobile payments (M-payments) and Bitcoin 

as a new innovative payment method. M-payments have brought new 

security risks embedded in mobile devices while Bitcoin has vulnerabilities 

with regards to its supporting systems. Together, these risks have given rise to 

a regulatory challenge: both the existing and proposed regulatory 

frameworks in the EU. The existing framework focuses on the EU payment 

services directive while the proposed frameworks include the proposal of a 

new payment services directive and a network and information security (NIS) 

directive. 

Chapter 8. The (Emerging) Needs for Alternative Dispute Resolution in Retail 

Payment Systems: Mediation 

This chapter has been published as a chapter in Duchateau, M., et. al. 

“Evolution in Dispute Resolution, From Adjudication to ADR?”, Netherlands 

Institute for Law and Governance (NILG), governance and recht series, 

Volume 13, by Eleven International Publishing, 1st ed., February 2016. It 

discusses in detail the emerging needs for ADR to resolve the disputes in retail 

payment systems. It argues that mediation is the most suitable ADR to 

address the needs without transgressing the existing laws and legal 

                                                      
30 Available at 

http://www3.unisi.it/ianus/numero_12_bis_Ianus_Special_Issue_2015/4_Safari_Kasiyanto_99-

126.pdf, last accessed on 26 March 2016. 

http://www3.unisi.it/ianus/numero_12_bis_Ianus_Special_Issue_2015/4_Safari_Kasiyanto_99-126.pdf
http://www3.unisi.it/ianus/numero_12_bis_Ianus_Special_Issue_2015/4_Safari_Kasiyanto_99-126.pdf
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proceedings. Long, exhausting, and time-consuming traditional dispute 

resolution does not seem suitable for solving problems in the retail payment 

system field as these systems have a unique characteristic: they are used for 

small value payments only. From an economic point of view, it is not worth it 

for consumers to solve disputes in court because the total cost of doing so 

would far exceed the value of the disputed payment.  

Chapter 9. General Conclusions and Further Discussion 

This chapter provides the general conclusions of the study and describes 

how each chapter links together to form a substantial discussion of retail 

payment systems. It also discusses what the future of retail payment system 

will look like, based on its current development and issues.  
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2.1 Abstract 

This article investigates interchange fees for card payments in major 

countries in Asia: how the business arrangements take place and what 

measures are adopted by regulators to deal with them. There is a trend 

worldwide of capping the interchange fees for such arrangements have 

been criticized for violating competition law by creating barriers to entry, as 

is currently happening in the EU, Australia, and the U.S., among other 

reasons. This paper employs a two-step analysis: firstly, it reviews and maps 

the existing business arrangements of card payments in major countries in 

Asia in which the interchange fees are currently in place; and secondly, it 

elaborates on the relevant measures adopted by the respective authorities, 

including competition law cases. 

2.2 Introduction 

Asia is the most populous continent in the world, accounting for nearly 60% 

of the world’s population.31 The economies of Asia also play a significant role 

in supporting the global economy’s growth. In 2014, for instance, the GDP of 

the emerging and developing economies in Asia amounted to 

approximately 20% of the world's total GDP. 32  It is predicted that these 

countries will account for over 24% of the world’s total GDP by 2020.33  

As part of the financial market infrastructure, payment systems play a 

crucial role in achieving the continuous growth of the economy. Electronic 

payment systems, for example, have contributed to a 0.8% increase in GDP 

of emerging economies and a 0.3% increase in GDP of advanced 

economies. 34  Among the existing electronic payment systems, card 

payment systems consisting of credit and debit card systems are considered 

the major systems, as supported by the number of card transactions. For 

instance, in 2014, the numbers of card transactions amounted to 86.3%, 

74.8%, and 61.2% of the total cashless transactions in China, India, and the 

UK, respectively.35 Although card systems have developed well and solidified 

their position as one of the leading systems, some issues have also arisen 

                                                      
31 UN Population Division, available at http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/DVD/. Last accessed on 

7 December 2015. 

32  International Monetary Fund, available at 

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2015/01/weodata/index.aspx. Last accessed on 

7 December 2015. 

33 Country data selected from a download of WEO Data: April 2015 Edition from the IMF 

website. Available at 

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2015/01/weodata/weoselgr.aspx. Last accessed 

on 7 December 2015. 

34 Moody’s: Moody’s Analytic, the Impact of Electronic Payments on Economic Growth (2013). 

35 Bank for International Settlement, available at https://www.bis.org. Last accessed on 7 

December 2015. 

http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/DVD/
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2015/01/weodata/index.aspx
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2015/01/weodata/weoselgr.aspx
https://www.bis.org/
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surrounding them. The most fundamental issue affecting competition in the 

markets deals with the interchange fee arrangements for card payments.  

The interchange fees issue is fundamental for two reasons. Firstly, it 

includes a challenge to the pricing arrangements set forth by the industry to 

maintain card system operation and sustainability. Secondly, it involves the 

intervention of both market participants and public authorities. While the 

former includes private lawsuits filed by merchants in card systems, the latter 

appears in the form of regulation that caps the interchange fees and 

competition law enforcement. This paper discusses interchange fees for 

card payments in major countries in Asia, seeking in particular the answers 

to the following questions: 

1. What are the interchange fee arrangements in major countries of Asia? 

Are they set by the market or capped by the regulator? 

2. How do these interchange fee arrangements influence the development 

of the payment card markets? Are there any issues in particular with 

competition among the market players or case laws? 

There is a trend worldwide of capping the interchange fees for such 

arrangements has been criticized for violating competition law by, among 

other things, creating barriers to entry. Capping interchange fees was 

recently adopted by the EU following Australia and the U.S.  

In the EU, the European Commission has decided that the interchange 

fees violate the competition law and bring harm to consumers.36 After a long 

journey of litigation,37 the general court and the European Court of Justice 

(ECJ) endorsed the decision of the European Commission.38 In addition to 

the court ruling, the EU has currently adopted a regulation that caps the 

interchange fees for card payments at a maximum of 0.2 percent for debit 

card transactions39 and 0.3 percent for credit card transactions.40 Australia 

and the U.S. had the same experiences in dealing with interchange fees long 

before the EU. As a result of a long process, Australia enacted a regulation 

in 2003 to reduce interchange fees to approximately 0.55% for credit card 

transactions and allow retailers to surcharge credit card transactions.41 The 

U.S. passed the Durbin amendment, which caps the interchange fees for 

debit card transactions at approximately 22 basis points.42  

                                                      
36 See European Commission Decision C (2007) 6474. 

37 See the decision of the General Court on MasterCard and Others v European Commission 

Case T-111/08 and the opinion of advocate general on MasterCard and Others v European 

Commission Case C-382/12 P. 

38 See ECJ decision on MasterCard and Others v European Commission Case T-111/08. 

39 Under Article 3 of Regulation (EU) 2015/721. See OJ L 123, 29.5.2015, p. 10-11. 

40 Under Article 4 of Regulation (EU) 2015/721. See OJ L 123, 29.5.2015, p. 11. 

41 RBA regulation in 2003. See section 2.5.2 for a summary of these rules. 

42 Section 1075 of the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010, followed by Federal Reserve regulation in 2011. 

See section 2.5.4 for a summary of these rules. 
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In contrast to conditions in Australia, the EU, and the U.S., conditions of 

interchange fees for card payments in Asia, specifically how the business 

arrangements take place and what measures are adopted by the 

government, have been researched less.43 Hence, this paper contributes to 

the body of literature on the subject matter in Asia and could provide insight 

for the policy maker.  

This study uses nine major countries in Asia. In deciding on the nine 

countries, the following procedures were applied. Firstly, all countries on the 

Asian continent were assessed and put into a hierarchy based on the gross 

domestic product (nominal) of each country in 2014. Data from the IMF 

World Economic Outlook (April 2015) was used. Secondly, the list was then 

capped using the value of transactions of card payments (both credit and 

debit cards).44 Most of the data was obtained from the Bank for International 

Settlement (BIS): the Redbook and the country reports. However, as BIS does 

not provide data for all Asian countries, data from the respective central 

banks were also used. Finally, the list was paired down to ten countries 

consisting of China, Japan, India, Korea, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Iran, 

Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore. These countries together had a GDP that 

accounted for 84.8% of the total GDP of Asian countries at the time of 

research. Hence, there is no representation issue in this case. However, as it 

is difficult to find any card data (interchange fee levels and policy in 

particular, and payment card data in general) for Iran, this country has been 

temporarily taken out of the analysis.45  

As for the methodology, this paper is based on a literature study. 

However, as literature on interchange fees in Asia is scarce, information 

available online regarding the development of payment card markets in 

Asia was also used, provided that such information could be verified for 

validity. This study includes a two-step analysis: firstly, it reviews and maps the 

existing business arrangements of card payments in major countries in Asia 

in which there are interchange fees; and secondly, it elaborates on the 

relevant measures adopted by the competent authorities, including 

competition cases. 

                                                      
43 Hayashi, for instance, conducted research on the interchange fees level around the globe; 

however, no Asian country was covered. Only Australia represented the Asia-Pacific region. 

See Hayashi, F., & Weiner, S. E. (2005). Competition and credit and debit card interchange 

fees: a cross-country analysis. Payments System Research Department, FRB of Kansas City, 

USA. 

44 Why is the value of transactions of card payments used? The value of transactions is used 

because the interchange fees have a strong correlation with it. In general, the level of 

interchange fees is decided based on a percentage of the value of transaction using credit 

or debit cards. 

45  The official website of the central bank of Iran (http://www.cbi.ir/default_en.aspx, last 

accessed on 5 December 2015) actually provides some (limited) data, but not in English and 

not using Latin alphabets. Once the researcher has figured out how to read it, Iran will be put 

back into the analysis.  

http://www.cbi.ir/default_en.aspx
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.3 reviews the 

theoretical frameworks of interchange fees, and consists of economic and 

competition issues. Section 2.4 provides an overview of the interchange fee 

arrangements in nine major countries of Asia. This section provides essential 

information for the analysis. Before the analysis, there is a benchmarking on 

the interchange fee arrangements in other countries provided in Section 2.5, 

containing the historical overview and policies adopted in Australia, the EU, 

and the U.S. Analyses are provided in Sections 2.6 and 2.7, where Section 2.6 

discusses the interchange fees and market growth while Section 2.7 reviews 

the competition law cases. This paper ends with a conclusion in Section 2.8. 

2.3 Theoretical Frameworks of Interchange Fees46 

Why are interchange fees necessary for card payments? The earliest 

study demonstrating that interchange fees are necessary for card payment 

operation dates back to the 1980s. 47  In this study, Baxter suggests that 

interchange fees serve as a constitutional ground for not only the existence 

of card payments but also their sustainability. More recent research48 shows 

that interchange fees play a crucial role in balancing the demand for 

market players and consumers and in stimulating innovation in retail 

payments.49 However, some other studies oppose this stance by showing 

that the recent interchange fees were set up as too high by network owners, 

so they caused more of a burden to the retailers and were harmful to the 

consumers. 50 Retailers in many countries began to file lawsuits against the 

card networks, arguing that the interchange fees arrangement violated 

                                                      
46 This section originally appears in a paper titled “the battle in ruling the interchange fees for 

card payments” (unpublished) available at 

http://uaces.org/documents/papers/1440/kasiyanto.pdf. Last accessed on 4 December 

2015. 

47  See William F. Baxter, 'Bank Interchange of Transactional Paper: Legal and Economic 

Perspectives' (1983) 26.3 Journal of Law and Economics.  

48  For more recent studies see David S. Evans, ‘Interchange Fees, The Economics and 

Regulation of What Merchants Pay for Cards’ (2011) Competition Policy International; David 

S. Evans, 'Payments innovation and interchange fees regulation: How inverting the 

merchantpays business model would affect the extent and direction of innovation' (2011) 7 

Compet Policy Int Competition Policy International 74; and Ann Borestam and Heiko 

Schmiedel, 'Interchange fees in card payments' (2012) 6 Journal of payments strategy & 

systems 50.  

49 After Baxter’s study in 1983, there were long pauses in the study of interchange fees of card 

network operations. Studies on this topic were popular in the late 1990’s into the 2000’s, in 

particular after the debate on whether the market-set price of interchange fees is favourable 

to the society, and whether government intervention is desirable for market efficiency. 

50 Most of these studies were initiated by retailers, the association of retailers, or those in favor 

of retailers. This is common because retailers (or merchants) have to bear the cost of 

interchange fees. However, more neutral studies also exist. For an in-depth elaboration, see 

for instance Ozlem Bedre-Defolie and Emilio Calvano, 'Pricing payment cards' (2009). 

http://uaces.org/documents/papers/1440/kasiyanto.pdf
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competition laws by creating price-fixing51 and entry barriers to the card 

industry.52 

Also, the government has been called upon to intervene. Government 

interventions mainly appear in two forms: regulation and competition law 

enforcement. The regulation approach has been adopted in the U.S.53 and 

Australia, 54  and most recently in the EU, 55  while competition law 

enforcement is imposed in the EU56 and Canada.57 

2.3.1 Related Literature 

Studies on the interchange fees of the two-sided market, especially 

from economic perspectives, are numerous. For instance, Rochet and Tirole 

(2006, 2008) conducted a study on the tying in two-sided markets and the 

honour all cards rule imposed by the principals of credit cards.58 Bolt and 

Tieman (2008) emphasize Rochet’s report that two-sided markets tend to 

have heavily skewed pricing.59 In a study of credit card interchange fees, 

Rochet and Wright (2010) indicate that the costs involved in credit card 

payments are biased against merchants and therefore favour cardholders.60 

On the other hand, Wright (2012), in her recent study, suggests that the bias 

of credit card fees against merchants does not always have negative 

impacts. Sometimes it is necessary to encourage innovation and 

competition among merchants.61 Previously, Verdier (2009) conducted a 

survey of the literature on credit card interchange fees. Her survey highlights 

                                                      
51 Alternatively, resale price maintenance in the case of, for example, Canada. 

52 See for instance EuroCommerce v. Visa. 

53 Durbin amendment in 2010, followed by the Federal Reserve regulations in 2011. 

54 RBA regulations enacted in October 2003. 

55 Regulation (EU) 2015/751 on interchange fees for card-based payment transactions that 

was published in the Official Journal of the European Union later on 29 May 2015. See OJ L 

123, 29.5.2015. 

56 MasterCard and Others v European Commission Case C-382/12 P. 

57 Visa and MasterCard v. Competition Commission. 

58 See Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole, 'Two-sided markets: a progress report' (2006) 37 

RAND The RAND Journal of Economics 645 for early report on two-sided market issues and 

Jean-Charless Rochet and Jean Tirole, 'Tying in two-sided markets and the honor all cards rule' 

(2008) 26 International Journal of Industrial Organization 1333 , for a later study of the same 

issues. 

59  W. Bolt and A.F. Tieman, 'Heavily skewed pricing in two-sided markets: Short 

communication' (2008) 26 International Journal of Industrial Organization 1250, pp. 1250–1255 

60 J. C. Wright J. New Contributions to Retail Payments Conference at Norges Bank November 

Rochet, 'Credit card interchange fees' (2010) 34 Journal of Banking and Finance 1788. 

61 Julian Wright, 'Why Payment Card Fees are Biased against Retailers' (2012) 43 The RAND 

Journal of Economics 761. 
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some approaches that she believes are good in viewing interchange fees.62 

Wang (2010) studies market structure and what drives the interchange fees 

in the credit card industry63 and PilChoiw (2010) elaborates on tying in the 

two-sided market with multi-homing.64 

2.3.2 The Economics of Interchange Fees 

Under economic theory, payment card operations are considered to 

be a two-sided market.65 Thus, policies adopted for this payments scheme 

must consider the economic theory of two-sided markets. Applying policies 

applicable to one-sided business to a two-sided market, including applying 

policies using economic rationale rooting from one-sided business, will 

disturb the market equilibrium of the two-sided market and, in the end, will 

harm consumers. 66 

Interchange fees play significant roles in card payments networks. They 

balance the demand of card issuers (usually banks), merchants, and 

consumers. In theory, setting interchange fees too high provides less 

incentive for the merchant to accept cards for payments, whereas setting 

interchange fees too low makes issuing more cards unattractive to banks, 

which in the end provides fewer benefits to consumers. Therefore, it is 

necessary to find the socially optimum price of the interchange fee to 

support the existence and sustainability of card network operations. The 

question is whether the socially optimum price of interchange fees is 

equivalent to the market-set price or less, and how to calculate socially 

optimum interchange fees. A further question is whether the market needs 

government intervention to define interchange fees. 67 

Regarding government intervention in setting the interchange fees, 

some scholars challenge that such intervention needs more consideration 

rather than merely employing fix cost variable.68 Using government price 

                                                      
62 Marianne Verdier, 'Interchange fees in payment card systems: a survey of literature' (2011) 

25 JOES Journal of Economic Surveys 273. 

63 Z. Wang, 'Market structure and payment card pricing: What drives the interchange?' (2010) 

28 International Journal of Industrial Organization 86. 

64 J.P. Choi, 'Tying in Two-Sided Markets with Multi-Homing' (2010) LVIII The Journal of Industrial 

Economics 607. 

65 Julian Wright, 'The Determinants of Optimal Interchange Fees in Payment Systems' (2004) 52 

The Journal of Industrial Economics 1 

66 For general yet valuable discussion on this issue see L. Gyselen, 'Multilateral Interchange 

Fees Under E.U. Antitrust Law: A One-Sided View on a Two-Sided Market?' (2005) Columbia 

Business Law Review 703 

67  As discussed above, government intervention can be in the form of regulations or 

competition law enforcement. For further elaboration, see Wright, 'Why Payment Card Fees 

are Biased against Retailers'. 

68 For instance Evans in ‘Interchange Fees, The Economics and Regulation of What Merchants 

Pay for Cards’, pp. 51-54. 
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control for monopoly markets such as the electricity industry, the 

interchange fees calculation must arguably take into account the variable 

costs in setting the socially optimum price. Furthermore, the demands of both 

merchants and consumers must also be considered as variables in defining 

the price.  

2.3.3 Competition Issues 

Competition issues were brought to the table by three individual 

parties. The first party, which appears in the most cases, is retailers or the 

association of retailers. They argue that the fees are set too high and 

therefore overburden merchants with paying more fees. Such an 

arrangement makes the market inefficient. In the end, as merchants further 

argue, this arrangement will harm consumers in the form of higher prices. For 

the system to operate efficiently, the fees must be set at zero or be lower 

than those set by card networks. By diminishing or lowering the interchange 

fees, merchants will save more money and will pass these savings on to the 

consumers in the form of a lower price.  

The second party complaining about interchange fees was the banks. 

Banks’ issues with interchange fees were at their height in the past when 

interchange fees were in their early stages. A case was filed by NaBanco in 

1979 in the U.S., alleging that interchange fees set by Visa harmed the banks 

by paying more cost for the benefit of the card-network owner. It also 

violated antitrust law by fixing the price to be paid by the banks. However, 

the court ruled that interchange fees neither violate antitrust law nor harm 

banks. They are essential for the four-party-scheme of the credit card, 

guaranteeing its operations and sustainability. After this lawsuit failed, and 

seeing that interchange fees later brought in more revenue, banks stopped 

complaining about interchange fees. In some cases, banks, like those in 

Canada, even supported credit card networks against competition 

authority. 

The final party to dispute interchange fees for violating competition law 

is the competition authority itself, as occurred in Canada69 and the EU.70 

These two competition authorities (separately and independent of each 

other) argued that interchange fees cause price-fixing, create an inefficient 

market, and harm consumers. In Canada, the competition tribunal dismissed 

the application of the competition authority and therefore ruled in favour of 

the credit card industry. Furthermore, the tribunal argued that instead of 

arguing in the name of competition law enforcement, the issue ought to be 

investigated using another approach, such as regulation under the central 

bank’s power. In the EU, on the other hand, the Supreme Court approved 

                                                      
69 Tribunal adopted the decision in 2013 dismissing the case filed by the competition authority. 

70 The ECJ adopted the decision in 2014 in favour of the competition authority. 
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the European Commission’s decision that interchange fees violate 

competition law.  

2.4 Interchange Fee Arrangements in Asia 

2.4.1 General Overview 

Like in many other jurisdictions, the interchange fee arrangements in 

Asia can be divided into two categories: those set forth by the market and 

those capped by the government. The former is mostly determined 

multilaterally by the principal of the card systems71 while the latter appears 

in the form of a guideline, concept paper, or circular letter published by the 

central banks. Among the nine Asian countries, the interchange fees in 

China, India, Saudi Arabia, and Malaysia are capped by the central 

banks/monetary authority, while in the remaining five countries, Japan, 

Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, and Singapore, they are set forth by the market. 

However, India is a unique case. Instead of capping the interchange fees, 

the central bank of India caps the merchant discount rate where the 

interchange fees are one of its components. As a consequence, the 

interchange fees must also be adjusted to the capped merchant discount 

rate. Hence, interchange fees in India are capped by the regulator, but 

indirectly. 

As for the interchange fee rate/level in Asia, it can be categorized into 

three different groups: low (up to 0.5% of the transaction value), medium 

(between 0.5% and 1%), and high (over 1%). In grouping, the various 

interchange fee levels around the globe were observed, and the 

government-set interchange fees were used as a benchmark for the lower 

boundary of the interchange fees. These include 0.2% for debit card 

transactions and 0.3% for credit card transactions recently adopted by the 

EU, 0.55% for credit card transactions ratified by Australia, and approximately 

0.22% for debit card transactions adopted by the U.S.  

Unsurprisingly, the interchange fees capped by the government are 

low to medium, while the interchange fees established by the market are 

high. The subsection below discusses the details of interchange fees in each 

of the nine Asian countries.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
71 Such as Visa and MasterCard. 
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2.4.2 Country Details 

2.4.2.1 China 

Since February 2013, the interchange fees in China have been capped 

by the regulator, 72  following the approval of the government of the 

Standards on Bank Card Merchant Fees.73 The capped interchange fees 

vary 74  based on the purpose of the consumer purchases, from general 

purchases to entertainment to daily living and public welfare. See the details 

of interchange fees for each category in Table 1. 75 

Table 2.1. Interchange Fees Applied in China 

Category Example IF Rate 

General 

purchase  

General merchandise, travel and tickets, training, 

wholesale 

0.78% 

Entertainment  Food & beverages, jewellery, real estates, 

automobiles  

1.25% 

Daily living  Supermarket, gas and utility, transport 0.38% 

Public welfare Payment to government, education 0.00% 

Source: People Bank of China  

2.4.2.2 Japan 

When it comes to the payment card market, Japan has unique 

characteristics among the Asian countries. It represents countries where the 

merchant discount rate is high while the volume of card transactions is low. 

This condition makes the payment market in Japan unattractive for an 

acquiring business.76  

The interchange fees in Japan are determined by the market, not 

capped by the regulator. The interchange fee level varies, and is deducted 

from the merchant discount rate which is considered as one of the highest 

rates available, ranging from 1.5%-8%. The average interchange fee is 2.4% 

per transaction. However, since 83% of all card payment transactions are 

processed using a 3-party scheme where no interchange fees are applied 

(also called the “on-us” transaction), the payment card market with 

                                                      
72 Wang, V.: Reduced Interchange Fees in China Effective February 25, 2013. Global Insights, 

17 December 2012. Available at http://www.paymentlawadvisor.com/2012/12/17/reduced-

interchange-fees-in-china-effective-february-25-2013/. Last accessed on 1 December 2015. 

73  See also First Data, ‘Beyond Cash: China’s Emerging Payments Market’. Written in 

collaboration with The Economist Intelligence Unit (2007). 

74 See also KPMG, ‘Card Payments in Asia Pacific: The State of the Nations’ (2009). 

75  Hayashi, F.: Public Authority Involvement in Payment Card Markets: Various Countries. 

Payments System Research Department, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. August 2013. 

76 The similar market applies to Korea. See details under subsection 2.4.2.4 below. See also 

Australian Bankers’ Association, ‘ABA Supplementary Submission: Assessment of the Impact of 

Inappropriate Interchange Fee Levels. Submission to the Reserve Bank of Australia, Inquiry into 

Credit Card Systems (2001). 

http://www.paymentlawadvisor.com/2012/12/17/reduced-interchange-fees-in-china-effective-february-25-2013/
http://www.paymentlawadvisor.com/2012/12/17/reduced-interchange-fees-in-china-effective-february-25-2013/
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interchange fees involved is quite small, accounting for approximately only 

17% of the total transactions.77 

2.4.2.3 India 

In 2012, the Reserve Bank of India capped the merchant discount rate 

for debit card transactions at 0.75% for any transactions with maximum 

values of INR2000 (approximately 30 USD) and 1% for transactions above 

INR2000. Following this cap, the main debit card scheme processor in India, 

RuPay, aligns the interchange fees for debit card transactions at 0.45% for 

transactions with maximum values of INR2000 and 0.65% for transactions 

above INR2000. Some exemptions are applied for particular transactions 

such as education, government, insurance, and mutual fund transactions, 

which incur a fixed fee of INR10 (approximately 0.15 USD). 78 As for credit 

card transactions, the interchange fees vary from 1% to 2%. 

2.4.2.4 Korea 

The card payment market of Korea shares similar economic 

characteristics as that of Japan, representing a high merchant discount rate 

and low volume of transactions. Also, until recently nearly 100% of card 

transactions were on-us transactions processed through the 3-party scheme. 

Therefore, no interchange fees were applied in Korea as there is no 

transaction exchange between acquirer and issuer.79 

Korea has currently introduced interchange fees to stimulate the growth 

of national card transactions and the advantages of economies of scale. 

However, the introduced interchange fees are set very high, accounting on 

average for 90% of the merchant discount rate that has also been 

established very high at 3.2% of the transaction value. Hence, the average 

interchange fees applicable in Korea are set at approximately 2.9% per 

transaction. This rate is much higher compared to international card 

schemes available in Korea that set the interchange fees between 1-1.2%.80 

2.4.2.5 Indonesia 

Interchange fees applicable in Indonesia are set by the industry. Hence, 

there is no intervention from the regulator. The industry establishes the 

                                                      
77 Ibid.  

78 NPCI revises Interchange and Pricing for RuPay Card scheme. Press Release No. 54, 23 

August 2012. Available at 

http://www.npci.org.in/documents/NPCInterchange_PricingRuPay.pdf. Last accessed on 1 

December 2015. 

79 Bank of Korea, ‘Payment and Settlement Trends in 2014’ (2015). 

80 Australian Bankers’ Association (2001). 

http://www.npci.org.in/documents/NPCInterchange_PricingRuPay.pdf
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interchange fees at an average of 1.6%.81 However, the actual range of 

interchange fees varies between 1.6% and 2.2% for cards issued by local 

banks and from 1% to 1.6% for cards issued by the branch of foreign banks 

in Indonesia.82 

2.4.2.6 Saudi Arabia 

Although the industry establishes the merchant discount rate based on 

bilateral or multilateral negotiation, it is the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority 

(SAMA) that determines the interchange fees in Saudi Arabia. Such 

determination is set based on periodic assessment, including surveys, of the 

acquiring and issuing banks.83  Based on the Financial Sector Assessment 

Program jointly conducted by the IMF and the World Bank in 2011, there are 

no interchange fees for card transactions initiated through both POS and 

ATMs processed through the Saudi Arabian Payment Network (SPAN) 

operated by SAMA.84 

2.4.2.7 Thailand 

Interchange fees are set by the market and not regulated by the 

authority. As a result, the interchange fees applied in Thailand vary, although 

the margin between different rates of interchange fees is not that great. For 

instance, for domestic card transactions using the Visa brand, the 

interchange fees are established at 0.70%, while the merchant discount rate 

is set at 1.2%. As for the international debit card with the same brand, the 

interchange fees are set at 1.2%, while the MDR is set at 1.6%.  

2.4.2.8 Malaysia 

In October 2014, Bank Negara Malaysia, the central bank of Malaysia, 

issued a concept paper on Payment Card Network Reform.85 Under the 

concept paper, the interchange fees for both domestic and international 

transactions are proposed to be capped variously based on the transaction 

types (government or general merchants) and card types (credit and debit 

cards).86 For credit card transactions, both domestic and international, the 

                                                      
81 It is difficult to find a valid data of interchange fees applicable to Indonesia. However, some 

articles provide an indication of interchange fees http://www.marketing.co.id/adu-kuat-di-

jalur-transaksi/ 

82  See for instance https://blog.duitpintar.com/cara-ngeles-jadi-korban-kena-praktik-

surcharge-kartu-kredit. 

83 CPSS-Redbook. Payment, clearing and settlement systems in Saudi Arabia (2012). Available 

at https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d105_sa.pdf. Last accessed on 5 December 2015. 

84 IMF. Saudi Arabia: Financial Sector Assessment Program Update—Detailed Assessment of 

Observance of the CPSS Core Principles for Systemically Important Payment Systems. IMF 

Country Report No. 13/214 (July 2013). 

85 Bank Negara Malaysia: Payment Card Reform Framework, Concept Paper. Issued on: 10 

October 2014. 

86 Ibid. 

https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d105_sa.pdf
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interchange fees are capped at 1% from 2015 to 2020 and at 0.48% from 

2021 onward. These caps apply to all kinds of transactions using credit cards, 

either government or regular merchant transactions. As for debit card 

transactions, the interchange fees differ for domestic and international 

transactions. For domestic debit card transactions through the state, there 

are no interchange fees applied (or 0.00%) from 2015 to 2020. However, from 

the period of 2021 onward the interchange fees for government transactions 

will be set at a maximum of 0.15% or 50 cents, whichever is lower. The 0.15% 

or 50 cent rate is also applicable for transactions through regular merchants 

(other than government) regardless of the period. As for international debit 

card transactions, the interchange fees are 0.00% for government 

transactions from 2015 to 2020 and 0.21% or 70 cents for government or 

regular merchant transactions from 2021 onward. See Table 2.2 for details. 

Table 2.2. Interchange Fees Applied in Malaysia 

Card Types Interchange Fees 

Transactions to government Transactions to 

others 

Credit Cards  - 1% (2015-2020) 

- 0.48% (from 2021) 

Debit Cards   

- Domestic  - 0.00% (2015-2020) 

- 0.15% or RM0.5 (from 2021) 

0.15% or RM0.5 

- International - 0.00% (2015-2020) 

- 0.21% or RM0.7 (from 2021) 

0.21% or RM0.7 

Source: Bank Negara Malaysia  

2.4.2.9 Singapore 

The industry establishes the interchange fees in Singapore and adjusts 

them to market conditions. For instance, the main card processing party in 

Singapore, Network for Electronic Transfers (NETS),87 was able to set a lower 

merchant discount rate until 2007 when the international card schemes 

started to enter the Singaporean market. During that period, the merchant 

discount rate was established at between 0.35% and 0.55% because NETS 

did not need to pay any interchange fees to the issuing banks.88 However, 

as the international card schemes started to enter Singapore, offering better 

revenue for the issuing banks by introducing interchange fees, NETS 

eventually had to increase the merchant discount rate to keep up with the 

competition of the international networks. This meant that NETS was able to 

give monetary incentives to the issuing banks to maintain and sustain their 

                                                      
87 NETS was founded in 1985 and is currently owned by the three largest banks in Singapore: 

DBS Bank, OCBC, and UOB. See KPMG (2009). 

88 Ibid. 
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services in the market. The merchant discount rate was then set at a range 

between 1.5% and 1.8% per transaction.89 

2.5 Interchange Fee Arrangements in Other Jurisdictions90 

2.5.1 Historical Overview of Interchange Fees around the Globe  

Historically, the setting of interchange fees cannot be set apart from the 

shifting of proprietary card systems91 into multiparty card systems. Bank of 

America initiated the first unitary system of the credit card in 1958. It then 

moved to a franchising system in 1966, which involved other banks issuing 

cards under the control of Bank of America. The story of the interchange fees 

started in 1970 when the unitary system changed into the multiparty system. 

Interchange fees were set for the first time in 1971 for the multiparty system, 

with the objective of balancing the operations of the system, stimulus 

innovations, and efficiency. It was set at the amount of 1.95% of the 

transaction value.92 

In 1979, the first lawsuit against interchange fees was filed by the National 

Bankcard Corporation (NaBanco), alleging that such fees were a form of 

price-fixing and, therefore, violated U.S. antitrust law. In 1986 the appellate 

court ruled in support of the credit card network, rejecting the allegation 

and approving the interchange fees. Slightly beforehand, William Baxter 

introduced a paper discussing the economic rationale for interchange fees. 

This 1983 paper is the first scientific paper to elaborate on the justification of 

interchange fees.93 

The subsequent histories of the interchange fees ‘battle’ were marked by 

at least four major events. Firstly, a lawsuit in Europe was filed by the 

association of retailers, EuroCommerce, against Visa in 1997. Secondly, the 

Reserve Bank of Australia adopted regulations capping interchange fees for 

credit card operations in 2003. Thirdly, the Durbin amendment was adopted 

by the U.S. in 2010, capping interchange fees for debit card operations. 

Lastly, in 2014, the ECJ adopted a decision on MasterCard v. European 

                                                      
89 Capgemini: Domestic Payment Card Networks, Emerging opportunities and challenges. 

(2011). 

90 This section originally appears in a paper titled “the battle in ruling the interchange fees for 

card payments” (unpublished) available at 

http://uaces.org/documents/papers/1440/kasiyanto.pdf. Last accessed on 4 December 

2015. 

91 In this case, the credit card systems. 

92  For a discussion on this, see for instance Richard Schmalensee, 'Payment Systems and 

Interchange Fees' (2002) 50 JOIE The Journal of Industrial Economics 103. 

93  William F. Baxter, 'Bank Interchange of Transactional Paper: Legal and Economic 

Perspectives' (1983) 26 Journal of Law and Economics 541. 

http://uaces.org/documents/papers/1440/kasiyanto.pdf
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Commission94 and in 2015 the EU ratified a regulation to cap the interchange 

fees for card payments.95 Figure 2.1 provides the complete historical review 

of the interchange fees. 

 
Source: author, compiled from various sources 

Figure 2.1 Historical Overview of Interchange Fees around the Globe 

                                                      
94 The decision was in favour of the European Commission, stating that interchange fees 

violated competition law. See MasterCard and Others v European Commission Case T-111/08. 

95 See OJ L 123, 29.5.2015. 
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2.5.2 Australia 

Australia adopted regulations to cap interchange fees for credit card 

networks in 2003. These regulations only applied to the four-party scheme of 

credit card networks such as MasterCard and Visa and not to three-party 

schemes such as Amex or Diners. The regulations cap the interchange fees 

for credit card networks at around 0.55%, reducing them by 0.40% from 

market-set interchange fees that were previously set at around 0.95%.96 This 

ruling took place after some studies conducted by the Reserve Bank of 

Australia concluded that the existing arrangement of credit card operations 

to some extent led consumers to use less-efficient payment instruments. Such 

arrangements guarantee the yield income for issuing banks (to issue more 

cards) with a burden to merchants. Thus, the Reserve Bank of Australia has 

enacted regulations mainly to increase the cost of using inefficient payment 

instruments so that consumers will not over-use them and move to more 

efficient payment instruments. 

2.5.3 The EU 

The phase began with a complaint filed on 20 March 1992 by the 

representative of UK retailers, the British Retail Consortium. This association of 

merchants alleged that MasterCard (as a credit card network owner) had 

restricted competition among the credit card players (banks as card issuers 

and retailers as merchants) by a certain arrangement that made merchants 

liable to pay the cost of cross-border or multilateral interchange fees.97 In 

addition, the European Commission as the competition authority also 

investigated such case under competition law, with the legal analysis and 

the outcome as follows. 

First of all, the European Commission, in general, agreed on the ground 

rules underlying the operations of payment systems, namely network 

externalities and the role of interchange fees. Network externalities 

guarantee that certain payment systems are not only feasible but also 

sustainable while interchange fees in the form of income transfer between 

the acquiring banks and the issuing banks can optimize the operation of the 

network for the users. However, the European Commission argued that to 

define the interchange fee level, employing economic theory alone is not 

sufficient. This stance is justified with the argument that theories are based 

on assumptions that often do not reflect the market reality. Therefore, there 

                                                      
96 Set by three associations of banks in Australia. See Evans, Interchange Fees, The Economics 

and Regulation of What Merchants Pay for Cards, pp. 58. 

97 Official Journal of the European Union C 264/8, 6112009, pp. 1 
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is a need to employ a comprehensive analysis that is not based merely on 

assumptions but also on facts and empirical data.98 

Secondly, the Commission argued that the multilateral interchange fees 

set by MasterCard restricted competition by increasing the base price that 

the acquirers must charge the merchants under merchant fees. The 

Commission believed that if MasterCard did not do so (inflating the base 

price by imposing interchange fees), the merchant fees charged by the 

acquiring banks would be lower.99 

Finally, the Commission pointed out the fact that interchange fees 

guaranteed incomes for the issuing banks of credit cards, so those banks 

shared the same interest with that of card network owners. This condition 

caused both network owners and their members to try to protect the 

network.100 The evidence supporting this argument was the fact that there is 

another available card network similar to that of MasterCard that operates 

without interchange fees.101  

The Commission came to the decision that the interchange fees 

arrangement violated competition law and, therefore, had to be 

adjusted.102 This decision was adopted based on the above evaluations, 

and after the Commission had requested MasterCard to submit empirical 

evidence proving that interchange fees have positive impacts on the 

system’s efficiency, MasterCard failed to do so. MasterCard brought the 

decision of the Commission before the General Court, arguing that the 

Commission had ‘incorrectly’ applied the analysis by, for one, ignoring 

MasterCard’s empirical study on the positive impact of interchange fees. 

Therefore, MasterCard requested that the court repeal the decision. The 

General Court made the decision to reject the MasterCard lawsuit and ruled 

in support of the Commission.103 MasterCard filed this case before the ECJ.104 

However, the ECJ retained the lower court decision. 

In addition to competition law enforcement, on 29 April 2015, the 

European Parliament and the Council of Europe adopted Regulation (EU) 

2015/751 on interchange fees for card-based payment transactions that 

had been published in the Official Journal of the European Union later on 29 

May 2015. 105  By introducing this regulation, interchange fees for card 

                                                      
98  Ibid, pp. 3. Here, the Commission used the terms “…detailed, robust and compelling 

analysis that relies in its assumptions and deductions on empirical data and facts.” 

99 Ibid, pp. 2 

100 Ibid. 

101 Ibid. 

102 European Commission Decision C (2007) 6474. 

103 MasterCard and Others v European Commission Case T-111/08. 

104 MasterCard and Others v European Commission Case C-382/12 P. 

105 OJ L 123, 29.5.2015. 
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payments in the EU were capped at a maximum of 20 basis points for debit 

card transactions 106  and 30 basis points for credit card transactions, 107 

multiplied by the value of the transaction. Both caps apply to cross-border 

and domestic transactions in the EU,108 initiated using cards issued by issuers 

in the EU. 109 While this regulation, in general, entered into force on 8 June 

2015,110 provisions on interchange fee caps applied starting in 9 December 

2015.111  

2.5.4 The U.S. 

In contrast to policies in other jurisdictions, which apply to credit card 

operations, policies on interchange fees in the U.S. are so far only applicable 

to debit card operations. With the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010, the policies 

appeared under the Durbin Amendment, mandating the Federal Reserve 

Bank to regulate the interchange fees of debit card operations reasonably 

and proportionally “to the cost incurred by the issuer with respect to the 

transaction”.112 In the summer of 2011, the Federal Reserve adopted the final 

regulation on interchange fees for debit card operations, which took effect 

on 1 October 2011.113 The regulation ruled that interchange fees applicable 

to financial institutions with assets amounting to more than $10 billion be 

capped to a base fee of 21 cents, 5 basis points to cover losses from fraud, 

and 1% applicable to certain issuers to prevent fraud. In addition to 

interchange fees capping, the Federal Reserve also set certain rules 

prohibiting the network’s restrictions imposed on the merchants, for 

example, restrictions on merchants offering customer discounts for using a 

debit card114 and setting a minimum value of transaction to use a credit 

card.115 

                                                      
106 Under article 3 of Regulation (EU) 2015/721. See OJ L 123, 29.5.2015, p. 10-11. 

107 Under article 4 of Regulation (EU) 2015/721. See OJ L 123, 29.5.2015, p. 11. 

108 See OJL 123, 29.5.2015, p. 3-4. For domestic debit card transactions, Member States may, 

under article 3 of the regulation, define a lower cap. 

109 In this sense, such a regulation does not apply to a transaction conducted in the EU but 

does, for instance, to a transaction using a U.S.-based credit card. 

110 OJ L 123, 29.5.2005, p. 15. See also Competition policy brief, Occasional discussion papers 

by the Competition Directorate–General of the European Commission, Issue 2015-3 | June 

2015, p. 1. 

111 Under article 18 paragraph 2 of Regulation (EU) 2015/721. See OJ L 123, 29.5.2015, p. 15. 

112 Section 1075 of the Dodd-Frank Act. 

113  See for instance Wang, 'Market structure and payment card pricing: What drives the 

interchange?'. 

114 The aim of this rule is justified and aiming at giving flexibility to merchants to offer consumers 

more efficient payment instruments. 

115 Considering that the merchants bear some burden of cost for the use of credit cards more 

than other payment instruments such as debit cards, it is just to give merchants the flexibility 
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2.6 Interchange Fees and the Card Market Growth 

This section discusses the interchange fees and development of card 

markets in Asia by comparing data on the interchange fees and card 

market growth. 

2.6.1 A Fascinating Fact 

Based on a comparison of data on the interchange fee levels and 

payment card growth, there is an indication that a correlation between 

interchange fees and card market growth exists. The compared data were 

observed in two manners: firstly, by looking at the patterns of the data; and 

secondly, by dividing the data into two groups. One group consists of 

countries where the interchange fees are capped by the government and 

the other encompasses countries where the interchange fees are set forth 

by the market. However, such correlation is an indication drawn merely 

based on qualitative observation by comparing the data. Therefore, 

quantitative empirical analyses are needed to reach a firm conclusion that 

such a correlation undoubtedly exists. 

First of all, when data on the interchange fee levels, the growth of card 

numbers, and the growth of transaction value of nine countries in Asia are 

put together and then compared, a fascinating pattern is revealed, showing 

an indication of the correlation between them. Figure 2.2 shows a pattern of 

the debit card market while Figure 2.3 shows that of the credit card market. 

 

 

                                                      
to set a limit amount for credit card transactions. However, the limit amount must not exceed 

10 USD. 
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Source: BIS, relevant central banks 

Figure 2.2 Patterns of Compared Data on Debit Card Interchange Fees and the 

Debit Card Growth by Card Numbers and by Transaction Value among Nine 

Countries in Asia over the Last Four Years. 

As shown in Figure 2.2, data on debit card growth by card numbers and 

by transaction value share a similar pattern, with the volatility of the former 

being less than that of the latter. In other words, both go in the same 

direction with different magnitude where the scale of growth of transaction 

value is higher than by card numbers, except in Japan, India, and perhaps 

Korea.116 In contrast, the pattern of the card growths (both by card numbers 

and by transaction value) shows the antithesis of the pattern of the 

interchange fees data, meaning that when the interchange fee level is low, 

the card growths tend to be high, and vice versa. Hence, it is a fact that a 

country with a lower interchange fee level shows relatively high card market 

growths. However, this can be due to many factors other than interchange 

fee level itself, such as the central bank’s policy in driving the development 

of payment card markets or the micro- and macro-economic conditions of 

that particular country.  

A similar pattern also applies to credit card data as shown in Figure 2.3. 

                                                      
116 No data on the debit card growth by card numbers is yet available for Korea. Once 

available, it will be added. 
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Source: BIS, relevant central banks 

Figure 2.3 Patterns of Compared Data on Credit Card Interchange Fees and the 

Credit Card Growth by Card Numbers and by Transaction Value among Nine 

Countries in Asia in the Last Four Years. 

Secondly, when the data are grouped under government-capped and 

market-set interchange fees and then compared to each other, they also 

provide some interesting facts. As shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, the countries 

with government-capped interchange fees (China, India, Malaysia, and 

Saudi Arabia) have high market growths compared to countries with 

market-set interchange fees (Japan, Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, and 

Singapore). The growth by transaction value is overall higher than growth by 

card numbers for most countries. For instance, China, where the interchange 

fees for everyday purchases are capped at 0.38%, has a market growth of 

45.75% by transaction value and nearly 20% by card numbers (Figure 2.4). 

This fact applies to both debit and credit transactions in China. Similar 

conditions also apply in India, Malaysia, and Saudi Arabia, except that the 

credit card market in Malaysia shows the growth by card numbers at -5.11% 

(Figure 2.5). After careful scrutinizing, it turns out that this is due to Bank 

Negara Malaysia’s policy of tightening the credit card regulations to cleanse 

the credit card industry of bad debts and default cardholders. 

In contrast, in countries where the interchange fees are set forth by the 

market, the growths are relatively lower. For instance, in Japan where the 

interchange fees are set at 2.4%, the debit card market grows annually at            

-10.86% by transaction value and only by 2.36% for card numbers. However, 
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the exception applies to the debit card market in Indonesia where the 

growths have reached nearly 20% per year for the last four years (Figure 2.4). 

 
Source: BIS, relevant central banks 

Figure 2.4 Grouped Data on Debit Card Markets Compared between 

Government-capped and Market-set Interchange Fee Countries over the Last 

Four Years. 

 

 
Source: BIS, relevant central banks 

Figure 2.5 Grouped Data on Credit Card Markets Compared between 

Government-capped and Market-set Interchange Fee Countries over the Last 

Four Years. 
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2.6.2 Do the Caps Influence the Market Growth? 

The previous analysis shows that countries with high interchange fees tend 

to have lower market growth, whereas countries with low interchange fees 

tend to have higher growth. As the government-set interchange fees are 

always lower than the market-set interchange fees, countries with 

government-set interchange fees have, therefore, higher market growth. 

Hence, does it mean that government intervention in the card market 

through capping the interchange fees has been driving the market growth 

upwardly? Firstly, we conducted a simple statistical analysis to look whether 

the interchange fee level has correlation with the market growth. Secondly, 

we performed a qualitative analysis to seek whether the caps of the 

interchange fees have driven the market growth upwardly. 

2.6.2.1 A Simple Statistical Analysis: Weak Negative Correlation 

First of all, we put the data on the interchange fee rate and market growth 

of nine major countries in Asia as shown in Figure 2.6. We selected the credit 

card data is it has less magnitude than debit card data. 

 
Figure 2.6 The Interchange Fee Rate and Market Growth of Credit Cards in Nine 

Major Countries in Asia. 

From the initial examination of the raw data, it is likely that, although weak, 

a negative correlation does exist. To prove, we computed a simple analysis 

to calculate the correlation coefficient (r). We use market growth as the 

dependent variable (y) and interchange fee rate as the independent 

variable (x). To calculate r, we used the Pearson Product Moment correlation 

coefficient as follows: 
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r =
Cov(x, y)

√𝑆2
𝑥 ∗ 𝑆2

𝑦

 

 

As 𝐶𝑜𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑦) =
∑(𝑋−�̅�)(Y−�̅�)

n−1
 while 𝑆2

𝑥 =
∑(𝑋−�̅�)2

𝑛−1
 and  𝑆2

𝑦 =
∑(𝑌−�̅�)2

𝑛−1
, the above 

formula can also be written as: 

 

𝑟 =
∑(𝑋 − �̅�)(Y − �̅�)

√∑(𝑋 − �̅�)2√(Y − �̅�)2
 

 

The result of the correlation coefficient is s r= -0.55.  

Hence, it means that there is a weak negative correlation between the 

interchange fee rate and market growth of credit cards in Asia. 

2.6.2.2 A More Comprehensive Analysis: Too Early to Conclude 

First of all, it seems too early to conclude that the capped interchange 

fees have driven the market growth upwardly as such policies have only 

been adopted recently. Malaysia adopted the concept paper on Payment 

Card Network Reform, where the central bank caps the interchange fees at 

various levels, at the end of 2014, and such caps took effect in 2015. China 

adopted the interchange fees in February 2013, and since then the growth 

of both debit and credit card markets by the numbers of the cards has slowly 

decreased, as shown in Figure 2.7 (debit card) and Figure 2.8 (credit card). 

Both markets in China are still growing by an average of around 19%, but the 

growth has been in a gradual downward trend ever since. Finally, India 

applied the interchange fees caps for debit card transactions in October 

2012. As shown in Figure 2.7 (as the cap does not apply to credit card 

transactions, Figure 2.8 does not apply to India), the growth spikes up from 

around 19% in 2013 to over 40% in 2014. When we look closely at the data, 

the number of debit cards increases from over 394 million cards in 2013 to 

over 553 million cards in 2014. However, it cannot be concluded that such a 

spike is simply caused by the interchange fees cap; a closer observation of 

the Indian card market needs to be conducted. 
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Source: BIS, relevant central banks 

Figure 2.7 Debit Card Growth in Asian Countries, by the Numbers of the Card. 

  
Source: BIS, relevant central banks 

Figure 2.8 Credit Card Growth in Asian Countries, by the Numbers of the Card. 

Secondly, some other factors may have more influence, such as the 

maturity of the markets, the keenness of the competition, and consumers’ 

consumption behaviours within and towards payment channels. For 

instance, the maturity of the markets deals with the development level of 

the economy of the country. Developed economies tend to have more 
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mature markets, whereas developing economies reserve plenty of room for 

the market to develop. Of the nine countries, only two were considered to 

be developed economies: Japan and Singapore. The rests fall under the 

group of developing countries. By chance, these two developed economies 

have market-set interchange fees and the lowest annual growth of debit 

card market by numbers of the cards (see Figure 2.7), averaging at 0.36% 

and 2.19% respectively. These are far lower compared to countries with 

government-set interchange fees such as China, India, and Malaysia, which 

have annual growth of 19.67%, 25.14%, and 9.80% respectively. The debit 

card market growth of Japan and Singapore also show downward trends 

over the last four years. The maturity of the markets is also indicated by the 

number of cards issued compared to the productive age population, for 

instance, to determine whether there is still some room available for 

improvements. Productive age used here refers to that of Japan, which 

ranges from 20-69 years. As shown in Figure 2.9, the credit card market has 

already been saturated in the developed economies, with the number of 

credit cards issued reaching over 3.3x the productive age population in 

Japan and 2.4x in Singapore by the end of 2014. In contrast, in developing 

countries where the government caps the interchange fees, such as China, 

India, and Malaysia, there is still plenty of room for the credit card market to 

improve. The number of credit cards issued in China only reached 0.47x of 

the productive age population by 2014, while in India and Malaysia the 

number reached 0.03x and 0.43x respectively. This fact could be one reason 

that the market growth of the latter group of countries is higher than that of 

the former.   

 
Source: BIS, relevant central banks 

Figure 2.9 Comparison of Productive Age and the Number of Credit Cards 

between Government-set and Market-set Interchange Fees Countries. 
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2.7 Interchange Fees and Competition of Card Markets: Case Analysis 

2.7.1 Competition Cases in Asia 

Unlike in other jurisdictions where competition cases occur quite often, 

such as those in Australia, the EU, and the U.S., there are only two cases 

related to the competition of payment cards in Asia. One directly relates to 

the interchange fees for card payments initiated by Visa in Singapore, while 

the other has an indirect connection with the interchange fee arrangements 

in India, but deal with an anticompetitive agreement through installing the 

payment terminals instead.  

As for the first case, in September 2013, the Competition Authority of 

Singapore (CSS) adopted a decision on multilateral interchange fees for 

card payments.117 An application was filed by Visa in 2006118 under Section 

44 of the Competition Act of Singapore that allows Visa as a party of 

interchange fee arrangements to inquire with the CCS whether an 

agreement or business undertaking has violated competition law. Visa 

sought a decision from the CCS about whether interchange fee 

arrangements had violated Section 34 of the Competition Act of Singapore, 

which prohibits anticompetitive agreements. Also, Visa sought further 

clearance in the case that such arrangements had not violated the 

competition law, in terms of exclusion or exemption from the prohibition.119  

Before adopting the decision, the CCS took several steps to assess Visa’s 

multilateral interchange fee arrangements, including consultation with 

market card players (banks, merchants, and payment processors), customer 

surveys, and taking into account previous decisions adopted by foreign 

competition authorities. Eventually, the CCS adopted the decision that the 

interchange fee arrangements do not violate the competition law of 

Singapore as such arrangements do not result in a significant adverse effect 

on the competition of the relevant markets.  

The CCS rationales for the decision are as follows. Firstly, the relevant 

markets are the card issuing market, card acquiring market, and card 

administration market. In this case, the CCS rejected Visa’s submission to 

apply the competitive analysis to the payment system market. Secondly, in 

assessing the anticompetitive effects of the interchange fee arrangements, 

the CCS looked carefully at the degree of competition in such markets with 

and without the interchange fees. For the card issuing market, the CCS 

believed that more competition would unlikely occur if the interchange fees 

did not take place. Besides, the CCS found that card issuers would likely 

                                                      
117 Case number CCS 400/001/06. 

118 Right upon the enactment of the Competition Act of Singapore. 

119  For a case brief see for instance 

http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/knowledge/publications/106315/competition-law-

developments-in-east-asia-september-2013.  

http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/knowledge/publications/106315/competition-law-developments-in-east-asia-september-2013
http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/knowledge/publications/106315/competition-law-developments-in-east-asia-september-2013
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increase the cardholder fees to cover up losses of the interchange fees 

revenue. In the end, this could reduce the usage of card instruments in 

Singapore. For the card acquiring market, the CCS doubted that the degree 

of competition between acquirers would increase in the absence of 

interchange fees. Hence, the CCS concluded that the interchange fee 

arrangements do not result in adverse effects on market competition and, 

therefore, do not violate competition law of Singapore.  

For the second case, in July 2012, the Indian Competition Appellate 

Tribunal imposed a fine on a petroleum company and the ICICI Bank for 

entering into anti-competitive agreements. The case was filed by the 

association of petrol dealers before the competition authority of India, and 

alleged that such anti-competitive agreement took place when both 

parties set up only ICICI bank’s card terminals at merchants for fuel 

payments. As a result, customers using payment cards other than ICICI cards 

would incur a surcharge of, on average, 2.5% of the value of the transaction. 

The Competition Tribunal found this unjustified as it would eliminate the 

opportunity for merchants to seek deals with other acquirers. Hence, both 

parties were fined 200,000 INR (approximately 30,000 USD).120 This case will 

not be discussed further as it has no relation to interchange fees. 

2.7.2 Case Comparison with Europe 

Both cases in Singapore and the EU discussed the same issue: whether 

the interchange fee arrangements violated the competition law of each 

jurisdiction. However, there are two key differences. Firstly, the case in 

Singapore was brought to the table by the principal of the card network, 

whereas the dispute in the EU was brought by the opponent, the merchants. 

Secondly, the outcomes of the cases were the opposite of each other. The 

competition authority of Singapore ruled that the interchange fee 

arrangements did not violate the competition law because such 

arrangements do not result in a significant adverse impact on the 

competition of the relevant market. In contrast, the European Commission, 

endorsed by the General Court and the ECJ, ruled that the interchange fee 

arrangements do violate the competition law because they restricted the 

competition of the market by inflating the base price that the acquiring 

banks must charge to the merchants. Figure 2.10 shows the comparison 

details. 

Why do two such similar cases have different outcomes? The answer to 

this question lies in the different circumstances of the cases: approaches and 

markets 

  

                                                      
120  http://globalcompetitionreview.com/reviews/69/sections/235/chapters/2748/india-

overview/ 



 

 
Source: Author, summarized from decisions of both cases 

Figure 2.10 Case Comparison on Interchange Fees between Singapore and the European Union 



 

Different approaches 

There are some similarities as well as differences when it comes to the 

rationales employed by the competition authorities in both countries. The 

similarities include the relevant markets, the card issuing market and the card 

acquiring market, and the recognition of the ground rules underlying the 

operations of payment systems. The latter includes the awareness of the 

European Commission of the importance of the network externalities and 

the role of interchange fees in payment card operations. However, the 

differences are rather substantial. Firstly, while the competition authority of 

Singapore concluded that more competition would unlikely occur in the 

card issuing and acquiring markets in the absence of interchange fee 

arrangements, the European Commission concluded that the interchange 

fee arrangements restricted competition by inflating the base price of the 

merchant discount rates. Moreover, the European Commission believed that 

if MasterCard did not impose the interchange fees, the merchant discount 

rates would be lower and hence trigger new market participants to enter. 

Besides, the European Commission provided evidence that there are other 

networks similar to that of MasterCard that can operate well without 

interchange fees. 

Secondly, the competition authority of Singapore further argued that 

card issuers would likely increase the charges to cardholders to make up for 

the losses from the interchange fee revenues. This argument is similar to those 

in some academics papers, such as Evans (2013), which argues that the 

issuing banks would increase other charges such as account servicing 

charges or reduce the benefits of payment cards. The European Commission 

did not assess this approach. Although it believed that the interchange fees 

secured income for the issuing banks, the European Commission saw this 

condition as rather disadvantageous to the market. Issuing banks share the 

common interest of the network owner, and, therefore, would protect such 

arrangements for their own benefit regardless of whether their own interest 

was a hindrance to market competition.  

Different markets 

Credit card markets in Singapore and the EU are different in terms of size, 

characteristics, and maturity. In terms of magnitude, the Singaporean 

market is far smaller than the EU market, accounting for around one-tenth of 

it. The credit card market in Singapore accounted for only 9.8 million card 

numbers worth 35.9 billion USD in 2014 while the EU credit card market 

accounted for around 130 million cards worth 289 billion USD in the same 

year. As for the characteristics, the Singaporean market is more 

homogenous, whereas the European Union market is more diverse, 

consisting of 28 different national markets. Finally, the Singaporean credit 

card market is more saturated than the EU market. The number of credit 

cards per capita in Singapore was approximately 1.8 while in the EU it was 
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only 0.26. Each person in Singapore has almost two credit cards in his or her 

pocket while there is only one credit card for every four persons in the EU. As 

for the credit card transaction value per capita, the Singaporean market 

amounted to 6,527 USD per capita while the EU market only amounted to 

575 USD per capita.  

2.8 Conclusion 

As in many other jurisdictions, the interchange fees in Asia can be divided 

into two categories: those set forth by the market or those capped by an 

authority. The principal of the card systems determines the former 

multilaterally while the central bank or monetary authority sets the latter. 

Among the nine Asian countries, the interchange fees in China, India, Saudi 

Arabia, and Malaysia are capped by the authority, while in the rest, Japan, 

Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, and Singapore, they are set by the market. The 

interchange fees capped by the government are low (up to 0.5%) for debit 

card transactions and low to medium (between 0.5% and 1%) for credit card 

transactions. In contrast, the interchange fees established by the market are 

high (more than 1%) for both debit and credit card transactions.  

Data on the card market growths in nine countries of Asia, when 

compared to each other, provide interesting facts. Firstly, the data show that 

countries with high interchange fees for card payments tend to have low 

card market growth while countries with low interchange fees for card 

payments tend to have relatively high card market growth (up to over 45% 

in the case of China). This fact applies to both debit and credit card markets 

except for the credit card market in Malaysia where the growth by card 

numbers is -5.11% due to the central bank’s policy of cleansing the credit 

card industry of bad debts and cardholders. Secondly, and accordingly, 

countries with government-capped interchange fees have higher market 

growth compared to countries with market-set interchange fees, except for 

the debit card market in Indonesia where the market growth has reached 

over 19% annually for the last four years.  

As for competition cases, unlike in any other jurisdictions such as Australia, 

the EU, and the U.S., there are barely any cases in Asia that concern 

interchange fee arrangements, the case in Singapore being one. Visa 

brought forward a case, seeking for clarity as to whether multilateral 

interchange fees violate the Competition Act of Singapore. After seven 

years of investigation (2006-2013), the competition authority of Singapore 

eventually ruled that such arrangements do not violate the Singaporean 

competition law. This decision is totally different from the decisions approved 

by major jurisdictions, such as the decision recently adopted by the ECJ in 

the EU that states that interchange fee arrangements have violated EU 

competition law by, among other things, creating barriers to entry for new 

players. After carefully assessed, the different approaches employed by 
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both authorities in Singapore and the EU, and the different card markets in 

term of size, characteristics and maturity, have led to the different decisions.  
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3.1 Abstract 

The pro and contra over the importance of e-money being attributed the 

status of legal tender has been brought on the table since the early 90s. Is 

obtaining the status of legal tender really necessary for e-money to 

strengthen its position as a means of efficient payments in the economy? 

What do current major laws around the world say about this idea? Are there 

any other benefits from economic views? This article tries to shed a light in 

answering these questions from legal and economics perspectives.  

3.2 Introduction 

Since the early 90s the discussion on e-money as a legal tender has 

been up and down.121 This fact is, more or less, influenced by two different 

factors: the ‘volatile’ development of e-money around the world and the 

economic and social impacts it might bring to society122 and the question 

whether attributing e-money the status of legal tender will give more benefits 

to e-money as a medium of payments.123 The development of e-money has 

been marked by some success stories such as those in Kenya, Singapore to 

certain points, Hong Kong, and Japan, as well as not-so-success stories such 

as those in the rest of the world. As for the discussion of the importance of e-

money being attributed the status of legal tender, both those going pro and 

against such idea have the same in common: that cashless payments bring 

efficiency to the economy and in the end will greatly benefit the whole 

society. Even more, in early 2000 Singapore announced that it would have 

achieved the goal of e-money as legal tender by 2008,124 although such 

objective was doubtful to be official.125 

Does obtaining the status of legal tender really matter for e-money to 

develop further as a means of efficient payments in e-society? What do the 

current major legal tender laws say on such idea? Are there any other 

benefits from economic views? This paper tries to answer these questions 

                                                      
121 For early discussions in the 90s, see for instance EMI, 1993; ECB, 1998.  

122 For positive elaboration on e-money development see for instance IFC, 2012. CPSS-BIS also 

regularly conducted a survey on e-money development, see CPSS, 2000; CPSS, 2001; CPSS, 

2004; and CPSS, 2012 for complete pictures. See also BoJ, 2012. For a rather pessimistic review 

on the development of e-money see for instance Godschalk, H. and Krueger, M., 2000. Why 

e-money still fails - chances of e-money within a competitive payment instrument market. The 

Third Berlin Internet Economics Workshop, Berlin, Germany. 

123 For earliest discussion over the debate see Arnone, M. and Bandiera, L., 2004. Monetary 

and Financial Systems Department Monetary Policy, Monetary Areas, and Financial 

Development with Electronic Money. IMF Working Paper No. WP/04/122. 

124 Singapore Electronic Legal Tender (SELT). See OECD, 2002. 

125 Due to the lack of official documentations. The only ‘official’ document found was that 

has presented in OECD Forum for the Future held in Luxembourg on 11-13 July 2001. See OECD, 

2002. 
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using literature review, from legal as well as economic perspectives. It firstly 

overviews the success and not-so-success stories of e-money development 

around the world (Section 3.3), and then give an in-depth review on e-

money as legal tender (Section 3.4), before coming up with the answers in 

the conclusion (Section 3.5).  

The previous works related to this paper were plenty, but mostly in 

economics views only and not specifically address the importance of e-

money obtaining status of legal tender per se.126 This paper will contribute 

more in the terms of combining legal perspectives and economics views on 

such issues, providing insights on comparative laws evaluation and cost 

benefit analyses.  

3.3 Current Development of E-Money 

3.3.1 Coverage of E-Money  

There are various definitions of e-money.127 E-money is here defined as 

monetary values stored directly or remotely in a certain medium, either card-

based or server-based including mobile phones, 128  to avoid obvious 

confusion occurred in the past. 129  There are various business models 

providing e-money services namely the bank-led model (dominated by the 

bank), the non-bank-led model including telco-led (dominated by the non-

bank company), and the hybrid model (equally involving bank and non-

bank).130 

3.3.2 Success Stories  

Among developing countries, Kenya is seen as the most successful 

country in developing e-money while, among developed states, Japan is 

considered as the most successful state. 131  Thus, it is firstly necessary to 

overview the development of e-money in these two countries. This will be 

followed by reviews of the situation in Singapore and Hong Kong.  

 

 

 

                                                      
126 Reference of this paper mostly discussed or related to these issues. 

127 See for instance E-Money Directive of EU, ECB, CPSS, IFC, and BoJ. 

128 These types of e-money include e-cash, network money, and access products whether 

they are tied to bank accounts or not.  

129 This was firstly discussed by Fullenkamp, C. and Nsouli, S.M., 2004. Six Puzzles in Electronic 

Money and Banking. IMF Working Paper No. WP/04/19. See Section 2 of the paper entitled 

‘Do we know what we are talking about?’. 

130 For detail of e-money business models, see for instance IFC, 2011. 

131 Ibid.  
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3.3.2.1 Kenya and Japan 

Table 3.1 below highlights a number of crucial e-money indicators in Japan 

and Kenya, for the year 2009 (IFC, 2011, pp 3). 

Table 3.1. Key Metrics for E-money in Japan and Kenya 

Indicators Japan Kenya 

GDP per capita (USD) 38,271 859 

Transaction value of e-money (USD) 2.9 billion 4.26 billion 

E-money as % of GDP 0.05% 13.33 

Number of e-money users 18.5 million 9.5 million 

Transaction volume of e-money 267.8 million 177.7 million 

Average value of transactions (USD) 9 24 

Source: IFC, 2011 simplified 

As for Kenya, although there were 14.4 million unbanked adults in 2009 

(more than 77% of all adults), it has successfully developed server-based e-

money using mobile phones (mobile money, M-PESA). Initially launched in 

2007, M-PESA reached almost 9.5 million in 2009-2010, with more than 18,000 

service agents. It accounted for more than USD4.26 billion in value in 2009 

and USD5.27 billion in 2010, equal to 13.33% of the nation’s GDP. 132 The main 

use of e-money in Kenya was person-to-person transfers which accounted 

for 54% of all transactions.133 

Japan is rather different. In 2009 there were already more than 267.8 

million transactions using card-based e-money for public transport. 134  By 

2010 it increased more than 17% and by 2011 it increased about 55%. 

However, the total transaction value was ‘only’ around USD 2.9 billion, less 

than 0.07% of total non-cash transactions and only 0.05% of the nation’s 

GDP. Japan faces major challenges in bringing e-money for retail payments, 

not merely payments for public transportation.135 Volume and value of e-

money transactions in Japan from 2008-2012 can be seen in Figure 3.1. 

                                                      
132  IFC, 2011. See also IOS Press, 2012. E-Government Developments Ensuring Financial 

Inclusion via Mobile Money. Journal of E-Governance, pp 73-74. 

133 Ibid, pp 18. 

134 CPSS, 2012. 

135 IFC, 2011. BoJ, 2012. CPSS, 2012. 
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Figure 3.1 Volume and Value of E-money Transactions in Japan, from 2008-

2012136 

3.3.2.2 Singapore and Hong Kong 

As in Japan, the use of e-money in Singapore is also largely for public 

transportations. EZ-link and CashCard in Singapore are popular for such 

transactions, with value amounted to SGD2.35 billion in 2012. In terms of 

volume, e-money accounted for 3,015.14 million transactions and 

represented 45.2% of total non-cash transactions in the same year. However, 

in terms of value its representation remained only around 0.2% from total 

non-cash transactions. Volume and value of e-money transactions in 

Singapore can be seen in Figure 3.2 below.  

Figure 3.2 Volume and Value of E-money Transactions in Singapore, from 2008-

2012137 

                                                      
136 The figure made based on data from CPSS, 2012; BoJ, 2012. However, both sources do not 

provide data on volume and value of e-money transactions for the year 2012. 

137 The figure made based on data from CPSS, 2012. 
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In Hong Kong, there were over than 20 million of e-money (Octopus 

card) in circulation in 2010. Such instruments were launched in 1997 and 

have become the sole e-payment system for public transportations. The 

volume of transactions exceeded 10 million per day with the value 

exceeded HKD90 million per day in 2010. The use of Octopus cards has 

steadily expanded to retail payments over the years. From around HKD9 of 

the average value of daily transactions, public transport accounted for 

HKD7 while retail payments amounted to HKD2.138 

3.3.3 Not-so-success Stories 

3.3.3.1 The U.S. and Europe 

As the most advanced society for non-cash payment instruments 

usage other than e-money, the penetration of e-money into the U.S. market 

is barely in existence. 139  It is easily understood since non-cash payment 

infrastructures such as debit and credit cards have already been well 

established in the U.S. and people have conveniently used such 

infrastructure. 140  In 2009, the volume of card transactions amounted to 

around 53% of total payments while cash and check accounted for 36%.141 

Considering that e-money has not been widely used in the U.S. it is impossible 

to compare data on the outstanding value of e-money to currency in 

circulation nor e-money transactions to other non-cash transactions.142 

Europe has a slightly different story compared to the U.S. The CPSS 

recorded that in 2012 there was approximately EUR4.03 billion outstanding 

value of e-money, equivalent to almost 0.5% currency in circulation outside 

monetary financial institutions (see Table 3.2 for details). The outstanding 

value of e-money in Europe grew on average by 36.3% per year in the last 5 

years.143 This is the evidence that e-money has started to be used across 

Europe although the amount has not been significant yet. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
138 Chan, NTL, 2010.  Financial Infrastructure for Metropolitan Living Area: E-money for Cross-

Border Payments. Proceeds of Bauhinia Summit on “Creating a World Class PRD Metropolis”, 

The Second Pearl River Forum, 2010. 

139 CPSS, 2012. 

140 IFC, 2011.  

141 Foster et al. 2009; CPSS, 2012. 

142 CPPS, 2012. 

143 Ibid. 
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Table 3.2 Notes and Coins in Circulation, M1, and Outstanding E-money Value 

in Euro Area (in Euro Billion) 

  2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Notes and coin in circulation 722,7 769,9 808,6 857,5 876,8 

Narrow money supply (M1)2 4.035,7 4.556,2 4.754,4 4.866,6 5.174,0 

Outstanding value of e-money 1,18 1,72 2,45 3,05 4,03 

card-based  0,69 1,06 1,53 1,93 2,38 

server-based  0,49 0,66 0,92 1,12 1,65 

Source: CPSS, 2012 

It is also worth noting that there is a study in Europe resulting that the 

use of RFID for people identifications was confusing.144 To some extent, the 

way the RFID used for identification is the same of the way e-money used for 

transaction.145 

3.3.3.2 The Rest 

E-money development in the rest of the world is also struggling. In India 

for instance, although the value of e-money transactions increased more 

than 350% from 2010 to 2011, it amounted to only less than 0.0075% of the 

total non-cash transactions. In Korea, the outstanding value of e-money 

compared to currency in circulation (outside the banks) amounted to only 

less than 0.025% in 2012. Such proportion was continuously and consistently 

decreased in the last 5 years, from approximately 0.05% in 2008. Data of e-

money development in India and South Korea are respectively shown in 

Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 

Table 3.3 Transaction Value Using Noncash Payment Instruments in India (in INR 

Billion) 

  2008 2009 2010 2011 

Credit transfers 614.893,6 645.085,8 688.380,5 743.123,9 

Direct debits 669,8 698,2 736,5 833,6 

Card payments  7.008,4 9.440,4 12.076,1 12.728,9 

E-money  n/a n/a 17,65 62,01 

Checks 124.691,3 104.099,4 101.341,3 99.012,1 

Total  747.263,0 759.323,7 802.156,1 855.017,4 

Source: CPSS, 2012 

 

 

                                                      
144 The Rathenau Institute in The Hague, NL was conducting the study on RFID and Identity 

Management. The study was supervised by the European Parliament’s Scientific Technology 

Options Assessment Program. 

145  RFID is chips contained systems that have the ability to communicate using radio 

frequency. It could be used to verify identifications, for instance, an access to open a door 

for restriction area, providing certain information, as well as undertaking a transaction. 
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Table 3.4 Notes and Coins in Circulation, M1, and Outstanding E-money Value 

in South Korea (in KRW Billion) 

  2008 2009 2010 2011 

Notes and coin in circulation 23.437 29.206 34.949 39.609 

Narrow money supply (M1) 330.624 389.395 427.792 442.078 

Outstanding value of  e-money  11,2 11,8 12,7 11,9 

        Source: CPSS, 2012 

3.3.4 The Reasons Behind 

E-money has two distinct functions that are different between 

developed and developing countries.146 In developed countries, e-money is 

used as a means of micro payments, payments that are not covered by 

other instruments such as debit or credit cards, or for fast and mass 

transactions (so-called complementary function). In contrast, in developing 

countries, e-money is used as an independent instrument for payments, 

replacing the functions of cash (so-called substitutionary function).147 IFC 

(2011) excellently outlined curves representing the difference in the demand 

for e-money148 in developed and developing economies, its relation to other 

infrastructures in existence, as well as its players (here called models) as 

shown in Figure 3.3.149 

                                                      
146 IFC, 2011. IOS Press, 2012. Maurer, B. et al, 2013. 

147 See for instance Kenya. That is why e-money was more successful in countries with less 

established or less developed non-cash payment infrastructures. 

148 The original version was demand curves for mobile money. In this paper, it applies for e-

money in general not only for mobile money for two reasons: mobile money is a subset of e-

money, and the business models of both are more likely similar. 

149 IFC, 2001, pp 11 and 86. 
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Source: IFC Mobile Money Study 2011  

Figure 3.3 E-money Demand Curves, Involving Both Developed and Developing 

Countries 

The reasons why market penetration of e-money is low in more 

developed markets are because there are well-established payment 

instruments other than e-money in that society. Credit cards, debit cards, 

electronic funds transfers including wire transfers have been well-used as 

payment means across the society. That happens for e-money penetration 

in Europe, but the best representation of this theory happens to the U.S. 

Considering this condition it is not overwhelming to quote Peter Drucker’s 

statement that ‘for new technology to replace old, it has to have at least 

ten times the benefit’.  

The benefits of e-money can be achieved if the prerequisite conditions 

are satisfied. Some studies mentioned these prerequisite conditions as (1) the 

existence of dominant provider, (2) lenient regulations, and (3) the market 

demands. 150  Those countries which have success stories outlined above 

have these three in place: Safaricom in Kenya and Docomo in Japan as 

dominant players, unregulated e-money activities at the early stage, and 

market demand generated by killer applications such as person-to-person 

transfers in Kenya and public transport payments in Japan.  

 

 

                                                      
150 IFC, 2011, IOS Press, 2012, BoJ, 2012, CPSS, 2012. 
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3.4 E-money as Legal Tender 

3.4.1 The Discussion 

Although the recent study conducted by Magyar Namzeti Bank of 

Hungary stated that it believed cash would not be replaced by e-money in 

the immediate time151, there was a widespread anxiety that e-money will 

replace cash in the future152. This anxiety worried some authorities including 

the central banks to face problems in conducting monetary policy or to lose 

some of their role in currency issuing and maintaining.153 For these reasons, 

some took precautionary steps by enacting new regulations on e-money 

while some others believed that such new regulations were too premature 

and would hinder e-money to develop. Considering the changing 

conditions, the authorities took some subsequent steps in amending and 

refining regulations to make it better, in line with recent developments of e-

money and other regulations.154 

In order to strengthen the position of e-money as an efficient payment 

instrument, some stated that it is critical for e-money to obtain the status as 

a legal tender.155 Arguments behind this were that, in the extreme case that 

e-money is completely replacing base money, it would pose a threat for the 

central banks to conduct monetary policy as they would not be able to 

employ ‘conventional approaches’ to affect output and prices. Monetary 

policy instruments such as changes in interest rate would not be valid 

anymore. However, some elaborated that such statutory status is not 

necessary from economic points of view.156 In the U.S. for instance, there was 

an attempt in 1996 by Mint institution to propose the U.S. Government to issue 

official and legal stored-value cards consisting monetary values that are 

considered as legal tender. It was rejected.157 In addition, in 2001 CPSS also 

conducted a survey to 15 central banks whether they considered issuing e-

money parallel with e-money issued by private sectors. The all 15 central 

                                                      
151 See Véber, Z. and Brosch, J., 2013. However, since 2002 OECD has stood for this position. 

See OECD, 2002. 

152 EMI, 1994, ECB, 1998, IMF, 2004. 

153 IMF (2004) stated that ‘e-money as a network good could become an important form of 

currency in the future. Such development could affect monetary policy effectiveness’. 

However, it also mentioned that the stage of e-money development had not brought a threat 

to financial stability. Similar opinion were those of the central banks’ in a survey conducted 

by CPSS in 2001. See CPSS, 2001, pp 3. 

154 ECB in 1998 and lastly amended by E-money Directive in 2009. 

155  See for instance Neuleib, J. Legal Tender: Towards Government Backing of Electronic 

Currency. 

156 See for instance HKMA in answering CPSS survey in 2001 (CPSS, 2001). It stated ‘it is not 

desirable or necessary at this stage to grant legal tender status to electronic cash’. CPSS, 2001, 

pp 39. 

157 Smith and Wilson, 1997, pp 1128. 
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banks’ answers were “no”. However, 10 out of 15 central banks had the 

intention to keep the option of issuing e-money in the future.158  

3.4.2 Money: Economics and Legal Context 

What constitutes money? Basic economics theory believes that to 

constitute money it must meet a number of characteristics: (1) unit of 

account, (2) means of payment, and (3) monetary unit.159 From economics 

perspectives, the development of ‘money’ over the history is divided into 

three stages: gold and silver era, fiat money era, and bank money era. These 

three kinds of money, of course, have qualified the characteristics as 

mentioned above. The question then arises; if e-money meets all those 

characteristics, does it automatically also constitute money? It is rather 

confusing since money is a means of payments but not every mean of 

payments is necessarily money. Society then needs something beyond 

economics theory to define what money is. Then it comes law. While the 

basic legal theory was mostly absent in defining money160, recent laws on 

legal tender set a clearer boundaries what constitutes money as legal 

tender and what just merely a means of payments. 

3.4.3 What Current Major Laws Say 

Current major laws across jurisdictions vary in ruling the coverage 

(exclusivity) of legal tender. Actually it is rather odd to rule this way since the 

more the rule is non-exclusive, the more it will hinder the power as legal 

tender. The first approach is that the use of legal tender is non-exclusive. It 

means that the use of other instrument/medium alongside the notes and 

coins (cash) is also possible.161 Countries using this approach are Australia162, 

Canada163, Euro Zone164, New Zealand165, Norway166, and the U.S. In the U.S. 

for instance, Section 31 U.S.C. 5103 rules that currencies (notes and coins) 

are legal tender for all debts, public charges, taxes, and dues.  However, 

                                                      
158 CPSS, 2001. 

159 Lanskoy, S., 2000. The Legal Nature of Electronic Money, Banque de France Bulletin Digest, 

No. 73, pp 22. See also Arnone, M. and Bandiera, L., 2004. Monetary and Financial Systems 

Department Monetary Policy, Monetary Areas, and Financial Development with Electronic 

Money. IMF Working Paper No. WP/04/122, pp 18. 

160 Lanskoy, ibid, pp 22. 

161 Another way of setting non-exclusivity is the laws simply limit the use of certain currency for 

payments (mostly applies to coins). 

162 The Reserve Bank Act 1959 and the Currency Act 1965. 

163 The Currency Act 1985. 

164 For EU level Regulation EC 974/98 limits the use of coins. For the member state’s level see 

for instance the Currency Act of 1751 and 1764 of UK, the Economic and Monetary Union Act 

of 1998 and the Decimal Currency Act of 1970 of Ireland, and those of Switzerland. 

165 The Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act. 

166 The Central Bank Act of 1985. 
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there is no law in the U.S. ruling that every single person must accept notes 

and coins as a form of payment. The use of instruments other than cash –

those notes and coins– is also legally allowed. Thus, the use of legal tender 

for payments is not restricted to notes and coins. 

The second approach is that the use of legal tender is exclusive. It means 

that the legal tender is the only instrument allowed to settle a debt, make 

payments and valuations. However, the laws do not mention on the penalty 

for enforcement of any violations. Because the absence of the sanction, this 

approach tends in favour of the first approach. As for the last approach, the 

use of legal tender is exclusive, and it is enforced by sanctions for any 

breaches or violations. The sanction could be a fine or imprisonment under 

the criminal law. Countries using this approach are for instance France167 

and Indonesia168. 

3.4.4 Does it really Matter? Economics and Legal Perspectives 

From an economics point of views, e-money is known as a typical 

network good. Thus, it can be assessed using the theory of network and 

network externalities. Such theory states that the utility of the network will be 

increasing in line with the increase of network members. In simple words, the 

bigger the number of the network users the better it would be.169 For the 

threshold, there is a concept of a critical mass point. It means that a market 

for network goods is not in existence until the expected size of the network is 

greater than the minimum level required. Theoretically, as a network good 

e-money might be able to achieve a position deemed necessary to 

substitute banknotes and coins. Also, there is also study that demand for 

money has declined over the years in most developed economies because 

the continuous developments of advanced technology in payment systems 

have reduced the needs for liquidity for daily transactions. In facts, e-money 

directly competes with central bank money. However, there are significant 

issues in the area of compatibility, efficiency, and legal for e-money to 

achieve a position as a monetary unit.  

In the area of compatibility and efficiency e-money has quite many 

limitations compared to banknotes and coins. Among others are: (1) it 

requires more technology in usage, while notes and coins are easily used by 

bare hands and no restriction at all, (2) e-money has no anonymity since its 

transactions are recorded, while notes and coins are conveniently 

anonymous, (3) there is a limited transferability for e-money for instance at 

the beginning it was not possible for P2P transactions (it is now possible for 

                                                      
167 France Penal Code article R. 642-3 rules that anyone refusing legal tender for their whole 

value would be prosecuted. 

168 Under Law No. 7 of 2011 on Currency Act rules that anyone refusing to accept Rupiah for 

any payments will be prosecuted one year in prison and subject to fine.  

169 Van Hove, 1999. 
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mobile money yet remains not possible for card-based e-money), while 

notes and coins on the other hands are totally transferable, and (4) e-money 

has claims against the issuer only while cash has claims against all 

counterparts since it represents the liability of the central bank. Moreover, 

regarding risk mitigation, notes and coins are considered zero risk while e-

money is not risk-free since its issuer is not risk-free either (probability of the 

issuers default). On the legal issues, e-money needs regulatory intervention 

to reach a position as a monetary unit. This intervention comes in the forms 

of legalizing the status of e-money as a legal tender.  

Considering the above constraints, that e-money is far away from 

parallelizing the functions of traditional money, it is most unlikely that e-

money will replace the central bank money (notes and coins) in the 

immediate time. OECD (2002) stated that it is most likely that e-money will 

create sub-monetary space, serving society for certain functions. Is it not 

enough?  

3.5 Conclusion 

Empirical study has proven that e-money as a means of electronic 

payments brings more benefits to the society. It is an efficient means of 

payments, in particular, compare to notes and coins. That is the reason that 

e-money has significantly developed in certain economies and, therefore, 

contributed more to the society. However, e-money has not always 

developed well in every single economy due to the lack of prerequisite 

conditions such as market demands or simply because other payment 

infrastructures have been well established in such economy. 

There was also widespread anxiety in the past that the development of 

e-money will completely replace the existence of traditional money. From 

economics perspectives, e-money as a network good would theoretically 

be able to achieve a position necessary to substitute traditional money. This 

was confirmed by a study that demand for traditional money has declined 

over the years in most developed economies because of the continuous 

developments of advanced technology in payment systems. However, after 

delicate scrutiny, it found that e-money has still faced compatibility and 

legal issues to achieve a position to substitute traditional money. From the 

legal point of views, the constraint comes regarding regulatory intervention 

needed to ‘stamp’ e-money as legal tender.  

After elaboration of major laws on legal tender across jurisdictions, it 

turns out that the laws themselves differ in ruling legal tender. It can be 

divided into three approaches: flexible, exclusive without sanction, and 

restricted (exclusive with penalty).  Most major laws employ the flexible 

approach. It simply means that alongside or beside notes and coins as the 

legal tender, people are legally allowed to agree on other mediums of 

payments. Countries using this approach are, among others, Australia, 
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Canada, Euro Zone, and the U.S. In this circumstances, obtaining status as a 

legal tender is not necessarily important for e-money to keep developing. 

It is worth stressing however that this research has a limitation regarding 

the coverage of ‘e-money’ which is limited to the monetary values stored 

directly or remotely in a device (e-money per se). As highlighted in the 

section of e-money development, even at the most successful level the 

transaction value using e-money only accounted for less than 1% of all total 

non-cash transactions, not to mention cash transaction which is barely 

measurable. It also excludes the discussion on the newest form of money 

that is currently trending topic: peer-to-peer or crypto-currency such as 

Bitcoin. To give greater impact, the research could be done in a broader 

coverage of ‘e-money’, to include all non-cash payment instruments: credit 

cards, debit cards, electronic funds transfers and crypto-currencies. It is all 

then against cash. It is the point of new technology, isn’t it? To replace the 

old because it has ten times the benefit. 
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4.1 Abstract 

It was only yesterday when the central banks across the world shared a 

similar concern about the rise of e-money as a ‘new’ form of money. 

Theoretically, e-money as a network good has the potential to achieve a 

position necessary to replace traditional money. If this happens, the central 

bank’s task in conducting monetary policy will become more and more 

difficult. This phenomenon gives rise to a dilemma among the central banks 

as to whether or not to regulate e-money at its early stage. The recent 

emergence of Bitcoin, a peer-to-peer network currency that is totally 

different from e-money or many other payment instruments has elevated the 

debate on whether to regulate new forms of money. This paper outlines the 

legal issues surrounding the rise of peer-to-peer network currency and the 

measures available in dealing with the rise of such crypto currency. Two 

lessons are provided by this paper, one from the case of peer-to-peer 

network file sharing system, Napster, and the other from existing payment 

systems instruments. 

4.2 Introduction 

4.2.1 Background 

The use of technology and innovation in retail payment systems has 

been evolutionary. 170  On the one hand, this development benefits 

consumers and the entire economy by providing many means of 

completing transactions faster and cheaper than those provided by 

traditional instruments.171 On the other hand, it gives rise to a concern from 

regulators as keeping up with such development is nearly impossible.172 For 

instance, it was only yesterday that the central banks and economists paid 

attention to the debate over the impact of electronic money (e-money) –a 

‘new’ form of money in which its value is electronically stored either directly 

                                                      
170  For an overview of the recent and future developments in retail payment systems see for 

instance EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK AND OESTERREICHISCHE NATIONAL BANK, THE FUTURE OF RETAIL PAYMENTS: 

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES   (European Central Bank. 2011). Bank for International Settlement 

also provides many reports on payment systems and regularly updated payment systems 

statistics. See for instance COMMITTEE ON PAYMENT AND SETTLEMENT SYSTEMS, INNOVATIONS IN RETAIL 

PAYMENTS   (2012). 

171  See for instance Moody's, Moody’s Analytics: The Impact of Electronic Payments on 

Economic Growth. (2013). Using data from 2008-2012 Moody’s highlighted that electronic 

payments had contributed to 0.3% of the increase in GDP in developed economies and 0.8% 

of the increase in GDP in emerging economies.    

172  In some civil law countries such as Indonesia there is a famous proverb among law 

scholars stating (in Dutch) “Het recht hinkt achter de feiten aan”, its unofficial translation is 

“the laws are always left behind the facts”. 
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or indirectly into a certain medium173– to the economy, in particular to the 

central bank in conducting its tasks relating to monetary policy and 

maintaining financial stability.174 Theoretically, e-money as a network good 

has the potential to achieve a position that could replace traditional 

money.175 The bigger the network participants in an e-money system, the 

better the impact to the economy.176 This theory has been confirmed by 

studies which show that over the years, demand for traditional money has 

declined in most developed economies because of the continuous 

developments of advance technology in payment systems. 177  This 

phenomenon has caused a dilemma as to whether the authorities shall 

enact any regulations at the early stage development of e-money. Some 

chose to do so,178 whereas others waited to see if e-money flourished first.179  

The debate over the importance of regulating e-money has not yet 

been fully addressed. In the meantime, we now have Bitcoin, a totally new 

form of money that is different from e-money or many other payment 

instruments in existence. Compared to “traditional e-money” mentioned 

above,180 Bitcoin has everything it takes to be considered as a newest form 

of money, distinct from other payment instruments currently in existing. 

Bitcoin is decentralized, whereas all current payment instruments in 

existence are basically centralized. Bitcoin needs no underlying government 

authority or financial institutions as intermediaries. 181  In comparison, the 

current payment instruments connect to financial institutions and need the 

                                                      
173  Marco Arnone and Luca Bandiera, Monetary Policy, Monetary Areas, and Financial 

Development with Electronic Money, WP/04/122 IMF WORKING PAPER (2004). See also Connel 

Fullenkamp & Saleh M. Nsouli, Six Puzzles in Electronic Money and Banking, WP/04/19 see id. 

at. 

174  Although a recent study conducted by the Central bank of Hungary stated that cash 

would not be replaced by e-money in the immediate time, there was a widespread concern 

that e-money will replace cash in the future. Since 2002 OECD has stood for this position, see 

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, THE FUTURE OF MONEY   (OECD 

Publication Service. 2002). 

175  Cash: banknotes and coins. 

176  It calls as network effect or network externalities. A system must have a certain degree 

of participants to be economically beneficial.  

177  See for instance Cemla & the World Bank, Retail Payment Systems to Support Financial 

Access: Infrastructure and Policy. (2008).  

178  The EU, for instance, regulates e-money from its early period. 

179  The case of M-Pesha, a successful mobile money in Kenya. There is a study that one of 

the main reasons for the success of mobile money in Kenya is because of the lenient 

regulations by Kenyan central bank. See International Finance Corporation, Mobile Money 

Study: Summary Report. (2011).  

180  Inter alia, card-based e-money such us Octopus Card (Hong Kong) or OV-chipkaart (the 

Netherlands) and server-based e-money and mobile money such us M-Pesha (Kenya). 

181  At least in theory, since currently the needs for connecting some part of the Bitcoin 

systems to financial institutions have arisen. For instance, the needs for using bank accounts 

in case of exchanging Bitcoin with real money 
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central bank’s authority to operate and in case of emergency.182 Lastly, 

Bitcoin uses peer-to-peer networks to verify and approve transactions, 

whereas the other systems go to a central server. 183  How should the 

authorities react to this totally new innovation in payment systems?  

Why do Regulators Concern over the rise of Peer-to-peer Network Currency? 

In order to give a better background as to why the rise of peer-to-peer 

network currency is problematic, this section will briefly discuss the regulator’s 

concerns over the rise of such peer-to-peer network currency. The case of 

Bitcoin will be used as an example since it is a type of peer-to-peer network 

currencies that is widely known and used compared to other types. Different 

authorities have different concerns over the rise of virtual currency such as 

Bitcoin. The concerns can be divided into three groups and, surprisingly, 

none of them is actually new.  

The first concern is raised by the central banks or authorities responsible 

for the monetary policy and financial systems. As outlined by European 

Central Bank184 the central banks have concerns about the development of 

virtual currency because if such development is left unmonitored, it could 

pose several risks to the economy.185 The main risks involved are price stability 

risk, financial system stability risk and payment systems stability risk.186 These 

risks are actually quite similar to those of unregulated e-money.187  This is 

because peer-to-peer network currency such as Bitcoin shares the common 

function to e-money and even to traditional money, which is as a medium 

of exchange for goods and services.188 

                                                      
182  The function of lender of the last resort of central bank to intervene the market when 

liquidity is short and to support illiquid financial institutions during that liquidity shortfall. 

183 Roeschlin M. Scherer T. Capkun S. Karame G. O. Th International Conference on Financial 

Cryptography Androulaki E & F. C. Data Security, Evaluating User Privacy in Bitcoin, 7859 LNCS 

LECT. NOTES COMPUT. SCI. LECTURE NOTES IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (INCLUDING SUBSERIES LECTURE NOTES IN 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND LECTURE NOTES IN BIOINFORMATICS) (2013). 

184 EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK, VIRTUAL CURRENY SCHEME   (European Central Bank. 2012). 

185 See also the letter from the Governor of the Federal Reserve System, Bernanke to the US 

Senate dated on September 6, 2013. In this letter, Federal Reserve shared the same concern 

to that of ECB regarding the rise of virtual currency. For details, see Board of the Governors of 

the Federal Reserve System, (United States Senate Chairman of Committee on Homeland 

Security and Governmental Affairs, The Honorable Thomas R. Carper, ed.,  2013). 

186 ECB, VIRTUAL CURRENY SCHEME, p. 33-41 

187 For an early explanation of the risks of e-money see for instance OECD, The Future of Money. 

2002. 

188 The similarities (and differences) of the characteristics of peer-to-peer network currency to 

that of e-money will be discussed in Section 4.4.2. In this section, peer-to-peer network 

currency will also be compared to other payment instruments in existence such as paper-

based instruments (checks) and card-based (credit and debit cards). 
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The second concern is raised by the authorities that have power in 

regulating trading and securities exchanges such as SEC,189 and financial 

authorities other than the central bank.190 They raise a concern over the rise 

of peer-to-peer network currency for the sake of consumer protection. For 

instance, it is merely a fact that Bitcoin is not easy to use by lay people since 

it requires a certain degree of knowledge on information technology (IT) and 

the Internet transaction.191 Although basic, the degree of knowledge on IT 

and the Internet transaction are needed to initiate a transaction using 

Bitcoin. Such knowledge includes how to open a wallet to store the digital 

currency, how to exchange the real money with such digital currency and 

then redeem back to the real money, and how to conduct transactions such 

as buying goods or services online. Without acquiring this knowledge, users 

can be easily confused or risky of being fooled by cybercriminals.  

The third concern is raised by authorities such as FBI,192 criminal or justice 

office, 193  homeland security 194  and similar national institutions. They are 

concerned that the rise of crypto-currency may increase the chances for a 

rise in illicit activities such as drug dealings, money laundering and tax 

                                                      
189 A letter from SEC dated on August 30, 2013, to the US Senate. In this letter, SEC provided 

three information regarding the rise of virtual currency, namely relevant policies or procedures, 

coordination with other government bodies, and future plan or strategies. For detail, see 

Securities and Exchange Commission, (Chairman of Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs The Honorable Thomas R. Carper, United States Senate ed.,  2013). For 

the first issue of policies or procedures, SEC also mentioned that it had made an “investor 

guidance” regarding Ponzi scheme used to fraud people using Bitcoin investment. See 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, PONZI SCHEMES USING VIRTUAL CURRENCIES   (Securities and 

Exchange Commission. 2013). 

190 See the letter from the US Department of Treasury dated on September 18, 2013, to the US 

Senate, Department Of Treasury, (Chairman of Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs The Honorable Thomas R. Carper, United States Senate ed.,  2013). 

Similar to the letter from SEC, the US Department of Treasury also reported to the US regarding 

any policies, coordination, and plans in tackling the rise of virtual currency. In addition, on 

March 18, 2013, the US Department of Treasury had also issued a detail guidance on the 

application of Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) Regulations to the persons 

administering, exchanging, or using virtual currencies. For details see Financial Crimes 

Enforcement Network, Application of Fincen’s Regulations to Persons Administering, 

Exchanging, or Using Virtual Currencies. (2013). 

191 See for instance RICHARD AMORES  &  PIERLUIGI PAGANINI, DIGITAL VIRTUAL CURRENCY AND BITCOINS: THE 

DARK WEBS FINANCIAL MARKET - EXCHANGE & SECRETS   (Paganini/Amores Publishing. 2013). 

192 For detail report by FBI see Cyber Intelligence Section and Criminal Intelligence Section 

Directorate of Intelligence, (U) Bitcoin Virtual Currency: Intelligence Unique Features Present 

Distinct Challenges for Deterring Illicit Activity. (2012). 

193  U.S. Department Of Justice, (Chairman of Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs The Honorable Thomas R. Carper, United States Senate ed.,  2013). 

194  U.S. Department of Homeland Security Office of Legislative Affairs, (Chairman of 

Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs The Honorable Thomas R. 

Carper, United States Senate ed.,  2013). 
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evasion.195 These groups argue that the advantages of virtual currency in 

which it is anonymous, borderless, and rapid, support the use of such 

currency for illegal activities.196  

The complete concerns of regulators on the rise of peer-to-peer network 

currency such as Bitcoin are shown on the Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Regulator’s Concerns over the Rise of Peer-to-Peer Network Currency 

Types of Concerns Authorities Involved 

- Price stability 

- Financial system stability 

- Payment systems stability 

- Central banks  

- Monetary and financial authorities 

Consumer protections - Financial authorities other than 

central banks 

- Authorities in charge on trading & 

exchange and consumer 

protection. 

Illicit activities or criminal uses Intelligence, homeland security, 

AML, and justice authorities 

Source: Author. 

The Previous Works on the Legal Issues Surrounding the Peer-to-peer Network 

Currency 

This article is mainly concerned with what measures are available in 

dealing with the rise of crypto currency such as Bitcoin. To answer this 

question, it will firstly discuss whether such peer-to-peer network currency 

constitutes money and as to whether it falls under the coverage of current 

payment systems instruments. Since this article focuses on the legal issues, 

we will briefly review the existing literature related to peer-to-peer network 

currency.   

There are a few works on the legal issues surrounding the rise of Bitcoin, 

but none comes up with clear idea on what approaches available to 

regulate this novel virtual currency. ECB (2012) comprehensively reviewed 

virtual currency scheme and discussed Bitcoin as a case study. 197  It 

highlighted the lack of existing regulations of such currency both from public 

and private laws perspectives.198 Public laws consisted of state legislations 

                                                      
195 The issue of tax evasion was at first highlighted by the US Government Accountability Office 

(GAO). See Virtual Economies and Currencies: Additional IRS Guidance Could Reduce Tax 

Compliance Risks. (2013). 

196 FBI report provides detailed analysis that the unique features of Bitcoin as virtual currency 

(anonymous, borderless, rapid and online) challenge the law enforcement authority to 

detect and cease illicit activities. See Directorate of Intelligence, (U) Bitcoin Virtual Currency: 

Intelligence Unique Features Present Distinct Challenges for Deterring Illicit Activity. 2012. 

197 ECB, Ecb, Vitual Currency Schemes. (2012). 

198 id. at., pp. 42-43. 
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such as laws and regulations while private laws in this case talked about right 

and obligations between parties, materialized in the provisions of 

contract/agreement. Both remained unclear. Doguet (2013) outlined three 

regulatory regimes for Bitcoin as a peer-to-peer network currency system,199 

namely self-regulation, regulation for market participants, and prohibition.200 

In the end, Doguet came up with general conclusions that any regulatory 

actions should be carefully measured.201 In addition, Doguet also suggested 

that prohibition to Bitcoin would never answer the problems, although this 

approach could be a logical choice considering the decentralized nature 

of such currency. However, Doguet did not include the fact that recently 

Thailand had prohibited the use of Bitcoin for local transactions within its 

jurisdiction. 202  Plassaras (2013) argued to bring peer-to-peer network 

currency such as Bitcoin under the IMF since its wide-use may pose (liquidity) 

risks to relevant country.203 Although Plassaras’s argument represented the 

best on how far the concerns of the authorities would be if peer-to-peer 

network currency is used worldwide, the idea to bring such system under the 

IMF is just gone too far and therefore falls beyond the scope of this paper. 

4.2.2 Problem Analysis  and Methodology 

The analysis of peer to peer currency involves three primary research 

questions. The first two questions are basic questions serving as a foundation 

to answer the central question on what approaches can be taken to 

regulate peer-to-peer network currency such as Bitcoin. 

a. Is peer-to-peer network currency such as Bitcoin money? 

This question is derived from the fact that Bitcoin community always 

used an excuse that Bitcoin is not money, so the authority cannot use “law 

relating to legal currency” in order to questioning Bitcoin. To have a better 

understanding on whether Bitcoin is money, this research employ legal 

philosophy, basic economic theory and modern law on legal tender.204  

b. Is Bitcoin a payment systems instrument? 

This question is mainly generated from the result of the ECB’s assessment 

that peer-to-peer network currency such as Bitcoin is not an e-money under 

the E-money Directive.205 However, ECB still believes that it remains within the 

                                                      
199 Joshua J Doguet, The Nature of the Form: Legal and Regulatory Issues Surrounding the 

Bitcoin Digital Currency System, 73 LOUISIANA LAW REV. LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW (2013). 

200 Ibid, pp. 1143-1152. 

201 Ibid, pp. 1153. 

202 See https://bitcoin.co.th/trading-suspended-due-to-bank-of-thailand-advisement.  

203 Nicholas A. Plassaras, Regulating Digital Currencies: Bringing Bitcoin within the Reach of 

the Imf, 14 CHI. J. INT'L L. 377 2013 (2013). 

204 See Section 4.4.1. 

205 ECB, Virtual Currency Scheme. 2012.  

https://bitcoin.co.th/trading-suspended-due-to-bank-of-thailand-advisement
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central bank’s power to monitor and evaluate the development of such 

currency and, if necessary, to take any appropriate measures.206 This paper 

elaborates the issue as to whether peer-to-peer network currency is a 

payment instrument. Using law and payment systems approach, this paper 

firstly assess the characteristics of payment system instruments (paper-based, 

card-based, and electronic-based payment instruments) and then 

compares such characteristics to those of Bitcoin.207  

c. What approaches available to regulate such peer-to-peer currency? 

This is the central question of this paper, derived from the recent 

phenomena in several major countries regarding the rise of Bitcoin.208 To 

answer this question, this paper provides two lesson-learned available in 

regulating innovation: lessons from regulating peer-to-peer network file 

sharing209 and lessons from payment systems.210  

For lessons from P2P file sharing, this paper assess the case of Napster 

that was shut down in 2001 following the decision of the 9th Circuit Court of 

Appeal,211 and tries to apply this case to peer-to-peer network currency. As 

for lessons from payment systems, this paper firstly outlines the laws 

applicable to payment instruments. This outline serves as a horizon to 

determine what laws apply to peer-to-peer network currency. After 

determining such laws, the paper analyses policy approaches available in 

dealing with such peer-to-peer network currency.212 

4.2.3 Structure 

The structure of this paper is organized as the following. Summary on 

Bitcoin as the firstly well-known peer-to-peer network currency is provided in 

                                                      
206 In this case, the relevant regulation is the Payment Systems Directive (PSD). Thus, although 

virtual currency does not meet requirements to become e-money, it falls within the scope of 

payment systems activities in which the central bank has the power to oversee. For a good 

evaluation on the PSD, see for instance Maria Chiara Malaguti, The Payment Services 

Directive, Pitfalls between the Acquis Communautaire and National Implementation. (2009).  

207 Elaboration on these issues is provided in section 4.4. 

208 The main countries and regions discussed in this paper are mainly the U.S. and EU, and 

some developing countries with strong cases in dealing with Bitcoin such as China and 

Thailand. However, the discussions provided here are as examples only, for the sake of a 

greater clarity, not to provide detailed elaborations on countries’ cases. 

209 Provided in Section 4.5.1 of this paper, based on the case of A & M Records, Inc. V. Napster, 

Inc. 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir., 2001). For an excellent summary of such a case, see for instance 

Kenneth D. Crews, Case Summary a&M Records, Inc. V. Napster, Inc.: Implications for the 

Digital Music Library. (18 September 2001). 

210 Provided in Section 4.5.2. 

211 See A & M Records, Inc. V. Napster, Inc. 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir., 2001). 

212 For the policy approaches available, this paper combines the analysis of the Napster case 

with the theoretical framework such as that of Schumpeter’s famous theory that “economic 

logic prevails over the innovation”. 
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Section 4.3. This summary is needed to understand the concrete example 

and the operational of peer-to-peer network currency. Section 4.4 explains 

two materials: the concept of money from basic economic theory as well as 

from modern laws on legal tender, and the comparison of peer-to-peer 

network currency to the existing payment instruments. It will serve as a bridge 

to the elaboration on regulatory approaches in Section 4.5, in which it will 

provide lesson learned from the case of peer-to-peer network file sharing 

system: Napster, and from laws applicable to payment systems. This paper 

will close with conclusions in Section 4.6. 

4.3 Overview of Peer-to-peer Network Currency: the Case of Bitcoin  

Although there are already a number of papers describing Bitcoin as 

one type of peer-to-peer network currencies, 213  it is important to, once 

again, summarize the important characteristics of peer-to-peer network 

currency as a foundation for the discussion on the regulatory approaches. 

Bitcoin will be used as a case study since, as previously mentioned, it is the 

most widely used among other types of peer-to-peer network currencies. 

4.3.1 What Makes Bitcoin Different 

What makes Bitcoin different from other payment instruments comes 

from its nature and design. It is (1) digital or virtual currency, as well as (2) 

private currency, which means there is (3) no need for central counterparty, 

government back-up or, at least in theory, intermediaries.214   

Bitcoin is digital currency as it is basically a computer file like text file or 

music file encrypted with sophisticated logarithm and is transferable using 

private and public key for the security. It is also virtual currency as the ‘coin’ 

is enabled in such a way as to be used online only and there is no physical 

currency in existence (there was bitbills cards –sort of debit card with Bitcoin 

value stored inside, but they are no longer produced now.215 Furthermore, 

this could not be claimed as the physical appearance of Bitcoin).216  

As one of peer-to-peer network currencies Bitcoin is also private 

currency as there is no government back-up for its ‘issuance’. It does not 

need any central banks or financial institutions for the operations. It initially 

attempts to replace the trust to financial institutions with the trust to 

logarithm. 217  No need for central counterparty means that, instead of 

                                                      
213 Jacob Aron, Bitcoin Software Finds New Life, 213 NSCI NEW SCIENTIST (2012).; Zohar A. Babaioff 

M, Dobzinski S. & Oren S., On Bitcoin and Red Balloons  (2012).; D. Bradbury, The Problem with 

Bitcoin, 2013 COMPUTER FRAUD & SECURITY (2013).; JAMES COX, BITCOIN AND DIGITAL CURRENCIES   (Laissez 

Faire Books. 2013). 

214 R. Grinberg, Bitcoin Open Source Money?, 14 MILKEN INSTITUTE REVIEW (2012). 

215 See for instance http://bitbills.com, which is no longer producing debit cards for Bitcoin.  

216 ECB, Virtual Currency Scheme. 2012.  

217 J. Moyer, Getting the Dope on Bitcoin, 407 ECONOMIST (UNITED KINGDOM) (2013).  

http://bitbills.com/
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owned or controlled by one individual party, the transactions are published 

to peer-to-peer network for verifications. It is therefore decentralized. Every 

time a transaction is initiated, the costumer's computer sends the data to the 

receiver as well as to the network. All transactions are published in the 

network, so there is some kind of a ledger book in existence (namely block-

chain). To address privacy issues, no real identification (private identifications 

such as names and addresses) attached to the published transactions, all 

identifications are digital in block-chains.218 

4.3.2 Bitcoin Controversy 

As the most popular and widely used of peer-to-peer network currency, 

Bitcoin has been controversial since its inception. Since its discovery in 2008, 

it has faced difficult moments and it has been criticized with local authorities. 

It has been suspected for illicit activities such as those on Silk Road website219 

for drug dealers, money laundering and tax evasion.220  

In the U.S., FBI had conducted an assessment on Bitcoin with the most 

focus on its use for illegal undertakings. GAO also pointed out on the 

potential tax evasion from revenue resulted from activities using Bitcoin, and 

it therefore suggested the government to regulate Bitcoin in particular on 

the tax issues. IRS picked up this suggestion by publishing comments on 

potential tax for virtual currency on its website. Department of Homeland 

Securities also raised concerns on the use of this innovative yet anonymous 

means of payments for criminal activities.  

On the state level, Bitcoin was facing even more difficult 

circumstances. Texas Court was ruling in favour of SEC that some kind of 

investment using Bitcoin was categorized as Ponzi scheme and therefore 

violated law on securities investment. SEC also published a short of guideline 

on this kind of investment and warned people to be more precaution. In 

early July 2013, New York State Department of Financial Institution sent letters 

to major players of Bitcoin, asking for information and cooperation. This 

leaded to assumptions that in the absence of federal law the state would 

likely adopt regulations for virtual currency. State of California was even 

more aggressive in taking stances. It sent a letter to Bitcoin Foundation 

stating that its activities were potentially against the laws and therefore 

ordered to cease and desist. Formerly major exchanges such as Mt. Gox, 

based in Tokyo and now vanished, also faced difficulties. Its accounts were 

frozen and suspended by the Federal Reserve Bank, which ordered it to 

comply with laws especially anti-money laundering and terrorism financing. 

                                                      
218 Stefan Katzenbeisser & Kay Hamacher Micha Ober, Structure and Anonymity of the Bitcoin 

Transaction Graph Future Internet at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-5903/5/2/237/pdf. 

219 Bradbury, COMPUTER FRAUD & SECURITY,  (2013). 

220 Robert Stokes, Virtual Money Laundering: The Case of Bitcoin and the Linden Dollar, 21 

INFORMATION & COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY LAW (2012). 
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In the EU, ECB conducted a preliminary yet quite comprehensive 

elaboration on virtual currency.221 ECB came up with conclusions that due 

to the existing value and volume today it posed no threat to financial stability 

or economy but to the users only. It also outlined that the lack of regulatory 

framework for such a virtual currency could lead to the exposures of certain 

risks such as credit, liquidity, legal and operational risks.222 It worth mentioning 

that ECB still believes that under existing framework, peer-to-peer network 

currency such as Bitcoin remains under central bank’s power to examine or 

asses. Within the member states level, similar to that happened to Mt. Gox 

under the U.S. Federal Reserve’s monitoring, major exchange in France was 

also suspended due to the need for compliance with anti-money laundering 

laws. 

The most extreme approach was taken by the government of Thailand. 

It prohibited the use and sale of Bitcoin for local activities in Thailand.223 On 

July 19th, 2013 Bitcoin.co.th, Thailand Bitcoin exchange, announced on its 

website that its trading activities had been suspended after having the 

meeting with the central bank of Thailand and Foreign Exchange 

Administration and Policy Department. The local authorities in the country 

had advised Bitcoin.co.th that the action had been taken due to the lacks 

of laws and regulation for Bitcoin activities. Thus, such activities were 

deemed illegal in Thailand. As for the currency exchange activities, it is 

currently under review by the Bank of Thailand. Similarly, one of major Bitcoin 

exchange was also facing the same problems. Tradehill on its website224 

announced that, despite the facts that Tradehill already registered with the 

U.S. Department of Treasury -Financial Crimes Enforcement Network in 

August 2013, its trading activities had also been suspended due to some 

issues on banking and regulatory. Until now, it remains unclear what was 

exactly happening, but Tradehill states on its website that it currently 

engages with banks and authorities to solve the problems. 

4.3.3 Bitcoin Market 

Beside its controversy against local authorities, Bitcoin remains flourish 

in its own market. Nowadays there are about 12,002,450 Bitcoins in 

circulation, worth of USD 9.89 billion (using exchange rate of 24 November 

2013, 1BTC=USD824)225. There will be only 21 million Bitcoin in circulation ever 

when the mining will have been fully ceased around 2040. The value of 

                                                      
221 ECB, Virtual Currency Scheme. 2012.  

222 Ibid, pp 47. 

223 The illegal activities include buying and selling Bitcoin, buying and selling goods or services 

in exchange for Bitcoin, and sending and receiving Bitcoin involving anyone located in 

Thailand. 

224 See https://tradehill.com.  

225 Using data from blockchain.info, available at https://blockchain.info/charts/market-price. 

https://tradehill.com/
https://blockchain.info/charts/market-price
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Bitcoin has been significantly volatile time after time. In December 2012 for 

instance one Bitcoin was only worth for less than USD15 but it spiked to 

USD238 in the middle of April 20013, downed to USD84 in the end of April 

2014, and started to hike up lately (Fig. 4.1).226  

 

Source: Mt.Gox. 

Figure 4.1 Value and Volume of Bitcoin Transacted via Mt.Gox from 2010 to 

Lately227 

4.3.4 Bitcoin Weaknesses 

As applied to general peer-to-peer network currency, Bitcoin has three 

major issues that might be considered weaknesses, 228  namely technical, 

legal and regulatory, and competition problems. Those issues are actually 

rooted in the “clever” design of Bitcoin as a decentralized currency using 

peer-to-peer network. This article only deals with the legal and regulatory 

issues, and therefore technical and competition issues fall far beyond the 

scope of this paper. However, since some technical issues might lead to 

legal issues, these will be highlighted. 

Technical issues merely relate to the facts that, like many other 

technological innovations, Bitcoin systems need to be improved time after 

time in line with the development of technology and the sophistication of 

crimes. The claim that Bitcoin system has flawless mechanisms and therefore 

                                                      
226 Ibid. 

227 Unfortunately, when this paper is being finalized, Mt.Gox is no longer exist (being shut 

down). 

228 Doguet, LOUISIANA LAW REV. LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW,  (2013). In his paper, however, Doguet only 

mentioned two weaknesses: technical and legal problems. 
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cannot be compromised might theoretically be proven. However, this is not 

what always happens in practice/daily life. Lost or stolen Bitcoin occurred 

time after time regardless of the fact that the main cause of such accidents 

might be because of the negligence or lack of awareness of the users. It is 

also a fact that to use Bitcoin people need to have sufficient knowledge and 

familiarity with transactions on the Internet. Thus, peer-to-peer network 

currency such as Bitcoin is not be able to use by lay people without 

adequate information. Furthermore, the claim that peer-to-peer network 

currency system such as that of Bitcoin has no technical flaws has also been 

proven wrongly by the compatibility issue between the operating systems of 

Bitcoin and those of Android. It was widely discussed within the Bitcoin 

groups of users that Bitcoin operating system had unintentionally created a 

weak spot in Android systems, making it easy for cybercriminals to enter. If 

Bitcoin is to flourish in the long term, these practical problems cannot be 

ignored. 

As for the legal and regulatory issues, Bitcoin raise some legal questions 

such as: is it legal currency to use? What laws applicable to Bitcoin? Why do 

the authorities give concerns? It will be too ambitious saying that this paper 

will answer all those questions. With all limitations, this paper only tries to shed 

the light on three issues outlined on the research questions. 

4.4 Is Peer-to-peer Network Currency either money or payment systems 

instrument?  

4.4.1 Money from Economic Theory and Modern Law on Legal Tender 

What constitutes money? Basic economics theory believes that to 

constitute money, a number of characteristics must be satisfied. These 

characteristics are the functions of money, namely unit of account, means 

of payment, and monetary unit. If a certain form has qualified the above 

mentioned characteristics, the following question then arises: does that form 

of money also constitute money? It is rather confusing to answer this question 

since money is a means of payments but not every means of payments is 

necessarily money. Society then needs something beyond economics 

theory to define what money is. Then it comes law. While basic legal theory 

was mostly absent in defining money, recent laws on legal tender set a 

clearer boundaries what constitutes money as legal tender and what just 

merely a means of payments. Although vary on the enforcement level, 

current major laws on legal tender generally require the acknowledgment 

from the state for legal tender. 229 

 

                                                      
229 Safari Kasiyanto, E-Money as Legal Tender: Does the Status Really Matter?  (2014). 
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4.4.2 Peer-to-peer Network Currency Compared to Existing Payment 

Systems Instruments 

4.4.2.1 Overview of Payment Systems  

The Bank for International Settlement (BIS) and European Central Bank 

define payments systems as “a set of instruments, procedures, and rules for 

the transfer of funds among system participants”.230 Legal and regulatory 

framework for payment systems are currently based on two major laws: 

public laws –also known as hard laws- those that have been stated in 

legislation, law and/or regulation; and private laws which are a set of 

provisions agreed bilaterally between or multilaterally among the parties 

(system operator and system participants) involved in the system.231  

In general, payments systems can be divided into two categories.232 

The first category includes systems which are so-called high or large value 

payment system. These systems only processes high values payments and 

therefore has been defined as Systemically Important Payments Systems 

(SIPS) as the failure of this system will create disturbance to the financial 

market stability. Second, the so-called retail payment systems. It has bulk or 

massive yet relatively small value transactions, involving many users. Some 

define retail as widely important payment systems. Its failure will or might not 

necessarily create a disturbance to financial stability, but nuisance to the 

parties involved will likely occur. Some regulator’s approaches focus on 

consumer protections for this system, alongside with economic efficiency.  

It is worth noting that the development of retail payment systems is very 

dependent to the adoption of technology and innovation. To give concrete 

description, 20 years ago retail payment systems mainly consisted of the 

processing of paper-based instruments such as checks through the clearing 

houses. Today, it has been evolving from merely paper based to card based 

                                                      
230 For an excellent elaboration on payment systems, including what their future will look like, 

see STEPHEN MILLARD ANDREW G HALDANE, AND VICTORIA SAPORTA, THE FUTURE OF PAYMENT SYSTEMS   

(Routledge. 2008); The World Bank, Innovation in Retail Payments Worldwide: A Snapshot 

Outcomes of the Global Survey on Innovations in Retail Payment Instruments and Methods 

(2012). 

231 The World Bank provided a detailed guideline regarding how an economy can develop 

a comprehensive national payment systems strategy, including elaboration on the legal 

aspects. See The World Bank, Developing a Comprehensive National Payment Systems 

Strategy. (2012). See also Banu Sit, Electronic Retail Payment Systems in Conflict of Laws: Basic 

Electronic Payment Systems and Determination of the Applicable Law in North America and 

Europe, 2 ANKARA LAW REVIEW (2005). 

232  See for instance ISAACK KILATO MAXWELL J FRY, SANDRA ROGER, KRZYSZTOF SENDEROWICZ, DAVID 

SHEPPARD, FRANSISCO SOLIS,  AND JOHN TRUNDLE, PAYMENT SYSTEMS IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE   (Routledge. 

1999); BRUCE J SUMMERS, PAYMENT SYSTEMS: DESIGN, GOVERNANCE AND OVERSIGHT   (Central Banking 

Publications. 2012). 
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payments such as debit and credit cards, to electronic based such as e-

money, and to the Internet based such as peer-to-peer network money.233 

4.4.2.2 Characteristics of Existing Payment Instruments 

Before outlining the novel features of per-to-peer network currency 

such as Bitcoin it is firstly necessary to outline the characteristics of existing 

payment systems instruments. To make it easier and comparable, such 

characteristics are provided on Figure 4.2. 

 
Source: Author. 

Figure 4.2 Characteristic of Existing Payment Instruments 

                                                      
233 BIS, Innovations in Retail Payments. 2012.  
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Instruments 

Although cashless payment systems today have been electronically 

processed, they still require “physical instruments” for its initiation. RTGS 

systems use transfer orders; paper-based payments are represented by all 

types of checks, from traditional to travel checks; card based payments of 

course need cards to initiate any transactions; and lastly, e-money need 

either stored value cards such as OV-chipkaart in the Netherlands or 

Octopus card in Hong Kong or mobile phones such as for M-Pesha in 

Kenya.234 

Players 

For ‘old fashioned’ payment systems, it is sort of ‘obligatory’ to have 

financial institutions as the issuer of the payment instruments.235 In the end, 

this systems would be backed by the central bank as the regulator as well as 

overseer in case of emergency. For example when such financial institutions 

have liquidity problems, the central bank will intervene by providing liquidity 

assistances. 236  Paper-based, card payments and e-money at its earlier 

development, for instance, need a bank or at least a financial institution to 

issue and operate. Since the development of mobile money, regulators 

have realized that it is neither wise nor enough to give the monopoly to 

financial institutions for the issuance and operation of payment systems.237 

There are also huge potential for other institutions such as 

telecommunication providers to be involved in payment markets. Such 

institutions have advantages in which financial institutions do not, such as 

owning massive consumers spread across the globe.238 In order to keep up 

with the current development and satisfy the needs for efficiency, regulators 

                                                      
234 From this list of examples of existing payment instruments, it is clear that peer-to-peer 

currency such as Bitcoin is distinctive. It needs no physical instrument to conduct a transaction. 

235  It would not necessarily be old fashioned actually. In fact, all existing retail payment 

systems are centralized with a central counterparty. Such systems encompass two layers: the 

‘first’ layer consists of the operator of the system, its agents and users while the second or 

upper-layer consists of the operator and its overseer. Within the first layer, the system is 

centralized by the operator, while within the upper layer the system is centralized under the 

overseer.  

236 The role of the central bank as the lender of the last resort. For a brief literature review on 

the role of the central bank as the lender of the last resort, see Curzio Giannini Xavier Freixas, 

Glenn Hoggarth & Farouk Soussa, Lender of Last Resort: A Review of the Literature, November 

1999 FINANCIAL STABILITY REVIEW (1999). For more discussion from a historical point of view, see 

Michael D. Bordo, The Lender of Last Resort: Alternative Views and Historical Experience, 

January/February 1990 ECONOMIC REVIEW (1990). 

237  The early debate was whether or not to include non-financial institution such as 

telecommunication providers to the payment systems market. Both regulators and market 

players were, at first, reluctant, but in the end, considering the huge benefits such institutions 

possess (massive customers, wide network), regulators have accepted them as a payment 

systems player, and markets start to cooperate with them. 

238 IFC, Mobile Money Study. 2011.  
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currently include non-financial institutions such as telecommunication 

providers as a player in payments system market. It was not easy in the 

beginning. The European Union, for instance, had in the past prohibited 

institutions other than financial institutions to issue e-money.239 It had come 

to amend such regulation repealing the old with the new ones, allowing non-

financial institutions to issue e-money under the oversight of the central 

bank.240  

Users  

Retail payments system perfectly represents the so-called two-sided 

market.241 It involves two users: merchants on one side and individuals (end-

consumers) on the other side. Many studies demonstrated that changes on 

one side would also make alterations to the other side.242 That is why scholars 

in particular economists suggest to the policy makers for taking measures 

delicately in ruling this particular market.243  

Services 

Each of existing payment instruments has its own limitation for use. RTGS 

can be used for transfers only, whereas checks and card-based e-money 

can be used for point-of-sale transactions only. 244  People cannot, for 

instance, in practice paying goods or services at shopping mall using RTGS. 

The complete features of payments are actually owned by card payments 

                                                      
239 Reflected in the first e-money directive that was enacted in 2000. 

240 The latest e-money directive that was enacted in 2009. 

241 For elaboration on two-sided market see or instance Stephen P King, Two-Sided Markets, 

46 AUSTRALIAN ECONOMIC REVIEW (2013).; Jean-Charless Rochet and Jean Tirole, Tying in Two-

Sided Markets and the Honor All Cards Rule, 26 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION 

(2008).; Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole, Two-Sided Markets: A Progress Report, 37 RAND 

THE RAND JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS (2006).; and Z. Wang, Market Structure and Payment Card 

Pricing: What Drives the Interchange?, 28 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION (2010). 

242  Sujit Chakravorti Santiago Carbo-Valverde, And Francisco Rodriguez-Fernandez, 

Regulating Two-Sided Markets: An Empirical Investigation, European Central Bank(2009), 

available at http://www.ecb.int/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecbwp1137.pdf; Julian Wright, The 

Determinants of Optimal Interchange Fees in Payment Systems, 52 THE JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL 

ECONOMICS (2004).; and David S. Evans Daniel D. Garcia Swartz Howard Chang, The Effect of 

Regulatory Intervention in Two-Sided Markets: An Assessment of Interchange-Fee Capping in 

Australia, 4 REVIEW OF NETWORK ECONOMICS (2005). 

243 See D. S. Evans, Payments Innovation and Interchange Fees Regulation: How Inverting the 

Merchantpays Business Model Would Affect the Extent and Direction of Innovation, 7 COMPET. 

POLICY INT. COMPETITION POLICY INTERNATIONAL (2011), and DAVID S. EVANS, INTERCHANGE FEES, THE 

ECONOMICS AND REGULATION OF WHAT MERCHANTS PAY FOR CARDS   (Competition Policy International. 

2011). 

244 However, some of the e-money’s features in the developing countries such as Indonesia 

are now enabling to consumers to cash-out the money they have received from (incoming) 

remittance, under the new Bank Indonesia Regulation on the Funds Transfer No. 14/23 

/PBI/2012. See Michael Joyce, Good News for E-Money and Remittance Operators in 

Indonesia  § 2015 (Mobile Money Asia  2013). 
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and mobile money. Both can be used to perform either transfers (although 

recently only applicable to debit cards), point-of-sale transactions, or cash 

out (withdrawal). The limitations of these two payment instruments lay on the 

extension of their network, depending on the available spots receiving such 

payments. 

Methods 

Methods to use payment instruments can be divided into three 

categories: manual, online, and via the Internet. In line with the services 

outlined in the previous sub-section, each payment instrument has its own 

limitations. Checks and card-based e-money can only be used manually at 

the point of sale.245  RTGS mostly requires physical presence through the 

bank’s teller although some online funds transfers are now available using 

the Internet as the front-end delivery channel but still limited.246 The most 

promising methods are actually those of card payments and mobile money. 

They can be used manually, online, and via the Internet but again, their 

limitations lay on how extensive their networks are.247 

Coverage 

All existing payment instruments share the same limitation on their 

coverage: they can only be used for local transactions except, of course, 

card payments.248 However, not all debit and credit cards can be used 

internationally or cross-border, only debit and credit cards joining to the 

international networks are accepted world-wide.249 Although the network is 

quite extensive, it is still surrounded by many severe issues such as fraudulent 

                                                      
245 In this case point-of-sale includes all payment devices enabling for card-based e-money 

transactions, for instance, those placed for at public transportation. 

246 This is true for the case of developing countries where the RTGS infrastructure is still very 

limited. However, for the case of developed countries such as EU member states, this is not 

necessarily true. The availability of online transfer using RTGS is greater. However, the use of 

RTGS is still limited for funds transfer, and almost impossible for some other purposes such as 

point of sale for instance.  

247 In economics theory, this is called as network externalities. Network industries such as media 

or payment industry are included within this theory. The bigger the network, the better the 

system. 

248 Card payments such as credit cards are able to use globally under the so-called four-party 

scheme, involving the principal (owner) of the system, the card issuers, acquirers, and 

merchants. For detail discussion on the credit card systems, see for instance SAFARI KASIYANTO, 

LOSSES FROM CARDING: THE FLAWS OF THE LAWS   (Lambert Academic Publishing. 2010).  

249 Examples of international card network are Visa and MasterCard. 
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uses, unjustified charges250 and high pricing on fees in particular interchange 

fees.251 

Control over the instruments 

The main common features on how existing payment instruments 

operated are that they are centralized. High value payment systems are 

centralized by the central banks, while retail payment systems are 

centralized by banks. 252  Within retail payment systems, mobile money 

systems are centralized by telecommunication providers.253 All transactions 

initiated with these instruments go to central server for verifications and 

approvals. Thus, every single player involved in each system has to be 

connected to the central counterparty.  

Control over the players 

Control over the players can be laid into two different layers. The first 

layer is control over the central bank having functions as: (1) the operator of 

high value payment systems, (2) regulator, and (3) overseer of both high 

value and retail payment systems.254 This control is mostly defined by hard 

laws of public laws in form of particular acts of the country, giving the powers 

to the central bank to regulate and oversee payment systems. In most cases, 

the acts also define the power of the central bank to operate high value 

payment systems, but this is not all the case.255 The common acts regulating 

this power are the central bank acts and/or payment systems acts. In some 

cases, they are also regulated in other acts such as banking act, fund 

transfer act, or commercial act. 

The second layer deals with the control over the players other than the 

central bank in the payment industries. These are issuers, operators and, if 

any, acquirers, as well as merchants. As the public laws give the power to 

the central banks to regulate and oversee the payment systems, there are 

subsequent regulations promulgated by the central banks in order to 

                                                      
250 See for instance RONALD J MANN, CHARGING AHEAD: THE GROWTH AND REGULATION OF PAYMENT CARD 

MARKETS   (Cambridge University Press. 2007). 

251 Interchange fees on card payments have raised concerns of local authorities in Australia, 

New Zealand, Canada, EU, and the US. Each competition committee and regulators of those 

countries are now working closely to solve this issue. 

252 Bank, Innovation in Retail Payments Worldwide: A Snapshot Outcomes of the Global Survey 

on Innovations in Retail Payment Instruments and Methods 2012. 

253 M-Phesa in Kenya, for instance, is centralized by a telecommunication provider. For details 

see Corporation, Mobile Money Study: Summary Report. 2011. 

254 For an insight of the role of the central bank in retail payments see for instance Stuart E 

Weiner and Julian Wright, The Federal Reserve’s Role in Retail Payments: Adapting to a New 

Environment, Fourth Quarter 2008 ECONOMIC REVIEW (2008). 

255 There are at least four countries in the world where the high-value payment systems are 

not operated by the central banks but mandated to other institutions under the oversight of 

the central bank. 
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implement the laws. Mainly, the central banks enact regulations on how 

payment systems can be operated and how the regulators oversee the 

market.  

A part of the second layer also involves private laws: rules applied both 

among the players and between the players and the users, in form of 

contracts or agreements between the parties, terms and conditions to use 

payment products, and provisions between the issuers and merchants. For 

certain type of instruments such as debit and credit cards, there is also code 

of conduct adopted by network owners to rule the rights and obligations 

between parties (including merchants but excluding consumers). 256  This 

conduct plays an important role in day-to-day operation of such credit and 

debit card systems.257  

4.4.2.3 Peer-to-per Network Currency Compared to Existing Payment 

Instruments 

Peer-to-peer network currency such as Bitcoin shares quite many 

characteristics to those of existing retail payment instruments in particular e-

money.258 However, there are major distinctions that make this peer-to-peer 

currency different from the existing payment instruments.259 That is why this 

paper put peer-to-peer network currency under the ´label´ virtual currency 

rather than under e-money.260 Furthermore, it is worth stressing that not all 

virtual currencies are peer-to-peer or decentralized currency such as Bitcoin. 

There are also centralized virtual currencies in existence.261  

The common features of the payment instruments that peer-to-peer 

network currency shares with are those under groups of “users” and 

“services”.262 Both groups of “users” and “services are used by individuals 

and merchants, representing the two-sided market. As for services, both 

peer-to-peer currency and existing payment instruments can be used for 

payments & transfers, point of sale transactions, and cash-out for real 

money. The distinctions lay on the remaining features: the “instruments”, 

“players”, “methods of transaction”, “control over the instruments”, and 

“control over the players”. These elaborations are provided on Figure 4.3, 

followed by explanations of each significant feature. 

                                                      
256 For instance Visa Regulation and MasterCard Rule. 

257 The debate over the importance of ruling interchange fees in Australia, Canada, EU and 

the U.S., for instance, bases on the regulation adopted by these code of conducts. 

258 ECB, Virtual Currency Schemes. 2012. 

259 For technical characteristics of virtual currency such as Bitcoin, see David Allen Bronleewe, 

Bitcoin Nfc (2011) The University of Texas at Austin). 

260 For a brief introduction on virtual currency including Bitcoin, see Susan A Berson, Virtual 

Money, 99 AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL (2013). 

261 For instance PayPal, Apple Pay. 

262 See explanation under Section 4.4.2.2. 
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Source: Author.  

Figure 4.3 Comparison of the Features of Peer-to-peer Network Currency to 

Those of the Existing Payment Systems Instruments  

Instruments 

It is by design that the instrument used by peer-to-peer network 

currency for transactions is different from the instruments o the existing 

payment systems.263 Instead of using physical medium such as transfer orders 

                                                      
263 Based on the genuine design of peer-to-peer network currency, which is no need for 

central counterparty (decentralized) or physical instrument. See the original paper of Bitcoin 
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(for RTGS), checks (for paper-based instruments), cards (for credit, debit 

cards and e-money), or mobile phone (for mobile payments), peer-to-peer 

currency such as Bitcoin uses computer file for transactions.264 Therefore, 

physical appearance to perform transactions is not necessary. 

Players 

There are neither central banks nor financial institutions as 

intermediaries in peer-to-peer currency system. The players involved are only 

the community consisting of individuals as the users, and the exchanges.265 

However, it is also true that in this case the exchanges could be categorized 

as intermediaries. The fact that the exchange companies charge fees for its 

services also supports their position as intermediaries. One of the earlier 

reasons for inventing such a currency was that because the intermediaries´ 

fees in the financial systems are getting higher and higher, it is not 

economically making any sense to do small value transactions. Therefore, 

there is the need for a new payment mechanism that enables small value 

transactions with only small fees.266 However, since the community of peer-

to-peer network currency such as Bitcoin is getting bigger and bigger, the 

existence of institutions such as exchange companies as intermediaries is 

also getting more important. Thus, this might can be seen as the reduction 

of the earlier ideas in omitting intermediaries within the payments systems. 

Furthermore, there is the rise of consumer’s needs to connect some part of 

peer-to-peer currency systems to financial institution such as banks to make 

it easier to use. 

Methods 

Perhaps, this is the most obvious of the disadvantages of peer-to-peer 

network currency if one intends to widely use such currency as a medium 

exchange. For instance, although claimed as the most popular peer-to-peer 

network currency, Bitcoin can only be used for the Internet transactions,267 

whereas the most other payment instruments have a physical appearance 

and therefore can be easily used for day-to-day transactions. Although 

some see this feature as benefits, because the transactions will be 

anonymous and relatively convenient to perform without leaving the 

                                                      
design: Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System. For more advance 

reading about Bitcoin and its problems, see Paul H. Farmer Jr., Speculative Tech: The Bitcoin 

Legal Quagmire & the Need for Legal Innovation, 9 JOURNAL OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY LAW (2014). 

264 E. Karame Androulaki, G. O. Roeschlin, M. Scherer & T. Capkun S., Evaluating User Privacy 

in Bitcoin, LECTURE NOTES IN COMPUTER SCIENCE. (2013). 

265 Grinberg, MILKEN INSTITUTE REVIEW,  (2012). 

266 Sathosi Nakamoto, Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System 

http://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf and http://nakamotoinstitute.org/bitcoin/. 

267 Internet Coinage: Why Bitcoin, the Anonymous Online Monetary Tool Favoured by Drug 

Dealers and Tax Evaders, Is Soon to Be the Banking Industry's Newest, Biggest Threat, 126 

MACLEAN'S. (2013). 
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computer desk for instance,268 medium exchanges will always rely on their 

widely acceptances to be flourished.269 

Coverage 

As for the coverage, peer-to-peer network currency is the most 

advantageous instruments. To a certain degree, such crypto currency like 

Bitcoin can be used across the world, from wherever the owner’s position to 

wherever the receivers located. It is totally borderless, sharing the 

advantages of others payments conducting via the Internet. 

Control over the instruments 

Another advantage of peer-to-peer network currency is that the 

system is decentralized. It needs no central counterparty but using peer-to-

peer network. This puts to the users the full control of every single currency 

they have and every single transaction they make. This has been seen as the 

most advantageous scheme in any transaction ever, but due to the facts 

that majority people have no sufficient knowledge on information 

technology and the Internet this could lead to the conditions that consumers 

left unprotected. 

Control over the players 

To define control over the players in peer-to-peer network system, we 

firstly need to define the control over the players in the existing payment 

instruments. As having previously mentioned, such control is determined by 

public laws and private laws. In Section 4, it will be described that the most 

control over the players in peer-to-peer network systems is defined by private 

laws. Therefore, there is lack of adequate public laws controlling the 

operation of peer-to-peer network currency.   

4.5 Regulating Peer-to-peer Network Currency 

4.5.1 Lessons from Peer-to-peer Network File Sharing: Napster 

Analytical Comparison between Napster and Bitcoin 

The case of Napster, a peer-to-peer network file sharing popular in early 

2000s provides an interesting lesson to learn for peer-to-peer network 

currency such as Bitcoin. Napster was shut down by government in 2001 

following the decision adopted by the 9th circuit court of appeal, for 

infringing the U.S. Copyright law. Before shut down, Napster had 

                                                      
268  id. at.; Morgan E. Peck, The Cryptoanarchists' Answer to Cash - Bitcoin Has Resurrected 

the Dream of Private, Irreversible Online Transactions, 49 IEEE SPECTRUM (2012). 

269 Network externalities theory. 
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approximately 60 million of users in 2000, with total assets amounted to 

around USD80-USD150 million.  

Napster was alleged for contributory and vicarious copyright 

infringement, 270  supported by evidence that 86% files shared and 

downloaded via Napster were protected by copyright, in which 70% of those 

files was owned by the plaintiff who brought the case before the court. In 

the end, Napster failed to defence itself using fair use and ISP save 

harbour. 271  After shut down, Napster was brought back with some 

modifications in compliance with the law, including to impose subscription 

and payment royalties. However, this ‘adjusted’ innovation lost its power to 

attract consumers. 

Why Napster? Napster and Bitcoin have many things in commons: 

radical innovation, beneficial to users, and questioned before the laws. 

Table 4.2 below provides a detail analytical comparison of Napster to 

Bitcoin. To summarize, the most important features of both systems are as the 

following.  

Firstly, both systems are decentralized, using peer-to-peer network 

mechanism, and therefore no need for central server (except for Napster in 

which the central server was used only for indexing).272 This feature is claimed 

as the most innovative parts of both inventions, as the biggest benefits come 

from these features.273 Secondly, both Napster and Bitcoin are beneficial to 

the users in which the existing systems274 failed to do so.  Napster provided 

free and speedy file sharing between individuals,275 while Bitcoin enables 

low-cost and fully controlled payments.276 

Thirdly, both systems have massive users and promising futures. For 

instance, before being shut down in 2001 Napster assets were valued around 

USD80-150 million, while by the end of 2013 Bitcoin values were amounted to 

USD9.89 billion. Lastly, both were questioned before the laws. Napster was 

accused for copyright infringement (and finally shut down after series of 

investigations), while Bitcoin is struggling with local authorities who allege the 

                                                      
270 Crews, Case Summary a&M Records, Inc. V. Napster, Inc.: Implications for the Digital Music 

Library. 18 September 2001. 

271 A & M Records, Inc. V. Napster, Inc. 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir., 2001). 

272 Mark Cenite, Michelle Wanzheng Wang, Chong Peiwen & Germaine Shimin Chan, More 

Than Just Free Content: Motivations of Peer-to-Peer File Sharers, Volume 33 JOURNAL OF 

COMMUNICATION INQUIRY (2009). 

273 Id. at. 

274 Transfer via banking systems which are claimed to be high cost. 

275 Cenite, Wang, Peiwen & Chan, JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATION INQUIRY,  (2009). 

276 COX, Bitcoin and Digital Currencies. 2013. 
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use of Bitcoin for criminal activities such as drug dealing, money laundering 

and tax evasion.277 

Table 4.2 Analytical Comparison of Napster to Bitcoin 

No Facts/Issues Napster Bitcoin 

1.  Type of 

technology 

Peer-to-peer network 

file sharing  

Peer-to-peer network currency 

2.  Creator Shawn Fanning (Path) Satoshi Nakamoto (pseudo name) 

3.  Characters Decentralized; no 

central database 

Decentralized; no central 

counterparties 

4.  Benefits of 

technology 

Free; speedy file sharing Low-cost payments; speculative 

investment 

5.  Central 

server 

No (only for indexing) No, all transactions broadcasted to 

network 

6.  How to use Download and upload; 

need membership 

Store and payments; need wallet 

7.  Number of 

users; value 

± 60 million in year of 

2000; asset was valued 

around USD80-150 

million 

± 12 million Bitcoins in Nov 2013; worth 

of USD9.89 billion 

8.  Current 

conditions 

Shut down in 2001 

following the decision 

of the 9th circuit court of 

appeal 

Facing some difficulties with local 

authorities  

9.  Allegation Infringing Copyright 

Law (contributory and 

vicarious infringement) 

Used to illicit activities: drug dealing, 

money laundering, tax evasion 

10.  Trivia of 

accusation 

86% files at Napster 

were protected by 

Copyright; 70% owned 

by Plaintiff 

Illegal trading on Silk Road only 

accepted Bitcoin for payments; its 

anonymousness makes it easy to use 

by criminals; difficult to trace 

11.  Defence; 

result 

Fair use and ISP save 

harbour; rejected by 

courts 

Now start to (widely) use in day to 

day activities; on-going progress 

(except  Thailand and China which 

already banned it) 

12.  Related 

Laws 

Copyright law Laws on legal tender, payment 

systems, anti-money laundering and 

terrorism financing, criminal law  

13.  Resolution Modified the systems to 

include subscription 

and payment royalties 

Depends on the regulatory 

intervention, but the community 

definitely needs to cooperate with 

the authorities. 

Source: Author. 

                                                      
277 Reports from GAO, FBI, and SEC: United States Government Accountability Office, Virtual 

Economies and Currencies: Additional Irs Guidance Could Reduce Tax Compliance Risks. 

(2013); Directorate of Intelligence, (U) Bitcoin Virtual Currency: Intelligence Unique Features 

Present Distinct Challenges for Deterring Illicit Activity. 2012; COMMISSION, Ponzi Schemes Using 

Virtual Currencies. 2013. 
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Lesson Learned from Napster 

From Napster, one could learn that to be sustainable an invention 

needs to satisfy the following three rules of thumb.278 As described on Fig. 4.4, 

we call it the triangle of a sustained innovation. These rules of thumbs 

encompass three compulsory elements: economic logic, innovative 

aspects, and law compliance. 

 
Source: Author. 

Figure 4.4 Triangle of a Sustained Innovation 

The first rule is that to flourish such an invention has to be not only 

radically innovative but also economically beneficial to the users. Once 

Schumpeter said that “Economic logic prevails over the innovation”.279 The 

Napster case represented this rule best because the original version of 

Napster provided a lot of benefits to the users as a free and speedy peer-to-

peer file sharing.280  

The second rule of thumb is that any innovation against or violated the 

law is most likely to be hindered. Napster was shut down by government for 

violating copyright law (contributory and vicarious infringement).281 Napster 

tried to use ISP safe harbour for its defence. Although the defence seemed 

making any sense, Napster failed in so doing as defending a case before 

the law needs beyond common sense. This rule also applies to pee-to-peer 

network currency such as Bitcoin. As previously mentioned, Bitcoin is 

                                                      
278 These rules of thumb are generated from the case of peer-to-peer file sharing, Napster and 

some general frameworks on innovations. 

279 ANDREW G HALDANE, The Future of Payment Systems. 2008. 

280  See in Matei Ripeanu, Peer-to-Peer Architecture Case Study: Gnutella Network  

(Department of Computer Science, The University of Chicago 2002). 

281 A & M Records, Inc. V. Napster, Inc. 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir., 2001). 
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struggling all over the world against local authorities.282 The accusations are, 

inter alia, the use for illicit activities such as drug dealings, tax evasion, money 

laundering.283 These crimes are mostly violating criminal laws as well as laws 

on money laundering and terrorism financing. To some extent some 

conducts also face problems dealing with consumer protection law. 

Learning from Napster, in order to be sustainable Bitcoin has to cooperate 

with local authorities to comply with the laws. The earlier stances coming 

from both Bitcoin community and foundation stating that Bitcoin needs no 

cooperation with government or the statement that Bitcoin is not money and 

therefore government has to step away have to be reduced. Bitcoin is a 

system used to transfer something worth for money. It is beneficial to the 

users, economy and society by providing a new transfer system that the 

existing systems lack to do so. As Napster experienced, if Bitcoin fails to 

comply with the laws, it might be in a danger.  

The last rule learned from Napster is that the ‘revised’ or adjusted 

innovation in compliance with laws will not always serve economic logic 

best. The modified systems might lose their benefits. As Napster did, such 

invention could lose its power to attract users. Thus, to modify the invention 

in order to comply with the law, one has to meticulously scrutinize any 

options in which the economic benefits are kept maintaining.284 For this case, 

the first rule of thumbs generated from Schumpeter’s theory applies, that 

economic logic prevails over innovation. 

4.5.2 Lessons from Payment Systems 

4.5.2.1 Laws Applicable to Existing Payment Systems Instruments 

Law applicable to payment systems is one of the main discussions 

when assessing a payment system. In the 10 core principles for payment 

systems initiated by CPSS-BIS, and is widely adopted by authorities around 

the world recently, the legal framework of payment systems is the first 

principle to meet. Such principles state that the system in payment systems 

must have adequate legal frameworks for its operation.  

Using public and private laws approaches, the laws applicable to payment 

instruments are as the following.  

 

 

                                                      
282 Among others: China, Thailand, the U.S., and EU member states. See elaboration in Section 

4.3.2. 

283 See report from FBI, GAO, and SEC. See also letters to the U.S. Senate, each from the U.S. 

Department of Treasury, Department of Justice, SEC, Department of Homeland Security, and 

the Federal Reserve Banks.  

284 However, this is easy in theory but difficult to materialize.  
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Public Laws 

As for public laws, there are three categories of laws applicable to 

payment instruments: (1) general laws, (2) criminal laws, and (3) anti/money 

laundering laws. General laws cover the day-to-day operation of payment 

systems such licensing and oversight. It is common that payment systems 

providers are obliged to get any licenses before conducting their operation. 

The license terms also give confirmation that such providers will designate 

themselves under the oversight of the authorities. General laws on payment 

systems are mainly in the forms of the central bank law or payment systems 

law. To some countries the absence of these kinds of laws forces them 

employing the banking laws or commercial laws. 

The applicability of general laws in payment systems is deemed not 

sufficient in dealing with the criminal actions. Thus, there is also criminal law 

applicable in companion with the general laws. Criminal laws in these terms 

can be in the forms of particular law on criminal sanctions or merely 

provisions within the payment systems or the central bank laws ruling certain 

criminal activities in the payment systems. Each country employs different 

approach. 

The last but not least is the laws on anti-money laundering. These laws 

require all financial service providers to, as the minimum level, (1) obtain 

license from the authorities to conduct any business activities involving 

financial activities such as remitting money, (2) apply due diligence 

procedures to their customers (previously known as know-your-customer 

principles), including to verify and collect customers’ identifications, and (3) 

report any transactions that could be indicated or likely committed to 

money laundering (suspicious transactions). 

Private Laws 

Private laws applicable to payment instruments are in the forms of 

code of conduct or payment network ‘regulations’, contract between 

parties including merchants, and terms and conditions for the use of 

payment instruments. In some cases, the market players also agree on 

certain or common rules in form of standardized provisions or bye-laws, a set 

of rules drafted and agreed by all players or the representatives of the 

players.285 These type of laws complement the public laws. If the private laws 

contradict to the public laws, the late laws prevail.286 

                                                      
285 Canada for instance just adopted credit card rules agreed by credit card industry in 2012. 

See Campbell. T: Give credit to card rules, removing ban on card surcharges would hurt 

consumers. National Post, (Feb 20, 2013), pp FP11. 

286 Maxim law stating “lex superior derogate legi inferiori”, superior law prevails over inferior 

law. In general, public laws or laws enacted by authorities are indeed superior compared to 

private laws. 
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4.5.2.2 What Laws Applicable to Peer-to-peer Network Currency? 

The next questions is what laws applicable to Bitcoin? Figure 4.5 outlines 

what laws applicable to payment systems instruments including Bitcoin. 

 
Source: Author.  

Figure 4.5 Laws Applicable to Payment Systems Instruments and Bitcoin 

First of all, there is a doubt that general laws applicable to payment 

systems are also applicable to Bitcoin. The European Central Bank (2012) 

already assessed that Bitcoin falls beyond the scope of Payment Systems 

Directive.287 Moreover, it is also difficult to apply E-money Directive to Bitcoin 

since all prerequisite conditions required by the Directives are not fully 

                                                      
287 See again ECB, Virtual Currency Schemes. 2012 
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satisfied by Bitcoin.288 This Directive requires three criteria to define electronic 

money.  

Firstly, the e-money should have value stored electronically. The value 

has been issued in exchange of funds received by the issuer and should 

have par value. Lastly, it is used for payments to parties other than the issuer. 

It is difficult for Bitcoin to satisfy the second criteria, that it has been issues in 

exchange of real money since the originating of Bitcoin comes from mining. 

Furthermore the value cap for e-money at least at par is also not applicable 

for Bitcoin as we know that Bitcoin’s value totally depends on the demand 

and supply and therefore is not pegged to certain currency.  

The next question on the applicability of public laws will be, is it really 

deemed necessary to employ criminal laws to Bitcoin? As the theft to 

personal Bitcoins and attacks to exchange systems recently occurred, the 

needs to bring criminal laws to the table are emerging. Thus, it is more likely 

that criminal laws are also applicable to criminal activities such as fraud in 

Bitcoin systems. The problems in applying the criminal laws will be in providing 

the evidence to support the allegation of the crimes. 

The next issue is dealing with anti-money laundering laws. Considering 

the steps recently initiated by some authorities in anti-money laundering laws 

it is quite obvious that anti money laundering laws applied to some parts of 

Bitcoin activities in particular to exchange providers.  

Lastly, what kind of private laws are applicable to Bitcoin? An early 

assessment of Bitcoin systems shows that private laws applicably to Bitcoin 

are recently very limited. Such laws only consist of software protocol and 

terms and conditions applicable to merchants wishing to accept Bitcoin for 

goods or services. It has not yet standardized or organized.  

4.5.2.3 Approaches in Regulating Peer-to-peer Network Currency 

Public Laws 

The possible approaches289 can be taken by the authorities are: (1) 

amending the existing general laws either the central bank law or payment 

systems law to enable the authorities to regulate and oversee peer-to-peer 

network currency, (2) enforcing consumer protection law in particular 

dealing with civil liability, and (3) enforcing criminal laws for illicit activities 

and anti-money laundering laws. However, these approaches do not bear 

no consequence at all. Detail approaches and pros and cons are outlined 

on the Table 4.3, followed with the discussions on the major issues. 

 

                                                      
288 Ibid, pp. 43. 

289 This discussion is fully based on the elaboration of the previous sections. Thus, it is deemed 

not necessary to repeat what has been explained but directly draw discussions.   
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Table 4.3 Possible Approaches for Hard Laws and Their Pros and Cons 

Concerns Authorities 

Public Laws 

Type of 

Laws 

Possible 

Approach 

Pros Constraints 

Price, 

financial 

and 

payment 

systems 

stability 

Central 

banks and 

financial 

authorities 

Central 

bank law, 

payment 

system law 

Amending 

the existing 

laws 

Certainty  Too early 

 Lead to high 

cost for the 

market 

 Hinder the 

innovation 

Consumer 

protection 

Other 

financial 

authorities, 

trading & 

exchange, 

consumer 

protection  

Civil and 

criminal 

liability for 

fraud 

Enforced  Consumer 

protected 

 Lead to 

certainty 

 Support 

innovation 

 Local 

enforcement 

 Difficulties in 

providing 

evidences 

Illicit or 

criminal 

use 

Intelligence, 

homeland 

security, 

AML 

authorities, 

justice 

Criminal 

laws, AML 

laws 

Enforced Preventing 

further 

criminal 

use. 

 Local 

enforcement 

 High cost for 

the market as 

well as 

authorities 

Source: Author. 

Amending the existing general laws is actually not desirable. 290 

Although it will bring certainty291 to the authorities since they will gain power 

over the peer-to-peer network currency, it has several constraints. It is going 

to be too early to amend the laws. Amending the laws at this early stage will 

lead to the high cost for the industry since they have to obtain any license 

and comply with all rigid regulations as done by banks now. The market of 

this currency has not yet big enough to worry that it will create disturbance 

to price stability, financial market stability, or payment systems stability, as 

has been shared by the central banks. The constraints to amending the laws 

at this stage are over its benefit. 

 The second approach is whether or not to enforce laws on consumer 

protections. Enforcing consumer laws will have benefits not only to the 

consumer but also to development of the virtual currency. But this is not easy. 

As outlined in the Table 4.3, enforcing the consumer protection laws will at 

least face two severe problems: the enforcement will give effect to the 

domestic players only, and there will be some difficulties in providing the 

evidence. Local enforcement for consumer protection will basically against 

                                                      
290  In most countries, amending law is not simple. It is time-consuming, expensive and 

exhausting.  

291 The better off is the legal certainty needed, both by the market players as well as the 

consumers 
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the nature of Bitcoin that can be and have been cross-border transacted. It 

will perhaps not be as efficient as expected. Providing evidence is something 

else. Since the nature of Bitcoin is irreversible, and there is no central 

counterparty controlling the transactions, it would be very difficult to prove 

that a crime has occurred.  

The last approach is to enforce the criminal laws and anti-money 

laundering laws. Since the nature of these laws are applied only within their 

own jurisdictions, and as the nature of Bitcoin is decentralized without any 

central counterparty, the application of these laws will be limited only to the 

certain Bitcoin players located under jurisdictions of the laws. Furthermore, 

considering that Bitcoin players only consist of the community and the 

exchanges, the applications of criminal laws and anti-money laundering 

laws will only be effective to the exchange companies. From pros and cons 

analysis, the constraints of applying these laws are actually exceeded the 

benefits. However, it has been the nature of these laws in particular criminal 

laws that they will only be applicable when the crimes occur (ex-post). 

Private Laws 

The possible approaches for private laws are: (1) creating code of 

conduct, (2) strengthening the existing terms and conditions among the 

parties, and (3) adding the warning and disclaimer provisions, and 

education clauses. The detailed outline on the possible approaches for the 

private laws and their pros and cons is provided on the Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Possible approaches for private laws and their pros and cons 

Concerns 

Private Laws 

Type of 

Laws 

Possible 

Approaches 

Pros Cons 

Price, 

financial and 

payment 

systems 

stability 

n/a Code of conduct 

from the 

community 

 Self-enforced, least 

government 

intervention 

 Support the use and 

developments of 

Bitcoin 

 Building from 

the scratch 

 Effective to 

some degree 

Consumer 

protections 

Terms & 

condition 

on the use 

of software 

and  

exchange  

 Code of 

conduct from 

the community 

 

 Self-enforced, least 

government 

intervention 

 Support the use and 

developments of 

Bitcoin 

 Building from 

the scratch 

 Effective to 

some degree 

 Strengthen the 

existing terms 

and conditions 

 Cheap  

 Bring more clarity 

and transparency 

 Less effective 

Illicit or 

criminal use 

Terms & 

condition 

on the use 

of software, 

 Code of 

conduct from 

the community  

 

 Self-enforced, least 

government 

intervention 

 Building from 

the scratch 

 Effective to 

some degree 
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Concerns 

Private Laws 

Type of 

Laws 

Possible 

Approaches 

Pros Cons 

exchange 

as well as 

merchant 

activities 

 Support the use and 

developments of 

Bitcoin 

 Add warning 

and disclaimer 

provisions 

 Education 

clause 

 Transparency 

 Cheap 

Less effective 

Source: Author. 

4.6 Conclusion 

A peer-to-peer network currency such as Bitcoin in general meets 

characteristics to constitute money under economics theory: unit of 

account, means of payment, and monetary unit. Under legal philosophy, 

the theory of contractual agreement between economic agents will 

endorse Bitcoin as money. However, under other theories Bitcoin lacks of act 

of will of sovereign and validity from the state to constitute money. The need 

of state ‘endorsement’ to constitute money also supported by modern law 

on legal tender. 

Furthermore, a peer-to-peer network currency basically shares some 

common characteristics with the other retail payment instruments. It is used 

by individuals and merchants, representing the two-sided market of the 

payment systems, and it can be used to perform many transactions such as 

transfers, point-of-sale and cash-out for real money. However, it has also 

many distinct features compare to the other payment instruments. Among 

others are (1) instead of using physical medium such as those used by other 

payment instruments such as checks or cards, Bitcoin uses encrypted 

computer file, (2) while traditional payment instruments involve many parties 

such as principals or network owners, issuers or operators, and often 

acquirers, Bitcoin system only involves the community itself and the 

exchange service providers, (3) the use of Bitcoin limits to the Internet 

transactions only while other payment instruments can be used manually or 

online, (4) it has quite extensive coverage since Bitcoin can be used 

internationally/cross-border, and (5) it is decentralized while other payment 

systems are centralized.  

As to measures available in dealing with peer-to-peer network 

currency, two lesson learned are available: from peer-to-peer file sharing 

Napster, and from existing payment systems.  

From Napster, three rules of thumb apply. These rules employ three 

compulsory elements: economic logic, innovative aspects, and law 

compliance. The first rule is that that to flourish an invention has to be 

(radically) innovative and economically beneficial. This represents 

Schumpeter’s theory that “Economic logic prevails over the innovation. The 
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second rule is that any innovation against or violated the law is most likely to 

be hindered. Napster was shut down for violating Copyright law. The last rule 

is that the ‘revised’ or adjusted innovation in compliance with laws is not 

always serve the economic logic best. So to modify the invention in order to 

comply with the law, one has to meticulously scrutinize any options in which 

the economic benefits are preserved. 

Lessons from existing payment systems to regulate peer-to-peer 

network currency appear mainly in forms of public laws and private laws 

applicable to payment systems. Public laws consist of general laws in 

payment systems which could be law on the central bank or law on 

payment systems, consumer protections laws, criminal laws and anti-money 

laundering laws; while private laws applicable to payment systems are code 

of conduct for the industry or bye-laws, contracts between system operator 

and participants, merchant agreements and terms and conditions for the 

use of the products. Outlining from the public laws and private laws 

applicable to payment systems it can be concluded that the laws 

applicable to Bitcoin are as the following. As for public laws consisting of 

general laws in payment systems it has been doubted that existing general 

laws are applicable to Bitcoin. There is lacking in central bank law as well as 

payment systems law in regulating peer-to-peer network currency. As for 

consumer protection laws, criminal and anti-money laundering laws, they 

might be applied with some difficulties or difficulties. On the other hand, 

private laws applicable to Bitcoin are very limited in existence. They are only 

terms and condition on the use of Bitcoin software, terms and conditions 

from the exchange providers and terms and conditions applied to the 

merchants.  

Approaches can be taken by the authorities are as follows. As for 

public laws: (1) the approach to amend existing law on the central bank or 

payments systems at this early stage is not yet necessary, the constraints of 

this approaches are way over the benefits as it will lead to the high cost of 

the market and at the end hinder the innovation, (2) the approach to 

enforce consumer protection laws has more benefit the consumer and 

support the development of the market, yet it will create limitation on the 

enforcement and difficulties in providing evidence, and (3) although it will 

not be in favour of the market, the approach to enforce criminal and anti-

money laundering laws will likely occur; furthermore, it is the nature of these 

laws to step in when there is indication on criminal activities although the 

applications of these laws will be not easy. As for private laws, approaches 

can be initiated by the market players in forms of: (1) the introduction of 

code of conduct for the industry, (2) strengthening the terms and conditions 

applicable for software usage, exchange providers as well as merchant 

activities by adding warning and disclaimer provision and education 

clauses. This private laws approaches have advantages in keeping the peer-

to-peer network industry under self-regulatory frameworks.  



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5 

Bitcoin and the Possibility 

of It being Mainstream292 
  

                                                      
292 All Bitcoin’s statistics cited in this chapter was taken from www.blockchain.info/stats, which 

is updated every 24 hours unless otherwise stated, while all payment system statistics was from 

the website of the European Central Bank, available at www.ecb.europa.eu/stats. 

Furthermore, all online sources were last accessed on 13 January 2016. 

http://www.blockchain.info/stats
http://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats
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5.1 Abstract 

This paper reviews the possibility of bringing Bitcoin into the mainstream. In so 

doing, it elaborates the potential and obstacles of the Bitcoin system and 

what it would take for it to go mainstream. A cross-cutting discussion provides 

a helicopter view and encompasses the technical, economic, social, as well 

as legal issues at play. This paper focuses particularly on payment systems, 

and in reviewing the possibility of bringing Bitcoin into the mainstream it takes 

into consideration lessons that can be learned from the existing payment 

systems. 

5.2 Introduction 

The rise of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin has triggered discussions 

involving researchers/scholars, governments, businesses, and users, and 

encompassing many topics including technical, economic, and legal 

issues. 293  Nevertheless, the usability of Bitcoin for transactions is still very 

limited. Despite the fact that the total Bitcoin currency in circulation 

amounted to almost USD 7 billion294 when this paper was being finalized, the 

usability of Bitcoin for transactions is still significantly inferior compared to that 

of existing payment instruments such as credit transfers and card payments. 

While the number of Bitcoin transactions worldwide per day in October 2015 

amounted to only 130-140 thousand, the number of credit transfers in the EU 

alone had reached 49 million per day by 2014, whereas payment card 

transactions amounted to 74 million per day. 

Due to its limited usability, Bitcoin still has a long journey before entering 

the mainstream; however, it is not impossible for it to do so, for two reasons. 

Firstly, most mainstream systems started with a limited scope. For instance, 

the credit card system began in 1958 as a proprietary system in the U.S. run 

by Bank of America. It became a multiparty system –the credit card system 

as we know it– by 1970.295 Secondly, although it is happening slowly, more 

and more businesses are accepting Bitcoin as a form of payment, employing 

various solutions to overcoming the hurdles of using it. 

What is mainstream in terms of payment systems, and what does 

mainstream mean in this paper? For the purposes of this paper, when 

something is mainstream, it means that most people make use of it. 296 

However, this paper does not argue that for Bitcoin to be considered 

mainstream every single individual around the globe must use it. Rather, 

                                                      
293 For instance case studies by the European Central Bank: Virtual Currency Schemes (2012). 

See the discussion on Bitcoin, p. 21-27. 

294 It reached the highest number since Sept of 2014. 

295 Schmalensee, R. (2002), ‘Payment Systems and Interchange Fees’, Journal of Industrial 

Economics, 50, 103. 

296 Oxford Dictionaries. 
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Bitcoin could be considered “mainstream” if most people used it for a 

particular payment mechanism in the economy. 

Two main hurdles have prevented Bitcoin from reaching the 

mainstream.297 Firstly, security issues are preventing people, both users and 

merchants, from using Bitcoin. Secondly, Bitcoin value is highly volatile. For 

instance, the value of one Bitcoin was equivalent to only a couple of U.S. 

dollars in early 2013, hiked up to more than 1,000 USD by December 2013, fell 

to approximately 180 USD in February 2015, and rose again to more than 500 

USD by the beginning of November 2015. Also, it is important to note that 

most users tend to hold Bitcoins in their possession for a long time rather than 

using them for transactions. 

5.3 What It Takes To Be In the Mainstream 

Existing payment systems can provide some lessons for bringing Bitcoin 

into the mainstream. For this purpose, Bitcoin is treated as a payment 

instrument.298 To flourish, Bitcoin has to meet the following conditions.  

 Adequate Security. Two important security factors influence the 

accessibility of a payment system: technical security and perceived 

security.299 On the one hand, technical security deals with the security 

methods employed in the system. It protects the confidentiality, integrity, 

and availability of the system against unauthorized access. Currently, 

security must also protect the system against modern crimes such as 

money laundering and terrorism financing. On the other hand, 

perceived security entails how users view the security of a system.300 It 

gives more weight to the perceptions of the users than to the actual 

security employed in the system. However, these two factors are equally 

important;301 therefore, a balanced approach needs to be achieved.  

                                                      
297  One of Bitcoin’s Strongest Backers Reveals the Two Big Reasons Why It’s Still Not 

Mainstream’, available at http://www.businessinsider.com/fred-wilson-on-bitcoin-2014-7?IR=T. 

298 See Kasiyanto, S. (2015) ‘Regulating Peer-to-peer Network Currency: Lessons from Napster 

and Payment Systems’, Journal of Law, Technology and Public Policy, 1, 2, 40-73, for discussion 

of whether treating Bitcoin as a payment instrument is justified. 

299 It has no doubt that in payment systems technical security matters. However, empirical 

research also shows that consumer perceived security plays a crucial role. See Mallat, N. 

(2007) ’Exploring Consumer Adoption of Mobile Payments – A Qualitative Study’, Journal of 

Strategic Information Systems, 16, 413–432, in particular, discussion of the perceived risks on p. 

424-425. 

300 Pousttchi, K., Wiedemann, D.G. (2007) ‘What Influences Consumers’ Intention to Use Mobile 

Payments’, Mobile Communications Working Group, University of Augsburg, available at 

http://www.marshall.usc.edu/assets/025/7534.pdf. 

301 However, one may find that a mainstream system such as credit card employs relatively 

low-level security such as magnetic-stripe technology. See Turban, E. and Brahm, J. (2000) 

‘Smart card-based electronic card payment systems in the transportation industry’ Journal of 

Organizational Computing and Electronic Commerce, 10, 4, 281-293. 

http://www.businessinsider.com/fred-wilson-on-bitcoin-2014-7?IR=T
http://www.marshall.usc.edu/assets/025/7534.pdf
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 Wide Acceptance. A payment system is a two-sided market302 with a 

market of users on one side and of businesses on the other. In traditional 

payment systems, this also represents a demand and supply market. To 

be widely accepted, a payment system must utilise both sides. Network 

externalities in economic theory could serve as grounds for 

understanding and developing the two-sided market of payment 

systems. Under such a theory, a system is more beneficial if its 

membership continually increases. Hence, it requires a certain threshold 

to be effective (“critical mass” point). 

 User-friendly. There is a common understanding in payment systems that 

there is a trade-off between security and user-friendliness. A high level of 

security in a payment system often reduces convenience for the user. 

For instance, a longer PIN is harder to remember than a shorter PIN, and 

the use of a token is more time-consuming than the use of a PIN. 

Therefore, some service providers that desire fast transactions employ 

poor security to gain more convenience, such as transportation services 

that use e-money.303  

 Adequate Consumer Protection. Flourished payment systems offer 

adequate protection to their users. Such security usually consists of a 

wide array of arrangements from imposable user’s rights to complaint 

handling to a redress or remedy mechanism. Both private agreements 

and public laws impose these arrangements.304 Imposable user’s rights 

(and obligations), for instance, are stated under the terms and 

conditions of services. Under the EU proposal for the revision of the 

Payment Services Directive, this is known as contracts and framework 

contracts.305 These must be set out as clear and transparent as possible 

as is often required by laws such as Regulation E on Electronic Fund 

Transfers in the U.S.306 and Directive 2011/83/EU on Consumer Rights in 

the EU.307  

 Legal compliance. One great lesson offered by existing payment 

systems comes from the fact that most primary systems start as closed-

loop or local systems initiated by a private entity. Once the systems have 

grown bigger and involve many users, there is a chance that a regulator 

                                                      
302 See for instance Rochet, J.C. and Tirole, J. (2006) ‘Two-sided Markets: A Progress Report’, 

The RAND Journal of Economics, 37, 645 and Rochet, J.C. and Tirole, J. (2008) ‘Tying in Two-

sided Markets and the Honour All Cards Rule’, International Journal of Industrial Organization, 

26, 1333. 

303 Such as Octopus Card in Hong Kong or OV-chipkaart in the Netherlands. 

304 In particular tort laws. 

305 See 24.7.2013 COM (2013) 547 final. 

306 12 CFR 205. 

307 OJ L 304/64, 22.11.2011. 
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will designate them as being under its oversight.308 This means that a 

system does not need to focus on the legal issues at the early stage of 

development, as long as it is not violating any applicable laws. It needs 

to flourish first and then adjust to rules that may be made.309 M-Pesa in 

Kenya and Octopus card in Hong Kong are good examples.310 The first is 

flourishing under a more lenient regulatory environment, while the latter 

is under the oversight of a regulator since it has had a significant impact 

on the economy. Regardless of its stage of development, a system must 

never violate any applicable laws, as Liberty dollar and Napster have 

demonstrated. The authorities imprisoned the founder of the former for 

violating the U.S. Currency Act and shut down the latter for violating 

Copyright Law.  

5.4 Bitcoin Potentials 

 Online-based, Borderless, and Low-cost. Transactions using Bitcoin incur 

low costs, with the average being 0.9% of the transaction value.311 In 

fact, its founder created the concept to fight against ‘conventional’ 

systems that incurred high costs.312 This area of potential is particularly 

crucial for low-value transactions such as person-to-person transfers. It 

could help financial inclusion programmes in developing countries by 

providing low-cost transactions for unbanked people. As electronic 

payment systems are beneficial to the economy in that they contribute 

to an increase in gross domestic product (GDP) of 0.8% in developing 

countries and 0.3% in developed countries,313 Bitcoin shows potential by 

providing online, borderless, and low-cost transactions that could 

benefit the poor. In addition, Bitcoin potentials could also help migrant 

workers send remittances abroad to their family in their home country by 

providing a low-cost cross-border payment mechanism. 

                                                      
308 Some countries such as Australia, Singapore, and Malaysia use “designation” to bring 

payment systems under their oversight. The regulator has the power to designate which 

systems under its control. So does the EU with the PSD (see OJ L 319/1, 5.12.2007). 

309  International Finance Corporation (2011) ‘Mobile Money Study, Summary Report’, 

Washington, DC. One of the main findings of this report is that a new payment system tends 

to flourish under a more lenient regulatory framework. 

310 Octopus card was introduced in 1997 and designated under the oversight of Hong Kong 

Monetary Authority in 2000. See the Regulatory and Oversight Framework on Octopus Card 

and Electronic Payment Systems CB (1)1007/06-07(03) available at www.legco.gov.hk/yr06-

07/english/panels/fa/papers/fa0302cb1-1007-3-e.pdf. 

311 See ref 2 above, accessed on 4 November 2015. 

312 Nakamoto, S. (2008) ‘Bitcoin: A peer-to-peer electronic cash system’, Consulted 1.2012, 28. 

313  Moody's (2013) ‘Moody’s Analytics: The Impact of Electronic Payments on Economic 

Growth. 

http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr06-07/english/panels/fa/papers/fa0302cb1-1007-3-e.pdf
http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr06-07/english/panels/fa/papers/fa0302cb1-1007-3-e.pdf
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 Secure Protocol. Although cases of lost and stolen Bitcoin currency and 

attacks on exchange systems keep arising, Bitcoin protocol has proved 

to be sound. The decentralized arrangement that employs miner crowds 

to authenticate transactions through blockchains is by far secure. The 

vulnerability does not exist in the cryptosystem itself but in the 

‘supporting’ systems used by users and exchanges. 314  Below is a 

summary of the security issues related to Bitcoin protocol. 

 The 51% hash power attack. This attack is possible considering that the 

Bitcoin system relies on peer-to-peer authentication. A mining pool 

that has 51% power or more is able to manipulate the system to its 

own advantage, which is why when GHash.IO almost reached 51% 

power, the Bitcoin market was in a panic.315 However, the economic 

incentive of 51% hash power attacks remains dubious. 

 Double spending or transaction malleability. This fraud is made 

possible by forcing a forged blockchain for the fraudulent 

transaction. However, this fraud is more applicable in theory than in 

reality, as the fraudster would need to expose himself to plenty of 

miners.  

 Minor flaws. One example of a minor vulnerability was found in the 

UPnP library used by Bitcoin Core.316 A certain version of the mini-

upnpc library is vulnerable to a buffer overflow that can be employed 

to cause the application to crash by running a malicious server.317 

However, this could easily be prevented by, for instance, updating 

the relevant software. 

 Convenience. Although the concept of convenience is relative (and 

subjective), Bitcoin is quite convenient. Although it is true that to use 

Bitcoin a certain knowledge of the Internet and how online transactions 

work is required, this would not be a problem for millennials, who amount 

to 1.8 billion people globally out of the total 7 billion.318 Also, the digital 

revolution has changed the world. After the introduction of the first web 

page in 1990, the number of Internet users grew from 360 million in 2000 

to 2.3 billion in 2012. Hence, the market for Bitcoin is wide open. 

                                                      
314 ‘How Secure are Bitcoins?’ available at www.visualcapitalist.com/secure-bitcoins/. 

315  ‘Warning: GHash.IO is Nearing 51% - Leave the Pool’, available at 

https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/warning-ghash-io-nearing-51-leave-pool/. 

316  ‘Vulnerability in UPnP library used by Bitcoin Core’, available at 

https://bitcoin.org/en/alert/2015-10-12-upnp-vulnerability. 

317 ‘TALOS Vulnerability Report: MiniUPNP Internet Gateway Device Protocol XML Parser Buffer 

Overflow’ TALOS-2015-0035, available at http://talosintel.com/reports/TALOS-2015-0035/. 

318  ‘Millennials by the Numbers’ Millennial Week, available at 

http://www.millennialweek.com/MILL-FactSheet_52914_v2.pdf. 

http://www.visualcapitalist.com/secure-bitcoins/
https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/warning-ghash-io-nearing-51-leave-pool/
https://bitcoin.org/en/alert/2015-10-12-upnp-vulnerability
http://talosintel.com/reports/TALOS-2015-0035/
http://www.millennialweek.com/MILL-FactSheet_52914_v2.pdf
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 A Neutral Instrument. Bitcoin is a neutral instrument with clear-cut rules. It 

is everybody’s game. Therefore, the Bitcoin system is fairer than 

conventional instruments, which favour the interests of certain parties. 

For instance, interchange fees319 associated with card payments are 

now being investigated by many authorities for benefiting some parties 

while harming others.320  

 Decentralised. Bitcoin is also a decentralised, community-based system. 

Its community can be optimized by addressing many emerging issues 

such as user protection, for instance by creating standards to strengthen 

the code of conduct for Bitcoin usage.  

5.5 Obstacles To Reaching the Mainstream Level 

 Vulnerable Ecosystem. The ecosystem of Bitcoin consists of miners, 

exchanges, users, and merchants. As Bitcoin is a cryptographic currency 

used for online transactions, each participant in the ecosystem needs a 

supporting system. Miners need a set of computers that enables them to 

authenticate blockchains, exchanges need a system enabling the user 

to change Bitcoins into real money, users need an application to create 

a wallet and restore Bitcoins, and merchants need a system that allows 

them to accept Bitcoins as a means of payment. Hence, the Bitcoin 

ecosystem composes of a “system-chain” where each system within the 

ecosystem is connected to the others to support Bitcoin transactions. The 

rule of a chain is that it is only as strong as its weakest link,321 and some of 

the supporting systems, such as those of users and exchanges, are 

vulnerable. Security issues include:  

 Attacks on users result in 1 in every 16 or 17 Bitcoins being stolen;  

 Attacks on exchanges have resulted in security breaches have 

occurred at more than 12 exchanges, including Mt.Gox;  

 22% of financial malware attacks are targeted at Bitcoin;  

                                                      
319  Fees that are paid by acquiring bank to the issuing bank for every card transaction. 

Acquiring bank will then pass on such costs to its merchants. These fees were first introduced 

by Bank of America’s credit card system in 1971, and William F. Baxter provided the scientific 

arguments for such charges in 1983. See Baxter, W.F. (1983) ‘Bank Interchange of 

Transactional Paper: Legal and Economic Perspectives’, Journal of Law and Economics, 26, 

541. 

320 For instance, in the EU, the interchange fees have been decided to violate competition 

laws. See the European Commission Decision No. C (2007) 6474. 

321 "In every chain of reasoning, the evidence of the last conclusion can be no greater than 

that of the weakest link of the chain, whatever may be the strength of the rest." Thomas Reid, 

Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man, 1786, as in 

http://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/the-weakest-link.html. 
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 More than 140 viruses have been created with the Bitcoin system as 

their target.322 

 Unstable Price. As mentioned above, the value of Bitcoins is volatile. High 

volatility is Bitcoin’s biggest obstacle, as payment systems need a stable 

rate to function smoothly. 

 Slow Transactions. A Bitcoin transaction is settled on average in around 

10 minutes.323 Although this is not necessarily bad,324 some services need 

a faster turnaround time, such as point of sales (POS) transactions at 

merchants or mass-rapid transactions at transportation gates. Also, one 

needs to differ between authorisation and settlement times. While users 

tend to be concerned with authorization time, merchants tend to be 

more concerned with settlement time,325 as it is crucial for them that a 

transaction be final and irrevocable. Unlike existing payment systems, 

the Bitcoin system does not differentiate much between authorisation 

and settlement time; both occur in 10 minutes. Therefore, Bitcoin can 

provide a greater benefit of the certainty of availability of funds for both 

parties. However, this method is not necessarily suitable for most POS 

transactions that require more prompt payments.  

 Facing Some Legal Issues. Some notable jurisdictions where Bitcoin is 

facing legal issues include the U.S., China, and the EU. Most legal matters 

involve criminal activities, money laundering, and terrorism financing 

while some others have to do with the need for licencing 326  and 

regulation. However, the concrete measures adopted so far have only 

taken in the form of warnings. These warnings predominantly concern 

only the risks borne by users, as the existing laws do not cover the Bitcoin 

system. 

 Lack of Knowledge & Awareness of Users and Exchanges. Lack of 

knowledge is hindering new users from acquiring Bitcoin, while a lack of 

awareness is reducing the continuity of Bitcoin usage. A user is required 

to have adequate knowledge of how to use the Internet and make 

online payments using the Bitcoin system. Although the number of 

Internet users reached 2.3 billion globally in 2012, not all of them use the 

Internet for transactions. Furthermore, approximately one-third of the 

                                                      
322 See ref 23 above. 

323 On average was 9.47 minutes to be exact based on Currency Stats on 3 November 2015. 

See ref 2 above. 

324  Typical mainstream retail payment systems need 1-2 days to settle their transactions. 

However, the authorization or confirmation take less than 1 or 2 minutes. 

325  Feinberg, R. A., and Smith, P. (1989) ‘Misperceptions of time in the sales transaction’, 

Advances in Consumer Research, 16, 1, 56-58. In this study, Feinberg suggests that consumers 

overestimate the transaction time while merchants underestimate it. 

326 For instance the state of New York. 
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global population do not have Internet access. This contrasts with the 

use of mainstream systems such as credit transfers and card payments. 

In the EU alone, transactions per capita in 2011 reached nearly 50 for 

credit transfers and over 70 for card payments. Hence, most people 

living in the EU are familiar with credit transfers and card payments as 

they use both methods at least once every 5 to 7 days. 

Lack of awareness is another issue. In the Bitcoin ecosystem, each of 

the supporting systems is controlled by its “owner”: miners, exchanges, 

and users. Thus, the awareness of each party needs to be maintained 

and even elevated. However, reality shows the opposite. Users, for 

instance, tend to neglect updating anti-virus programs for their PCs, 

employing encryption for their e-wallet, or using two-factor 

authentication.327 

 An industry that has not yet matured. The Bitcoin community has not yet 

matured in terms of creating a code of conduct or standards compared 

to existing mainstream systems such as card payments. 328  The only 

standard proposed recently has been a security standard for Bitcoin 

exchanges and wallets, 329  introduced by developers and security 

professionals.330  

 Shallow Markets. The Bitcoin market is still shallow and is exposed to 

market risk and counterparty risk. The former mostly comes from the 

volatile price while the latter relates to the limited availability of 

counterparties. An example related to the former is that an individual 

who wishes to trade a substantial number of Bitcoins will be unable to do 

so without influencing the market price. As for the latter, using Bitcoin for 

payments requires a high level of dependence on exchanges, as users 

need to redeem Bitcoins as real money. However, the market has not 

yet provided users with extensive options related to this. A total of 45% of 

exchanges eventually stopped operating following a significant security 

breach, and 46% out of them did not provide any reimbursements to the 

users.331 For instance, Mt.Gox did not provide any reimbursements after 

filing for bankruptcy in February 2014 after approximately 850,000 

                                                      
327 No matter how details the guidance to users is, some users still neglect in protecting their 

online wallet. See ‘Securing Your Wallet, Be Careful with Online Services’, available at 

https://bitcoin.org/en/secure-your-wallet. 

328 The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS). 

329  ‘Security Standard Proposed for Bitcoin Exchanges and Wallets’, available at 

http://www.coindesk.com/security-standard-proposed-bitcoin-exchanges-wallets/. 

330  See Cryptocurrency Certification Consortium (C4), available at 

https://cryptoconsortium.org/. 

331 Böhme, R., Christin, N., Edelman, B., & Moore, T. (2015) ‘Bitcoin: Economics, technology, 

and governance’, The Journal of Economic Perspectives 29 (2), pp. 213-238. 

https://bitcoin.org/en/secure-your-wallet
http://www.coindesk.com/security-standard-proposed-bitcoin-exchanges-wallets/
https://cryptoconsortium.org/
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Bitcoins (among which 750,000 Bitcoins belonged to customers), worth 

nearly 500 million USD, were stolen due to security breaches.332  

5.6 Some Suggestions 

For different reasons, the most severe obstacles to address are the 

security issues, the unstable price, and the slow transaction time. The security 

vulnerabilities are difficult to solve as they involve the client systems, hence, 

different parties. Continuous endeavours are required to persuade and 

educate such individuals to maintain and even increase their security level. 

The instability of the price is a hard problem to solve because it is more 

intrinsic to the system in that the nature of Bitcoin protocol drives the 

imbalance between demand and supply. Iwamura et. al. suggest that the 

nature of Bitcoin protocol makes it impossible to adjust the Bitcoin supply as 

do the central banks with the money supply by employing monetary 

policy.333 Slow transactions are another obstacle. Since to authorize Bitcoin 

transactions miners need to solve a set of algorithm formulae and put the 

formulae into the next blockchain once it is solved, Bitcoin protocol 

continuously sets the difficulty level of the formulae approximately every 10 

minutes. Hence, the 10-minute transaction time cannot be adjusted to the 

extent that any adjustment would change the protocol. For payment 

systems, this is an obstacle. It is difficult for Bitcoin to be ubiquitous with a 10-

minute transaction time. However, since making the transaction time faster 

would change the protocol in a major way, the only option for addressing 

this obstacle is to find transactions for which the parties do not overestimate 

the time of operation. Figure 5.1 provides the details of the obstacles 

preventing Bitcoin from being mainstream, stacked according to priority 

and extrinsic-intrinsic cause. This figure also includes other obstacles 

previously described. 

                                                      
332  ‘Ex-boss of MtGox bitcoin exchange arrested in Japan over lost $390m’, available at 

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/aug/01/ex-boss-of-mtgox-bitcoin-

exchange-arrested-in-japan-over-lost-480m. 

333 Iwamura, M., Kitamura, Y., Matsumoto, T., and Saito, K. (2014) ‘Can We Stabilize the Price 

of a Cryptocurrency? Understanding the Design of Bitcoin and Its Potential to Compete with 

Central Bank Money’, Discussion Paper Series A No. 617, Institute of Economic Research, 

Hitotsubashi University. 

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/aug/01/ex-boss-of-mtgox-bitcoin-exchange-arrested-in-japan-over-lost-480m
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/aug/01/ex-boss-of-mtgox-bitcoin-exchange-arrested-in-japan-over-lost-480m
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Source: Author 

Figure 5.1 Bitcoin’s Obstacles to Being Mainstream, Stacked by Priority and 

Extrinsic-intrinsic Cause 

The following suggested measures are worth implementing to reduce 

the barriers mentioned above. 

 Payments for Certain Sectors. Particular sector payments can be 

suggested to address the wide acceptance problems caused by the 

fact that the Bitcoin system needs a longer transaction time. Longer 

transaction time makes Bitcoin unsuitable for operations that require 

speed or that are used by the masses such as transportation and 

supermarket point-of-sales (see Table 5.1 for the comparison of 

transaction time between Bitcoin and the existing mainstream payment 

systems).  

Table 5.1. Transaction Times for Mainstream Payment Systems.  

Payment 

methods 

Mainstream for Authorisati

on Time  

Settlement 

time* 

PayPal General online transactions Several min Same day** 

E-money (card-

based) 

Mass-rapid transactions Seconds 1-2 days 

Card payments POS at merchants 1-2 min 1-2 days*** 

M-payments P2P transfers Several min 1-2 days 

Credit transfers Online retail purchases Several min Up to several 

days**** 

Bitcoin Online, cross-border***** <10 min <10 min 

*payments become final and irrevocable. 

**not including refunds, which might take several days. 

***except if the charge-back provision is applied, which could take up to several 

days. 
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****interbank transfers. Intra-bank transfers can only take several minutes depending 

on the bank and the system it uses. 

*****possibility, not yet achieved. 

Hence, payments for certain sectors may be the best way to address 

this problem. A sector for which consumers do not highly overestimate 

transaction time is the most suitable. Also, an area that cannot afford 

high transaction costs is also favourable, as is a sector that involves many 

unbanked people. These include general online payments, person-to-

person (P2P) transfers, in particular, for unbanked people, and cross-

border migrant worker remittances.  

 Transparency and Education. As previously explained, the weakest links 

in the Bitcoin ecosystem are user and exchange systems. Therefore, 

transparency and education could have a significant impact on 

reducing the lack of knowledge and awareness of the users and the 

exchanges. 

 Standardizations. Standards can be very useful for addressing many 

issues such as user protections. The security standard for Bitcoin 

exchanges and wallets recently proposed by C4 could be what was 

needed to ‘institutionalise’ the Bitcoin system. All elements should 

support this proposal, as it is evidence that security and user protection 

in the Bitcoin system matter.  

 Killer App to Encourage Usage. The killer app is an option for addressing 

the problem of limited usability of Bitcoin for transactions. This suggestion 

is in line with the idea of using the Bitcoin system as a payment method 

for certain sectors.  

 Cooperation. A lesson to take from the use of mobile payments in Kenya 

and e-money in Hong Kong is that they developed better under more 

lenient regulatory frameworks. After they had flourished, the government 

put them into a regulatory framework or designated them as being 

under government oversight. The question now is: has the time yet come 

to put Bitcoin under a regulatory framework or to designate it as being 

under a regulator’s oversight? Some argue that, considering that the 

volume and value of Bitcoin transactions are still low, the time has not 

yet come. 334  However, some others have voiced more concerns. 335 

Cooperation may be the crucial step in solving this issue as the cardinal 

virtue of regulation is, according to Hippocrates (dating back to 400 BC), 

                                                      
334  See ref 1 above. This report argues that since the volume of Bitcoin transactions is 

significantly small, it is not yet necessary to regulate Bitcoin. 

335 In particular some states in the U.S. such as NY. 
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“to do good or to do no harm”. 336  Hence, a good government is 

supposed to not hurt the market if it cannot do good. 

5.7 Real Payment Applications 

5.7.1 Current State 

Currently, 100,000 merchants accept Bitcoin and it has spread in over 92 

countries across six continents, providing various services including general 

online shopping, airlines, hotels, and IT services. Over 6,000 of these 100,000 

merchants have physical shops.337 Bitpay,338 a leading payment processor 

that enables merchants to accept Bitcoin, with around 60% market shares, 

in its 2015 bi-annual report states that the volume of transactions involving 

Bitcoin in the Q2-2015 reached over 102,000 in Europe and 60,000 in North 

America. However, Bitcoin is less used in Asia Pacific and Latin America 

(fewer than 10,000 transactions in Q2-2015) and is the least developed in 

Africa (no record was shown). Among these transactions, IT services such as 

website hosting and virtual private network (VPN) services dominated with 

36.4 per cent, followed by general retail purchases from luxury goods to 

charity at 22.9 per cent, marketplaces at 17.4 per cent, financial services at 

14.3 per cent, and gift cards at 9.0 per cent (see Figure 5.2 for details).339 

 
Source: Bitpay report, 2015. 

Figure 5.2 Top sectors using Bitcoin for transactions 

                                                      
336 Hippocrates, 'Of the Epidemics' written 400 BCE, translated by Francis Adams, available at 

http://classicsmitedu/Hippocrates/epidemics1ihtml. 

337 See online Bitcoin maps such as coinmap.org or bitcoinmaps.info. 

338 Available at https://blog.bitpay.com/author/julia-patterson/. 

339  See ‘Bitcoin: A New Global Economy’, available at https://blog.bitpay.com/bitcoin-a-

new-global-economy/. 

http://classicsmitedu/Hippocrates/epidemics1ihtml
https://blog.bitpay.com/author/julia-patterson/
https://blog.bitpay.com/bitcoin-a-new-global-economy/
https://blog.bitpay.com/bitcoin-a-new-global-economy/
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 Gift cards/vouchers. The most interesting model is the use of Bitcoin to 

purchase the retailers’ gift cards so that the users can make transactions 

at those retailers. In so doing, Bitcoin users need to buy gift cards from 

major retailers such as Walmart, Amazon, Target, or Nike in the U.S. using 

their Bitcoins.340 In the UK and several other countries in Europe such as 

Germany, France, and the Netherlands, Git Off allows its customers to 

buy gift cards from 180 retailers including Mark & Spencer and Amazon 

using 40 different cryptocurrencies including Bitcoin.341 As reported by 

Bitpay, this model is quite popular, accounting for 9% of the total 

transactions in Q2-2015. 

5.7.2 Options for the Future 

After carefully assessing Bitcoin facts and development, several factors 

that may contribute to the mainstreaming of Bitcoin and some challenges 

to it have been identified and are discussed below.  

 General-Purchase Online. This method covers most of the e-commerce 

for individuals including daily needs, clothing, books, airlines and hotels. It 

had a market accounting for nearly 23% of transactions processed by 

Bitpay in Q2-2015 (over 40,000 transactions). Bitcoin has to compete with 

two major mainstream payment systems in this market: credit cards and 

credit transfers. The low cost incurred through Bitcoin transactions is an 

advantage while transaction time does not matter for this market. 

However, credit cards provide some benefits that Bitcoin does not such 

as rebates and reward points, while credit transfers for online shops offer 

lower and sometimes even no costs to the customer.  

 P2P Transfer. Bitcoin might be a fit for P2P transfers, particularly among 

unbanked people. Past experience shows that new payment instruments 

are most likely to flourish in an economy where the new payment systems 

are less established, as was the case for mobile payments in Africa and 

Asia. The challenge would be to make the Bitcoin system ubiquitous 

among the unbanked, partially by including ease of cashing-in and 

cashing-out, which is not an easy task. Evans (2014) compares the growth 

of Bitcoin transactions to that of mPesa transactions and concludes that 

after five years since being introduced, Bitcoin has not shown any 

considerable evidence of becoming part of the mainstream, whereas 
mPesa has (see Figure 5.3).342 

                                                      
340  ‘What Can You Buy with Bitcoin?’ available at 

http://www.coindesk.com/information/what-can-you-buy-with-bitcoins/. 

341 ‘The quick and easy way to buy digital gift cards with digital currencies’, available at 

https://giftoff.com/. 

342 Evans, D.S. (2014) ‘Economic Aspects of Bitcoin and Other Decentralized Public-Ledger 

Currency Platforms’, Coase-Sandor Institute for Law & Economics Working Paper No. 685. 

http://www.coindesk.com/information/what-can-you-buy-with-bitcoins/
https://giftoff.com/
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Source: Evans (2014) 

Figure 5.3 Comparison of Bitcoin and m-Pesa transactions 

 More Specific: Cross-border Remittance. In 2006, worldwide remittances 

amounted to nearly 300 billion USD across four continents (Asia, Latin 

America, Europe, and Africa). It grew to around 400 billion USD by 2012 

and accounted for the second largest external revenue of developing 

countries. Each of around 57 developing countries received over 1 billion 

USD in remittances. Some countries even received remittances 

accounting for over 30% of the GDP: for instance, Moldova (31.4%) in 

Eastern Europe, Tajikistan (36.7%) and Laos (34.5%) in Asia, Eritrea (37.9%) 

and Cape Verde (34.2%) in Africa, and Guyana (30.1%) in Latin America 

and the Caribbean.343 

According to Kosse and Vermulen (2014), migrant workers use mainly 

five channels for remittance: banking services, automated teller machine 

(ATM) withdrawals abroad, money transfer operators (MTOs), cash 

transfers (through informal couriers), and carrying cash when coming 

back home. They conclude that the factors influencing the migrant 

workers to choose these remittance channels include their general 

payment behaviour and education level, and the costs, convenience, 
and availability of the channels.344 Since the services provided by those 

five channels have not satisfied all of the migrant workers’ needs, there is 

room for new innovative remittance solutions. Here, the Bitcoin system 

could enter the markets and fill the gaps. 

Three main issues need to be addressed for developing cross-border 

remittance, and Bitcoin could be the answer to these matters.  

                                                      
343  IFAD, UN. (2007) ‘Sending Money Home: Worldwide remittance flows to developing 

countries’. 

344 Kosse, A., and Vermeulen, R. (2014) ‘Migrants’ Choice of Remittance Channel: Do General 

Payment Habits Play a Role?’, World Development, 62, 213-227. 
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 Improving the collection of data. Existing data does not show the real 

facts, as many transactions remain outside of the mainstream payment 

systems. The World Bank predicted that if data collection were 

improved, it would add around 50% to the existing volume. Blockchain 

technology in the Bitcoin system could fill in this gap as all Bitcoin 

transactions are recorded in the public ledger. 

 Lowering the costs of transactions. High cost is one of the priority issues 

listed by the G20. Lowering remittance cost is not easy as there are 

many factors involved in it, such as market structure, the informality of 

the remitters, laws and regulations by local governments, and the 

volume of transactions. Bitcoin incurs lower costs of transactions 

(around 0.9%) compared to many remitters that offer services for up to 

10% and even more costs.  

 Leveraging the remittance flows. 80-90% of remittances is used for 

altruistic reasons such as supporting family in the home country while 

10-20% is used for education and health care. Only a small part of 

remittance is used for investment. Therefore, it is quite difficult to 

leverage the remittance funds. Bitcoin might help to improve this as it 

is the equivalent to an asset for investment.  

However, Bitcoin faces severe challenges. The first challenge is bringing the 

Bitcoin system on board. As shown in Figure 5.4, remittances are flourishing 

more in developing countries, of which Asian and Latin American countries 

are first and second, accounting for nearly 70% of the global remittance. In 

contrast, Bitcoin is flourishing more in developed economies such as those of 

the U.S., Canada, and Europe. The second challenge is to increase the 

availability and ease-of-use of the exchanges. As 80-90% of remittances is 

used for altruism, most of the beneficiaries would need to exchange Bitcoin 

back into real money. Lastly, in terms of remittance, the role of exchanges 

would become more central, and the Bitcoin system needs to strengthen 

user protection with regards to the Bitcoins stored within the exchange 

systems. Hence, if a tragedy such as that which occurred at Mt.Gox happens 

in the future, decent users will be protected. 



  

 

Sources: The world maps are from http://map-menu.com/world-map.htm; Remittance data are from IFAD, Sending Money 

Home, Worldwide Remittance Flows to Developing and Transition Countries, December 2007; and BTC merchant data are from 

http://bitcoinmaps.info. 

Figure 5. Value of Cross-border Remittance to Developing Countries and Bitcoin Merchants Worldwide.

http://map-menu.com/world-map.htm
http://bitcoinmaps.info/


  

5.8 Remarks: A Long Journey To Go 

The Bitcoin system has the potential to be among the mainstream 

payment systems. It is a perfect solution for online and cross-border 

transactions, offering low costs. The adoption of Bitcoin for payments by 

merchants has lately also shown real progress. However, lessons offered by 

existing mainstream payment systems show that Bitcoin has to meet the 

following requirements to be in the mainstream: demonstrate adequate 

security, wide acceptance, user-friendliness, legal compliance, and 

appropriate consumer protection.  

However, Bitcoin faces several obstacles to meeting some of these 

requirements. Firstly, its supporting systems have proven to be vulnerable 

because the users and exchanges tend to lack knowledge and awareness 

of employing adequate security. As a result, attacks on users and exchanges 

keep occurring, resulting in the loss of hundreds of thousands of Bitcoins. 

Secondly, Bitcoin has an unstable price, and its transaction time is too long 

compared to that of existing mainstream systems such as card payments. 

These hurdles make the effort to broaden the usability of Bitcoin even more 

challenging. Also, the community has not yet matured enough to create 

standards and codes of conduct that would help to strength the 

‘institutionalisation’ of the Bitcoin system. Finally, Bitcoin is currently facing 

some legal problems in several major jurisdictions and although they do not 

put the system in jeopardy, they cannot simply be ignored. 
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6.1 Abstract 

Various security breaches at third-party payment processors show that online 

payment systems are the primary target for cyber criminals. In general, the 

security of online payment systems relies on some factors, namely technical 

factors, processing factors, and legal factors. The industry gives its best 

endeavours to strengthen the technical and processing factors while the 

government has been called upon to improve the legal factors. However, a 

breach of consumer's data and financial losses resulting from such a breach 

keep occurring. Findings from the forensic audit show that most online 

payment systems, such as those using credit and debit cards as their 

instruments, have a weak point leaving the systems vulnerable to hacking. 

This weak point concerns the so-called financial data in transit that are not 

fully encrypted. Encryption is indeed employed within the systems, but only 

on certain networks. Industry’s standard reflected by the code of conducts 

only obliges the players to encrypt the financial data transmitted on the 

public network, and not on their private networks. On top of that, laws and 

regulations are often in a vacuum to regulate the encryption. Thus, although 

seen as the strongest method so far to prevent the breach, end-to-end 

encryption has not entirely been implemented. Why does the industry seem 

to be reluctant in implementing end-to-end encryption? What do laws rule 

on this and would it be appropriate for the law to rule such obligation for the 

sake of consumer protection? This paper tries to shed a light on these issues. 

To investigate the industry reluctance, this paper discusses the security of 

online payment systems and the nature of the retail payment systems. As for 

the laws and regulatory frameworks, this paper outlines and focuses on the 

EU level. Online payment systems using credit or debit cards are used as the 

main example in this paper as such methods have much more matured 

compared to the others. However, special attention on the innovative 

payments such as mobile payments and virtual currencies will be drawn as 

the security issues of such innovative payments have given rise to regulatory 

challenges.  

6.2 Introduction  

In the last decade, various security breaches occurred all over the 

world, putting personal consumer data in jeopardy. These breaches, in 

particular, those occurring at third-party payment processors, show that 

online payment systems are the primary target for cyber criminals. Although 

trend on financial losses from breaches is quite steady, the trend on the 

compromised data from the same breaches is increasing.345 Breaches that 

occurred at payment processors such as Heartland Payment System and 

                                                      
345 Cheney, 2010. 
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others such as the US Office of Personnel Management, Kaspersky Lab and 

BlueCross, involved hundreds of millions of data, serve as a wake-up call: 

online payment systems are vulnerable and need to be secured. 

In general, the security of payment systems relies on some factors, 

namely technical factors, processing factors, and legal factors. The industry 

gives its best endeavours to strengthen the technical and processing 

factors346 while the government has been called upon to improve the legal 

factors. However, a breach of consumer's data and financial losses resulting 

from such a breach keep occurring.  

Findings from the forensic audit show that most online payment systems, 

such as those using credit and debit cards as payment instruments, have a 

weak point leaving the systems vulnerable to hacking.347 This weak point 

exists when financial data are in transit, while not being fully encrypted. In 

this circumstance encryption is indeed employed within the systems, but only 

on certain networks. Industry standard reflected by the code of conducts 

and often Byelaws only oblige the payment providers to encrypt the 

financial data transmitted on the public network, and not on their private 

networks. On top of that, laws and regulations are often in a vacuum to 

regulate the encryption. Thus, although seen as the strongest method to 

prevent a breach, end-to-end encryption has not been fully implemented.  

This paper tries to shed a light on the following issues: 

- Why does the industry seem to be reluctant in implementing end-to-end 

encryption?  

- What is the role of the existing laws to strengthen the security of online 

payment systems?  

In seeking the answers, this paper will discuss the security and design of 

online payment systems and the nature of retail payment systems.  

It is worth noting that in this paper, online payment systems using 

credit/debit cards are used as the main example regardless the delivery 

channel they use, whether they use the Internet (Internet payments), mobile 

device (m-payments), ATM or Point of Sales (POS) terminal (card payments) 

to initiate payment orders. However, special attention on the new payments, 

in particular, m-payments and virtual currencies will be drawn as the security 

issues of such innovative payments have given rise to regulatory challenges. 

As for the laws and regulatory frameworks, this paper will outline and focus 

on the EU level. The methodology employed for this paper is legal research 

with a law, technology and economic approach. In this manners, the 

relevant EU directives with the focus on payment services directive are 

analysed for any loopholes in light of the business practices. 

                                                      
346  For example, in card payments, the industry has an agreement to apply a technical 

standard, namely the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS). 

347 One excellent example is a breach occurring at a third party payment processor in the 

U.S., Heartland Payment System that will be discussed further in the later sections. 
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This paper is structured as the following. Section 6.3 briefly overviews 

what are online payment systems discussed in this article, their examples and 

limitation. It follows with discussions on the security of online payments in 

Section 6.4 and breaches occurred in online payments in Section 6.5. 

Section 6.6 elaborates on how to improve the security to prevent such 

breaches took place in the future. Analyses are provided in Sections 6.7 and 

6.8, discussing the reasons why end-to-end encryption has not been fully 

implemented and what is the role of laws, respectively. It ends with 

conclusion provided in Section 6.9. 

6.3 What are Online Payment Systems? 

There are some confusions when it comes to the definition and scope 

of online payment systems. Among non-professionals, an online payment 

system is understood as any system that enables payments to be made 

through the Internet only. Although not false, this definition is not entirely 

correct. The professionals in payment systems employ some well-accepted 

terms such as Gross vs. Net systems, Large-value vs. Retail, as well as Online 

vs. Offline systems. Among such professionals, an online payment system 

means any system that requires access to the central server to authenticate 

a payment order for authorization. Here, access to the central server does 

not necessarily imply the use of the Internet, but can also be done through 

a private network. As an example of online payment is any transactions 

made by a consumer using credit or debit cards at a store or through the 

Internet, m-payments using an app or telecommunication network to initiate 

transactions and most of the virtual currencies.  

By contrast, offline payment systems do not require access to the 

central server to authenticate the payment order. Thus, transactions 

processed through offline systems can be, and should be, done locally, 

usually involving an instrument such as a smart card and a reader device. 

Settlement to the central database is usually done in bulks by the end of the 

day or on the next day of the transactions. As an example of offline payment 

is transactions made using a store-value card (also known as electronic 

money) for transportation services such as buses or trains and m-payment 

using Near Field Communication (NFC) technology.   
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Source: Author. 

Figure 6.1 Retail Payment Systems: Delivery Channels, Instruments and Online vs. 

Offline 

As shown in figure 6.1, retail payment systems encompass a number of 

delivery channels such as the Internet, mobile phone, Automated Teller 

Machine (ATM) & Cash Deposit Machine (CDM), Point of Sales (POS) at 

merchants or shops, kiosk, bank’s branch and call centre. Regardless the 

delivery channel a consumer uses, the transaction will require an instrument. 

Broadly speaking, payment instruments mainly consist of three instruments: 

paper-based (such as checks), card-based (such as credit/debit cards), 

and electronic-based (such as e-money and virtual currencies, and, later on, 

crypto-currencies).348 The focus of this paper is online systems no matter the 

delivery channels or instruments they use. However, online payments made 

using credit/debit cards might appear more in the analysis since such 

systems are the most mature compared to others 349  (see figure 6.2 350 ). 

Specific attention on online m-payments and virtual currencies will be drawn 

                                                      
348  There is no doubt that crypto-currencies such as Bitcoin are electronic-based as it is 

basically a computer file encrypted with a unique logarithm using a public and private key 

for authentication prior a transaction. For detail see for instance European Central Bank, 

Virtual Currency Scheme, 2012. Pay attention on the elaboration of Bitcoin as a case study, 

page 21-27. 

349  For an excellent discussion on the significance of card payments, see for instance 

Borestam and Schmiedel, 2011: 8-9. 

350 Unfortunately, both m-payments and virtual currencies have not been included in the 

figure as the existing statistic provided by ECB does not make any distinction between these 

types of payment systems/instruments. 
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as the security issues of such innovative payments have given rise to 

regulatory challenges. 

 

 
Source: ECB, Payment System Statistic.351 

Figure 6.2 Percentage of the Use of Payment Instruments in the EU in 2013 Based 

on Number of Transactions 

6.4 Security of Online Payment Systems 

Before discussing the security of online payment systems, we need to 

outline how a transaction is processed through online payments. Therefore, 

a general model of online payment systems needs to be set. Although 

generated from online transactions made using credit/debit cards, the 

general model as shown in figure 6.3 could be applied to all types of online 

systems regardless the delivery channels used by the consumer. 

                                                      
351 www.ecb.europa.eu/stats.  
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Source: www.theukcardsassociation.org.uk, modified and adjusted.352 

Figure 6.3 General Model of Online Payments using Debit/Credit Cards as 

Instruments 

From such a general model, one can draw three important elements 

in online payment systems that have a direct influence on the security 

employed: instruments used to initiate payments, delivery channels, and the 

networks. Bearing in mind these three elements, the security employed in 

online payment systems is as the following.  

The first one deals with the security of the payment instruments. As 

described in subsection 6.3, cards are the most common instruments used in 

online payments (see Figure 6.2). Security employed in card instruments is 

overall as the following. When first time introduced in around 1950s,353 credit 

cards used magnetic stripe technology. This technology was still used in most 

countries until 2008 when the card scheme started introducing smart card 

technology. In fact, magnetic stripe cards are still used mainly in the US 

                                                      
352 See also basic flow chart in Borestam and Schmiedel, 2011: 10. Pay attention in particular 

to the business model of the four-party scheme. 

353 Schmalensee and Evans, 2005.  

http://www.theukcardsassociation.org.uk/
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today.354 The case of debit cards is the same, following credit card systems 

as their predecessor. In the beginning, debit cards also used magnetic stripe 

technology but then gradually replaced by smart cards. 

Security used in magnetic stripe cards is considered as the lowest.355 

They only have the ability to store card data such as digit card number and 

expiry date used for personalisation. They have no ability to encrypt or 

decrypt and barely any security at all. When a cardholder swipes his or her 

magnetic stripe cards, the data stored in the magnetic stripe technology is 

sent to the terminal for validation and then, assuming the data is valid, to the 

issuer for authentication. The data processed consists of bare digit numbers 

that are easy to clone. In this manner, magnetic stripe cards are vulnerable 

for fraudulent. There were so many cases where skimmed and cloned cards 

were used by fraudsters. 

The second issue is the security of the delivery channels. Some delivery 

channels are more mature and highly regulated while some others are new 

and less- or un-regulated. The first includes ATM and POS terminals owned by 

banks that highly regulated under financial sector while the latter includes 

the Internet and mobile device. Recent research shows that mobile devices 

are, for instance, vulnerable from phishing or shmishing (attack via short 

messages), malware and reckless users (lost and stolen device, public WIFI 

usage or weak passwords) as such devices are made for 

telecommunication function and not for conducting payments. 

The last issue deals with the security employed for the networks. Until 

recently, there is neither an explicit law nor a standard agreed to employ a 

certain level of security for networks by all providers. As for the law, the 

European Commission introduced a proposal to regulate security of network 

and information, 356   whereas as for the industry standard, the most 

established standard is that of payment card industry.357 Even within card 

payments, there was no use of any encryption technology in the beginning. 

After many cases of frauds (skimming, tampering and breaching) the 

industry started to inquiry encryption to be employed within the networks. 

However, until currently industry standard only emphasizes the use of 

encryption technology for data at rest and data in transit within public 

networks. Since the existing requirement for employing encryption 

technology is still restricted to the private network, data in transit through the 

public networks remains vulnerable to hacking. 

                                                      
354 Accounted for approximately 90% of the total cards by the end of 2014. 

355 Turban and Brahm, 2000: 282. 

356  Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning 

measures to ensure a common high level of network and information security across the Union, 

7 February 2013, COM(2013) 48 final, 2013/0027 (COD).  

357  The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), available at 

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/security_standards/.   

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/security_standards/
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6.5 Breaches in Online Payment Systems 

This paper does not aim at providing an exhaustive list of the breaches 

but highlighting the breaches that relate to online payment systems, 

regardless the locus of the violations. Skinner defines a security breach as "a 

successful attack on a computer system's security controls in order to 

penetrate the system to acquire or corrupt information on the system, thus 

disrupting the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of information on the 

system”.358 This definition will serve as the fundamental basis for outlining the 

relevant case of breaches. 

The impact of security breaches to firms can be enormous in term of 

financial losses. The Computer Security Institute reported that in 2005, 639 of 

700 respondents surveyed experienced breaches, costing such firms more 

than USD131 million in total, or in excess of USD 203 thousand per a firm in 

one single year only.359 In addition, firms suffering the loss of sensitive data 

also have other financial shortfalls such as customer defections and decline 

in revenue and stock.360 

This significant financial loss impact also occurred to Heartland 

Payment System when a hacker interfered its network in late 2008, causing 

a breach of approximately 100 million debit/credit card data.361 Heartland 

is the fifth biggest third party processor in the US, processing over USD80 billion 

and 4.2 billion transactions annually from more than 250,000 clients.362 The 

breach occurred as an outsider succeeded in interfering Heartland’s 

payment network, after about six months hiding his activities within the 

corporate network. Hartland’s corporate network was first interfered with 

SQL injection, and then the move from the enterprise network to payment 

processing network was done by installing sniffer software enabling to 

capture the payment data.363 Hence, fraudsters breached Heartland by 

stealing data when they are being processed (in transit) within the private 

network and not from the database (at rest). After such accident, Heartland 

carefully reviewed the security employed in its systems and made steps to 

improve it, including a plan to employ end-to-end encryption. 

6.6 Improving the Security of Online Payment Systems 

Improving the security of online payment systems is not an easy task. 

Depending on the nature, format and design of each system, the literature 

shows that currently there are at least four methods to improve the security 

                                                      
358 Skinner in Rode, Lilia, 2006: 1604. 

359 Gordon et al., 2005. 

360 IT Policy Compliance Group, 2007: 4. 

361 Lewis, 2015. 

362 Cheney, 2010: 2. 

363 Cheney, 2010: 3-4. 
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of online payment systems. Each method has its own benefit and 

disadvantage in preventing a breach to occur and is outlined and reviewed 

below. However, it is worth noting that these methods are continually 

evolving. What is considered as the safest method today might be no longer 

safe tomorrow. 

6.6.1 Chip and PIN 

The most well-known technical security to improve the use of 

debit/credit cards in online payments is the replacement of magnetic stripe 

cards with smart cards. The previous cards were used for debit/credit card 

transactions in the beginning up to several years ago. In fact, they are still 

used for most payments in the USA. By the end of 2014, there were already 

more than 5.4 billion of smart cards used worldwide.364  Laymen recognize 

this smart card technology as Chip and PIN. 

Basically, smart cards employ microprocessor chip to improve the 

security of magnetic stripe. This microprocessor provides several means of 

authentication to authorize transactions safely, mostly using cryptographic 

value. On EMV cards, for instance, the security methods employed are 

cryptography called an Authorization Request Cryptogram (ARQC). Along 

with the transaction data, this cryptographic is sent to the card issuer for 

authorization. If the data is approved as valid data, the issuer then generates 

another cryptographic namely Authorization Response Cryptogram (ARPC). 

This method helps the card industry reduce transactions using counterfeit 

cards.365 

However, smart cards used in online payment systems only eliminate 

certain frauds such as those resulted from skimming and counterfeiting 

cards. These frauds are only good for card-present transactions using 

magnetic stripe cards. For card-not-present transactions such as the Internet 

or mobile payments, the use of smart card technology is inappropriate as 

they do not require a physical instrument rather than a set of personal data 

to initiate a payment order.  

6.6.2 Tokenization 

Security used in tokenization is by generating random numbers to 

replace the payment data, and then sending such “tokenized” data to the 

third party processor. In this manner, retailers do not need to save or keep 

the “naked” payment data into their systems. All the payment data (and 

consumer data) are maintained and kept safely in the system owned by 

third party processor. Therefore, if a retailer or its system is tampered, 

fraudsters will not be able to capture the real data because they are not 

                                                      
364 EMVCO, Worldwide EMV Chip Card Deployment. 

365 EMVCO, 2011: 89.  
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saved in the system of the retailer. This technology is highly relevant to secure 

transactions using the Internet payments and app-based mobile payment. 

The flaw of this security improvement is that if a breach occurs at the 

third party processor, such as that happened to the Heartland Payment 

Systems in 2013, thieves are still enabling to harvest all the data and use the 

compromised data to gain financial benefits. In this case, tokenization has 

no intended impact. That is why on many occasions tokenization is 

employed along with encryption. 

6.6.3 Quantum Secure-Authentication 

Quantum secure-authentication uses proton of light to authenticate 

the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information.366 The method is 

complex, involving so-called physical unclonable function (PUF) as part of 

the authentication process. The problem with this method of authentication 

is that this method has not been used in a real system. It seems flawless in the 

laboratory but not yet tested in real life. Hence, it needs further research and 

a series of implementation stages to prove it robust.    

6.6.4 End-to-End Encryption 

The general concept of end-to-end encryption is to encrypt both 

data in-transit and data-at-rest. Data-in-transit concerns the payment data 

that are being processed through the network while data-at-rest are data 

that are stored in the system database. Encryption of these data serves as 

an integral part of the authentication and authorization processes of 

payment instruction. Once end-to-end encryption employed, the payment 

data are no longer transmitted among the network participants in clear 

texts. Hence, the fraudsters who succeed to hack the system will be unable 

to take advantage of the encrypted data. This technology can be 

employed for all types of online payment systems: Internet payments, m-

payments and card payments as basically it secures the three elements of 

online payments: instruments, delivery channels, and networks. 

However, there are two arguments when it comes to the starting point 

of encryption in end-to-end encryption. 367  The first one argues that by 

employing end-to-end encryption, it means that the data should be 

encrypted once it has left consumer’s devices, right after the consumer has 

initiated a payment order. On the other hand, the second argument 

believes that the data should already be encrypted within the device. These 

different arguments of end-to-end encryption’s starting point lead to 

different tools for implementing encryption, the cost embedded, and the 

perceived security of the systems. 

                                                      
366 Goorden et al., 2014: 421-424. 

367 Cheney, 2010: 9-10. 
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6.7 End-to-End Encryption: Why it Has Not Been Implemented  

After carefully reviewing the relevant literature and scrutinizing the 

design of online payment systems, we argue that there be three main 

reasons on why end-to-end encryption technology has not been fully 

implemented. These reasons are economic reasons, the obstacles come 

from the design of online payment systems, and the difficulties arisen by the 

nature of retail payment systems. 

6.7.1 Economic Reasons 

For the retail industry, the costs incurred by using payment instruments 

are not inexpensive. An empirical study by ECB in 2012 showed that the 

social costs of using payment instruments amounted to nearly 1% of GDP for 

EU member states.368 While half of these social costs incurred by banks and 

payment infrastructure entities, 46% of such costs incurred by retailers. The 

remaining costs were shared between central banks (3%) and cash-in-transit 

companies (1%).  As for the private costs, retailers also incurred the highest 

cost (at 0.587% of GDP), even compared to those of banks and 

infrastructures (at 0.493% of GDP). 369 This is because retailers were exposed 

higher external fees to be paid to the payment providers. For instance, in 

some cases in the U.S., some small retailers are even bound to a 48-month 

contract with the acquirer to set-up POS terminals at their shops.370 As for the 

Internet and app-based m-payments, costs incurred by retailers can be 

reduced as they do not need to set up terminals. However, NFC-based m-

payment still requires to set-up POS terminals or to upgrade the existing 

terminals to enable m-payment transactions. 

Implementing end-to-end end encryption will incur another cost to 

the retailers, and this cost is also not cheap. It could be a burdensome 

especially when it comes to small and medium retailers. Although retail 

industry in the EU includes some of the largest multinational companies, they 

are only a few. Over 95% of retailers in the EU are small and medium 

enterprises.371  That is why this cost issue might be the main reason why the 

industry seems to be reluctant.  

There are two scenarios in calculating the cost of implementing end-

to-end encryption, taking into account on the different opinion of the 

starting point of end-to-end encryption previously discussed.372 Whichever 

the scenario, both costs will consist of a fee for software and hardware 

upgrades. The latter includes delivery channel upgrades when applicable 

                                                      
368 Schmiedel et al., 2012: 6. 

369 Schmiedel et al., 2012: 25-26. 

370 DeSimone, 2015. See comments from some merchants in the U.S. in this online article. 

371 European Commission, 2013: 7. 

372 See subsection 6.4.4 paragraph 2. 
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(such as POS terminals and ATM). It is worth noting that the following 

calculations aim at providing an illustration only, on how implementing end-

to-end encryption incurs a high cost.  

Scenario 1 – encryption starting from the terminals  

For scenario 1, the cost of implementing end-to-end encryption ‘only’ 

consists of the cost of employing encryption software and cost for upgrading 

the related hardware such as POS terminal and ATM & CDM. However, these 

costs cannot be considered as inexpensive. While the cost of implementing 

encryption software may be regarded as relatively affordable, this is not the 

case for the cost of upgrading hardware. Hardware such as POS terminal 

and ATM have to be upgraded to have the ability to read and 

communicate with encryption-enable instruments such as smart cards. After 

upgraded, this hardware will enable to authenticate whether a payment 

instrument is genuine or not. 

The cost for upgrading the delivery channels can be enormous to be 

borne solely by one company. Let’s take a look at the case of upgrading 

POS terminal and ATM. In this instance (and in most cases), the acquirer is 

responsible for such cost. However, the acquirer will then pass the cost to its 

merchants, the retailers. There is no way that a merchant gets all the 

terminals installed in their stores for free.  

To give a concrete illustration on how much the cost incurred in 

upgrading terminals, let’s take a look the number of terminals available 

within the EU countries. By 2013, there were more than 9 million POS terminals 

and more than 434 thousand ATMs available within the EU.373 Taking into 

account that the modest cost of upgrading one POS terminal is in an 

average of USD 300, 374 and the cost of upgrading one ATMs is approximately 

USD 1400, 375 the total cost of upgrading both POS terminals and ATMs would 

be USD 2.7 billion and USD 607.6 million respectively. It is worth noting that 

vast majority of the merchants in the EU are SMEs, accounted for 95%. Such 

costs will be burdensome to those SMEs. However, it is also worth restating 

that this calculation is just a raw calculation for an illustration only. It needs 

to be meticulously investigated to have a real calculation of the cost.  

Scenario 2- encryption from the instruments 

For scenario 2, the cost incurred for the implementation of end-to-end 

encryption will be cost for scenario 1 + cost for replacement of cards. All 

cards that have no ability to encrypt and decrypt need to be replaced with 

smart cards. If one company considers that the cost for scenario 1 is not 

                                                      
373  European Central Bank, Payment System Statistics. Available at 

http://sdw.ecb.europa.eu/reports.do?node=1000004051.  

374 DeSimone, 2015. See also comments from some merchants, addressing on how much cost 

incurred to get smart-card ready terminals fo their stores. 

375 Payments Leader, Will retailers be ready for EMV by Oct 2015? 

http://sdw.ecb.europa.eu/reports.do?node=1000004051
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cheap, the cost for card replacement is, even more, expensive. For 

illustration, one magnetic stripe costs from USD 0.25 to USD 0.65 only, while 

the cost for one smart card is much more costly, ranging from USD 1 to USD 

20. 376 Imagine, if there were more than 768 million cards377 in the EU countries 

in 2003,378 it roughly needed at a minimum of USD 268 million for the card 

replacement only. 

6.7.2 The Design of Online Payment Systems 

Unlike Systemically Important Payment Systems that process large-

value payments and are mostly run by a governmental body, most online 

payment systems are set up and run by private entities and using private 

networks. Therefore, it is not surprising at all that these entities are looking for 

profit to maintain their sustainability. As profitability is one of their main goals, 

these entities always meticulously apply cost and benefits calculation in 

pricing and investment, including when it comes to implementing security 

technologies. One might see this circumstance as a cause why it looks like 

that online payment systems slightly put security aside by, for instance, using 

magnetic stripe cards and unencrypted network for processing sensitive 

data. 

Besides the fact that online payment systems were designed by 

private entities, consumer perception of security of online payment systems 

also play a significant role. 379  The systems will be widely accepted if 

consumers perceive security as sufficient, and vice versa. In the extreme 

condition it would not be an exaggeration to conclude that if the industry 

gets an impression that the consumers perceive the existing security as 

sufficient, it might make the parties involved in such industry stop improving 

the security. To some extent, this role is a part of network externalities in 

payment systems, the wider network usage, the better the systems run. 

Moreover, this role also supports the Schumpeter’s theory that “economic 

logic prevails over the technological innovation”. That is why we see sloppy 

wire hanging over the city rather than stainless cable. In the context of online 

payment systems, that is why we easily find low-security systems are in 

existence and even widely used. 

Another factor is that rigid security may have an impact on the 

convenience of the user. In several cases, advance security requires an 

expert user and reduces the user-friendliness. For instance, the use of longer 

PIN will make the user use more time to memorize it rather than shorter PIN, 

and the use of tokenization will require the user to follow some further steps 

tokenizing his or her PIN or personalised data, rather than just one click to 

                                                      
376 Turban and Brahm, 2000: 282-283. 

377 Cards with a cash function, based on ECB Payment System Statistics, 2013.  

378 ECB, Statistics on payment system instruments. 

379 See for instance Kim et al., 2010. 
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initiate a transaction. This factor has a great impact on the design of online 

payment systems.  

6.7.3 The Nature of Retail Payment Systems 

As a part of retail payments systems, online payment systems share 

the same nature and characteristics of retail payments that may serve as 

one reason it is not easy to implement advanced security such as end-to-

end encryption. One great nature is that online payments involve small 

monetary value transactions between consumers to business, or consumers 

to consumers in case of, for instance, P2P transfers. Payment providers need 

to focus more on the volume rather than value to get more benefits in 

providing such payment services. Hence, rapid and mass transactions could 

serve a crucial role in designing a possible system. This condition requires the 

payment providers to be more precaution in allocating resources, securing 

the profit that will maintain the sustainability of the business. The 

precautionary includes carefully calculating investment for IT in which 

security technology is part of it.   

Another characteristic is that there are several, if not many, parties 

involved in online payment systems, from consumer, merchant, issuer of the 

instrument (if applicable), the acquirer of the system to network owner to 

third party processor. This often leads to coordination problems among the 

participants of the systems. Problems include resource allocation such as 

human resource and cost, as well as technical issues such as interoperability 

between different systems of participants. Take upgrading POS terminal in 

implementing end-to-end encryption as an example. Merchants, third party 

processors and acquirers need to sit down together to discuss the cost 

incurred and human resource allocation for upgrading process. As the 

number of retailers can reach hundreds of thousands or even millions in one 

country (in the EU for instance amounted to 3.6 million),380 this negotiation 

can be very exhausting and time-consuming. 

6.8 The Roles of Laws 

The existing law at the EU level that could serve as the legal basis for 

encryption is mainly the EU Payment Services Directive (PSD). Thus, the 

primary focus of this section will be the elaboration of the PSD, covering the 

existing and the proposed directive. However, some other laws such as Data 

Protection Directive, Privacy and Electronic Communication Directive and 

law on encryption will also be briefly discussed as they also contain some 

provision applicable to system security.  

 

                                                      
380 European Commission, 2013: 7. 
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6.8.1 Payment Services Directive (PSD) 

The PSD, which took into force on 1 November 2009, aims at achieving 

a comprehensive yet modern set of rules for all payment services available 

in the EU. 381  It covers all types of cashless payment services, including 

electronic and online payments, regardless any instruments they use.382 By 

harmonizing the level of regulations, the PSD ensures that the electronic 

payments are easy, efficient, and secure to use among the member states 

of the EU.383  

6.8.1.1 Provisions Applicable for Implementing Encryption 

The most relevant provision within the PSD that could serve as the 

foundation for the use of encryption to protect the payment data is the 

obligation of payment service providers to make sure that the personalized 

security features of the payment instrument are not accessible to other 

parties (Article 57).384 The key rule of this regulation is that for payment service 

providers it is an obligation to protect the consumer data against 

unauthorized access. Under the law, the duty has always come with a 

consequence If not fulfilled. In this case, the consequence is ruled under 

Article 60 (1) of the PSD, which is to provide refund immediately to the 

consumer the amount of the unauthorised payment. In addition, consumers 

may, under Article 60(2), also request financial compensation, provided that 

the contract concluded between the parties enables consumers to do so. 

Another relevant provision under the PSD relating to the use of 

encryption is Article 79.385 This article rules that if necessary to safeguard the 

prevention and detection of payment fraud, Member States shall permit 

payment systems and payment service providers to process personal 

data.386 As the role of encryption in payment systems is to protect the data 

against any frauds, there are two key rules under the PSD relating to the use 

of encryption. The first is that the law permits the industry to do so when 

needed. It is not an obligation or encouragement but permitted when 

necessary. Who will decide when it is necessary to employ a more advanced 

security such as encryption to prevent fraud: payment service provider, 

consumer, or regulator? Each has a different point of view and interest that 

will lead to various types of regulations. Unfortunately, the PSD does not say 

much about it. The second key rule is that the PSD leaves it to the national 

                                                      
381 http://ec.europa.eu/finance/payments/framework/index_en.htm. 

382 Payment Services Directive, What It Means for Consumers.  

383 The EU Commission press release IP/07/1914, 12 December 2007. 

384 There is another obligation imposed on payment service providers, which is to provide 

evidence relating to payment transactions. However, this obligation has less thing to do with 

the use of encryption, and therefore not discussed here. 

385 Chapter 4 of the PSD on Data Protection. 

386 The processing of data must be in accordance with Directive 95/46/EC on Data Protection. 

http://ec.europa.eu/finance/payments/framework/index_en.htm
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level to enforce such a rule. This way, the PSD may create a different level 

and depth of regulations among the member states.  

6.8.1.2 Does the Existing Framework Suffice? 

Overall, the PSD lays key ruling regarding the obligation for payment 

service providers to implement encryption. This ruling, in the form of 

obligation to take measures protecting the sensitive data, does not suffice 

to force the industry to implement concrete action such as end-to-end 

encryption to protect the data and prevent any breaches from occurring 

again. The reason for laying down general ruling is that such ruling 

emphasizes on the technological neutrality and prevents the rules for being 

obsolete too fast, especially when a more advanced security technology is 

invented. This is not necessarily a bad ruling. If accompanied by a more 

explicit and precise implementing regulation or a standard or code conduct 

agreed by the industry, this ruling could be an excellent one. However, no 

such clear-cut implementing regulations are requiring the industry to employ 

stronger measures to protect consumer data. In addition, the industry 

standard also has loopholes. For card payments for instance, although 

encryption is encouraged by PCI DSS standard, it only emphasizes the use of 

encryption for data in transit within the public network, and slightly forget 

data in transit within the private network. What happened in major breaches 

such as that of Heartland Payment System is that the hacker stole consumer 

data while it was being transmitted within Heartland private networks. 

Hence, in order to protect consumer data at a better level, employing end-

to-end encryption is necessary. 

Another problem deals with the remedy available to the consumer 

when an authorized transaction occurs. The PSD provides a weak ruling 

dealing with the remedy for consumers for unauthorized transactions that 

had been made following a data breach at the service providers or third 

party processors. On the one hand, the PSD provides a general provision that 

the payment service providers must immediately refund to the consumer the 

amount of unauthorized transaction (under Article 60(1)). Although 

theoretically strong, this rule is lacking in power in practical. Consumers will 

find it difficult seeking redress as the providers will keep telling that the 

unauthorized transactions have been “authorized” by consumers 

themselves, according to the system. The fact is that the hackers have stolen 

the sensitive data needed for authentication and authorization, so the 

system will recognize the unauthorized payment order as authorized one. 

This loophole will always put consumers in a weak position.  

On the other hand, the liability framework available for consumers, as 

provided mainly under Article 56 of the PSD, only applies to unauthorized 

transactions resulting from lost or stolen instruments. This is to say that this 
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framework applies for “breach” 387  occurring from the consumer side 

(demand) while data & security breach occurs from the payment provider 

side (supply). Such framework includes zero liability for the consumer after 

notification of any lost or stolen instruments, limited liability up to a maximum 

of EUR150 if consumer failed to keep the instruments safe, and full liability if 

consumer involved in fraud or acted gross negligence. As this liability 

framework focuses only on the demand side of online payments, it is not 

applicable to address liability for unauthorized transactions following a 

security/data breach (from supply side). Therefore, consumers of online 

payment systems suffering from security & data breaches will be left out 

unprotected. 

6.8.1.3 Among the Hype of Innovative Payments 

Lacking of a strong ruling on security of online payment systems is 

worsened by the rise of new innovative payments. M-payments and virtual 

currencies, for instance, are types of innovative payments that often set-up 

by entities that are naturally familiar with security technology. In addition, 

alike that of many other retail payments, the ecosystem of m-payments and 

virtual currencies is rather sophisticated. In m-payments, in addition to the 

regular players of retail payments (such as service providers, retailers, and 

consumers), the ecosystem also involves mobile device manufacturers and 

app developers and, often, telecommunication providers. While in virtual 

currencies, the ecosystem often includes start-up companies trying to enter 

the market for the first time, and in some cases such as in crypto- or peer-to-

peer currencies involves crowd or community to authorize a transaction. This 

expanding ecosystem challenges the existing regulatory framework in the 

sense that it is difficult to apply the same framework over and over again to 

different systems.  

The issue is even more complex when observing that the adoption of 

innovative payments is actually slow. One main issue hampering the 

adoption of m-payments is that the security employed in m-payments and 

the perceived security by consumers are low. As for the latter, for example, 

38% of EU citizens do not trust in the security of m-payments and therefore 

never willing use them.  

There is a trade-off between security and accessibility of innovative 

payments. While a consumer will never use a system that he or she perceives 

unsecured, rigid security will possibly hamper the accessibility of the 

payment method as it will be less practical in terms of high cost and less 

convenience. This circumstance has given rise to regulatory challenges even 

more, as to how and to what extent authority should regulate m-payments 

that keep the balance between security and accessibility.  

                                                      
387 Fail to notify of any lost or stolen instruments, keep the instruments safe or involve in frauds 

or act gross negligence. See Article 56 of the PSD. 
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6.8.2 Proposal of Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD 2) 

In July 2013, the EU Commission published the Proposal of PSD 2.  This 

new directive is expected to be officially issued and fully implement by 

2016.388 In such a draft, new players are brought in under the regulatory 

framework, aiming to encourage a variety of new low-cost payment systems 

including m-payments by providing them with an appropriate regulatory 

framework.389  This is to include the so-called third-party payment service 

providers (TPPs), any party providing “online banking base payment 

service”390 that currently does not fall under the scope of existing regulatory 

framework. As a consequence, security requirements for payment 

instruments are strengthened, to include obligations covering operational, 

security and authentication (under Article 85). Under this proposed 

regulation, requirement to employ strong authentication is explicitly 

mention. 

6.8.3 Other Regulatory Frameworks 

Regulatory frameworks under the PSD and other laws on data 

protection and privacy and electronic communication regarding the use of 

encryption are alike. There is no strong provision to oblige industry to 

implement encryption, although this issue is slightly addressed in the 

proposed law on network and information security introduced in early 2013. 

6.8.3.1 Data Protection Directive 

The EU Directive on Data Protection was set in 1995, aiming at 

providing the regulatory framework for data protection in the EU. It applies 

to so-called data controllers, the firms which responsible in determining the 

purpose (why) and means (how) of the processing of personal data.391 

Under Article 17 of the Directive, Member States are required to implement 

“appropriate technical and organizational measures” in order to protect 

personal data against unauthorized disclosure. The directive, furthermore, 

rules that the Member States shall also make sure that such measures enable 

to maintain the security level to cope with the risk embedded in the 

processing of personal data as well as the nature of the data.  

6.8.3.2 Privacy and Electronic Communication Directive 

Although the Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communication 

basically applies to the electronic communication sector, some rules may 

also apply to the participants in online payment systems such as of m-

                                                      
388 Proposal for PSD 2 (COM (2013) 547 final). 

389 Proposal for PSD 2 (COM (2013) 547 final): 2. 

390 See Impact Assessment in the Proposal for PSD 2 (COM (2013) 547 final): 6-7. 

391 See for instance Sotto et al., 2010.  
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payments because some m-payment providers also serve as 

telecommunication providers. Regulation relating to data security under this 

directive includes the obligation of service providers to make sure that 

“personal data can be accessed only by authorized personnel for legally 

authorized purposes”. In relation to encryption, there also lays general 

obligation that service providers must, at their best endeavour, protect data 

at rest and data in transit against various accidents including unauthorized 

or unlawful access or disclosure. However, under this legal framework, there 

is no strong consequence affecting companies having consumer data 

breaches. The only consequence is that, under the EU Regulation 611/2013 

on the measures applicable to the notification of personal data breaches, 

which took into effect on 25 August 2013, service providers suffering from 

data breaches must notify without undue delay any individuals affected by 

such breaches. Even more, this obligation to notify can be set aside by 

service providers if they can prove that appropriate technology has been 

employed to “render the data unintelligible” to another party. Thus, under 

Regulation 611/2013 there is a safe harbour for service providers that 

implement appropriate encryption technology, which is not to notify their 

consumers affected by personal data breaches, provided that such 

encryption can maintain the data “unintelligible” to the third party and the 

key of the encryption has not been compromised. 

6.8.3.3 Law on Encryption 

Law on encryption per se applicable within the EU is basically not in 

existence. However, the discussion on this issue can be dated back in the 

1990s, when the governmental bodies of some member states such as the 

UK, the Netherlands, France and Spain investigated the misuse of encryption 

against the state interests.392 The discussion was mostly about restriction for 

export-import of encryption technology, and how to accommodate the 

state interests when private entities use an encryption technology. There 

were some suggestions to introduce a restriction on the use of encryption by 

private entities, by law. Although this issue is, to a certain extent, still valid 

today, the main focus has actually shifted from “to restrict or not to restrict” 

to how to regulate the usage in proper manners, such as to protect 

consumer sensitive data and privacy. 

6.9 Conclusion 

Security breaches in online payment systems often have a significant 

financial outcome to not only payment providers but also consumers. 

Having reviewed from the design of online payment systems, it found that 

there is the weakest link within such online systems that leaves the system 

vulnerable to hacking.  This vulnerability concerns the data in transit within 

                                                      
392 Koops, 1996 and Koops, 1997. 
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the private network are not protected.  Some fatal data breaches, such as 

that occurring to Heartland Payment System in the U.S., stole consumer 

personal data while it was being processed within corporate payment 

network by installing malware enabling capturing the payment data. 

Hence, there is an emerging need for the industry to implement end-to-end 

encryption to protect not only data at rest but also data in transit within the 

public and private networks. 

However, implementing end-to-end encryption to online payment 

systems is not an easy task. Online payment industry seems to be reluctant 

because of three main reasons. Firstly, economic reason, as implementing 

such security technology is not cheap. Costs incurred include the budget for 

software implementation and hardware upgrades such as POS terminal and 

ATM, and not to mention human resource and time allocations. In another 

scenario where the starting point of end-to-end encryption is the payment 

instrument, the costs incurred include the cost for card replacement this not 

inexpensive. Secondly, obstacles coming from the design of online payment 

systems make the implementation of end-to-end encryption more difficult. 

As such systems are created and used by private entities seeking mainly for 

profit, they become more precaution in calculating investment for security 

technology and in pricing. In addition, consumer perception of security in 

online payment systems plays a crucial role. If consumers perceived security 

as sufficient, such system will be widely accepted and used. These two 

factors may lead to payment providers ceased to improve the existing 

security. 

The last reason is the obstacle arisen by the nature and characteristics 

of retail payment systems. As part of retail systems, online payment systems 

share the same nature and characteristics as those of retail systems. Two 

great natures are, first, it involves small monetary value transactions, and, 

second, its ecosystem consists many parties. While the earlier makes the 

service providers more meticulous on IT investment, the later leads to 

coordination problems among the participants and interoperability issues 

among different systems.  

Surprisingly, the existing laws and regulatory frameworks applicable to 

the EU provide basic rules to support the implementation of end-to-end 

encryption in online payment systems. Such laws and regulatory frameworks 

include law on payment systems, on data protection, on privacy and 

electronic communications, and on encryption. However, there are three 

flaws when it comes to the enforcement of the rules. Firstly, the frameworks 

do not explicitly mention the importance of encryption, rather than the 

obligation to employ “appropriate and adequate measures” to protect the 

personal data. This type of regulation is not necessarily a bad ruling. In fact, 

it could be a good regulation as long as followed by implementing 

regulation or guideline, or even a standard agreed by the industry. However, 

the latter has not yet in the present. Secondly, the consequence for the 
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payment service providers when they fail to fulfil the obligation has not 

adequate. The only positive consequence is that such payment service 

providers are obliged to notify the affected individuals of any breach, with 

a safe harbour applicable for those that have already implemented 

appropriate measures to protect the personal data. Although this exemption 

could serve as an incentive for the industry to implement end-to-end 

encryption, merely rely on this incentive is not sufficient. Laws and regulatory 

frameworks need to mention explicitly such obligation that is followed by 

consequences with the deterrent effect such as a penalty. Otherwise, there 

is no strong will from the industry to improve the security of the systems. If this 

is the case, at the end the consumers will always be the ones becoming the 

victims, especially in the hype of innovative payments where low-security 

technology often employed. 

Lastly, the redress and liability framework for a consumer set-up by the 

existing regulation is not adequate to address losses from data & security 

breaches that occur at the service providers (supply side of payment 

systems). The existing framework is too much focus on financial losses from 

“breach” that occurs on the consumer side (demand side of payment 

systems) such as payment instruments being lost and stolen. This framework 

covers zero liability after consumer notifies his or her provider regarding lost 

and stolen instruments, limited liability if the consumer fails to keep the 

instruments safe and full liability if consumer involves in frauds or acts gross 

negligence. Although the limited liability for the consumer in the proposed 

regulation is proposed to reduce from a maximum of EUR150 to EUR50, the 

liability framework for losses from breaches on the supply side has not been 

explicitly addressed. Therefore, in order to protect decent consumers of 

online payment systems, especially nowadays when many new innovative 

payments with expanding ecosystem and complicated back-end 

arrangement are available in the market, the existing redress and liability 

framework needs to be expanded to cover remedy for consumers suffering 

from data & security breaches. 
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7.1 Abstract 

This article discusses how the security issues of M-payments and Bitcoin as 

new forms of innovative payments challenge the existing EU regulatory 

frameworks, and whether the proposed regulatory frameworks suffice to 

address such challenges. The regulatory frameworks this paper discussed 

mainly focus on the EU Payment Services Directive and the proposed 

changes of the directive. To some extent, it also touches upon the proposed 

directive on network and information security. Firstly, security issues of both 

M-payments and Bitcoin are scrutinized to highlight their vulnerabilities. 

Secondly, the existing regulatory frameworks are assessed as to whether they 

suffice to address the challenges brought by security vulnerabilities of both 

payment mechanisms. Lastly, final assessment is conducted to seek whether 

the proposed changes of regulatory frameworks are adequate to address 

such challenges 

7.2 Introduction  

Innovative payments are one of the emerging markets in retail 

payments that potentially offer a huge benefit to the economy.393 However, 

the adoption of most innovative payments is rather slow.394 On the one hand, 

security and consumer perceived security play a significant role in the 

adoption of new innovative payments.395 On the other hand, accessibility or 

usability of new innovative payments is also crucial.396 While a consumer will 

never use a system that he or she perceives unsecured, rigid security will 

possibly hamper the accessibility or usability of the method.397 This condition 

has given rise to regulatory challenges as to how and to what extent the 

authority should regulate new innovative payments that keep the balance 

between security and accessibility of the payment methods.398 In the EU for 

                                                      
393 Innovative payments are part of electronic payments that, according to Moody’s analysis, 

contribute to the increase of GDP by 0.8% for developing countries and 0.3% for developed 

countries. See details in Moody’s: Moody’s Analytics: The Impact of Electronic Payments on 

Economic Growth (2013).  

394 See for instance Key Pousttchi and Dietmar G. Wiedemann. “What Influences Consumers’ 

Intention to Use Mobile Payments.” Mobile Communications Working Group, University of 

Augsburg (2007) http://www.marshall.usc.edu/assets/025/7534.pdf.  

395 Changsu Kim, Wang Tao, Namchul Shin, and Ki-Soo Kim. “An empirical study of customers’ 

perceptions of security and trust in e-payment systems.” Electronic Commerce Research and 

Applications 9, no. 1 (2010): 84-95. 

396  See for instance Visa Europe Risk Management. “Secure Mobile Payment Systems, 

Recommendations for Building, Managing and Deploying.” Visa Europe. 2014. 

397 See International Finance Corporation (IFC). “Mobile Money Study: Summary Report.” 2011. 

398 Visa Europe Risk Management, p. 5. 

http://www.marshall.usc.edu/assets/025/7534.pdf
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instance, the existing regulatory frameworks399  have less deal with these 

issues and therefore, a new proposal has been introduced.400  

This paper tries to shed a light on the regulatory challenges exposed 

by the security issues of new innovative payments such as mobile payments 

(M-payments) and Bitcoin. Focusing on the EU regulatory framework, this 

study seeks the answers of the following questions: 

 How do the security issues of new innovative payments such as M-

Payments and Bitcoin give rise to the need for strengthening the existing 

regulatory frameworks?  

 Does the proposed regulatory framework on payment systems suffice to 

address the security issues brought by M-payments and Bitcoin?  

It is worth noting that the regulatory challenges arisen by security risks 

of M-payments and Bitcoin discussed here limited to the challenges to the 

confidentiality, integrity and availability of the systems to process 

transactions. Confidentiality has the meaning that the transaction 

information is safe against unauthorized access, while integrity ensures that 

the transaction information will be intact while being processed and cannot 

be altered. Availability provides functionality of the systems that ensure the 

services are accessible and usable. 401  In other words, the challenges to 

protect consumer transactions and data against ‘conventional’ crimes such 

as fraud, theft or hacking. Hence, challenges brought by payment system 

risks other than security risks such as liquidity and credit risks and newest 

challenges brought by more modern crimes such as money laundering and 

terrorism financing fall beyond the scope of this study.402 However, although 

this study focuses on the objective security, as allocating liability for losses 

resulting from fraud and security breaches in practice always done through 

legal and administrative processes rather than technological means,403 this 

paper will analyse not only legal provisions regarding the security 

requirements but also legal arrangements available for consumers to seek 

redress/remedy and consumer protection adequacy in general under the 

existing and proposed frameworks. 

                                                      
399 In this context, Payment Services Directive (PSD): OJ L 319/1, 5.12.2007. 

400  Proposal for the revision of the Payment Services Directive (proposal for the PSD2), 

24.7.2013 COM (2013) 547 final. 

401 Kathrin Linck, Key Pousttchi, and Dietmar Georg Wiedemann. “Security Issues in Mobile 

Payment from the Customer Viewpoint.” 2006. 

402 For this, the World Bank provides an excellent elaboration. See Pierre-Laurent Chatain. 

“Integrity in Mobile Phone Financial Services, Measures for Mitigating Risks from Money 

Laundering and Terrorist Financing.” The World Bank Working Paper No. 146. Washington DC 

(2008). 

403 See for instance Amir Herzberg. “Payments and Banking with Mobile Personal Devices.” 

Communications of the ACM, 46(5), (2003): 53-58.  
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M-payments are the perfect example of a new innovative payment 

with slow and cumbersome adoption in more developed economies 404 

whereas Bitcoin, while its system is proven to be scientifically sound, the 

supporting systems such as user’s personal computer or exchange’s systems 

are vulnerable from attacks.405 In addition, both M-payments and Bitcoin 

system represent the two most factors after instant payments that trigger the 

next wave of innovation in the European markets, accounted for 28% and 

9% respectively, based on the European Payment Council polling in 2015.406 

As for discussion on the regulatory frameworks, this study mainly focuses on 

the EU Payment Services Directive (PSD) and the proposed revisions of such 

a directive. However, elaboration on the proposed directive on the network 

and information security will be also provided. 

The rest of this article is organized as the following. Section 7.3 provides 

some insight on the security issues brought by M-payments and Bitcoin 

system as the new forms of innovative payments. In particular, it highlights 

the new security risks of M-payments and the vulnerability of the supporting 

systems of Bitcoin. It is then followed by analysis on how these security issues 

give rise to the regulatory challenges: M-payments, the need for a more 

proper regulation and Bitcoin, whether merely a warning is adequate from 

the perspective of consumer protection. This analysis focuses on the existing 

regulatory framework, which is payment services directive, 407  and is 

provided in Section 7.4. Analysis on the proposed regulatory frameworks 

including the way forward is provided in Section 7.5. This paper ends with 

conclusion in Section 7.6. 

7.3 Some Insights on the Security Issues of New Innovative Payments 

7.3.1 M-Payments and New Security Risks 

M-payments covered by this article encompass three types: 

contactless, app-based and Mobile Network Operator’s (MNO) channel 

payments.408 The first is also known as proximity payments, while the last two 

fall under remote payments.409 With proximity systems both payer and payee 

                                                      
404 Niina Mallat. “Exploring Consumer Adoption of Mobile Payments – A qualitative Study.” 

Journal of Strategic Information Systems 16 (2007): 413–432. 

405 Safari Kasiyanto. “Moving Forward, Bringing Bitcoin into the Mainstream.” (Forthcoming). 

406 European Payment Council. Summer Reading: Results of Latest EPC Poll Reveal that Instant 

Payments are Most Likely Trigger the Next Wave of Innovation (blog). August 07, 2015. 

407 OJ L 319/1, 5.12.2007. 

408 European Central Bank. “Recommendations for the Security of Mobile Payments, Draft 

Document for Public Consultations.” 2013. 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/cons/pdf/131120/recommendationsforthesecurityofmo

bilepaymentsdraftpc201311en.pdf?7f9004f1cbbec932447c1db2c84fc4e9. 

409 Under the same group as the Internet payments. 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/cons/pdf/131120/recommendationsforthesecurityofmobilepaymentsdraftpc201311en.pdf?7f9004f1cbbec932447c1db2c84fc4e9
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/cons/pdf/131120/recommendationsforthesecurityofmobilepaymentsdraftpc201311en.pdf?7f9004f1cbbec932447c1db2c84fc4e9
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conduct the transaction from the same location using technologies such as 

infrared, Bluetooth or near field communications (NFC), while with remote 

systems the payer and payee conduct the transaction over networks either 

telecommunication network such as Global System for Mobile (GSM) 

communication or the Internet.410  

In every type of M-payments mobile devices serve as a double-

edged tool,411 meaning that such devices are used as a communication tool 

as well as a payment platform to initiate transactions with real money. As a 

result, new security risks have emerged.412 These new security risks consist of 

the accumulation of the security risks embedded to mobile devices413 and 

the security risks of the payment platforms used. Both risks are discussed in 

details below.  

7.3.1.1 Security Risks of Mobile Devices 

Mobile device exposes relatively high security risks for payments as it 

is by nature made for telecommunication portable device and not for 

payment platform. The risks embedded to mobile device vary from its design 

that makes it easier to be lost/stolen to limited input capability and 

malware.414 In details, such risks are as the following. 

The first risk is that mobile device is designed as a portable tools, so it 

is easier to get lost or stolen. Data from consumerreports.org shows that in 

2013 approximately 3.1 million mobile phones were stolen in the US alone. It 

was nearly double from mobile phone thefts in 2012 that accounted for 1.6 

million.415 Out of 3.1 million stolen mobile phones, around 1.4 million were not 

recovered. Similar to this, another report by Lookout, Inc., a cybersecurity 

company with focus on mobile devices,416 shows that in 2014 1 in every 10 

persons who own smartphones are victims of theft. Majority of these victims, 

approximately 68%, are not successful to recover their mobile phones 

                                                      
410  See European Payments Council. “Overview Mobile Payments Initiatives.” EPC091-14. 

Version 2.0. 2014. 

411 On the one hand, a mobile phone has functions for communication, and on the other 

hand it serves as a payment device to initiate transactions. See for instance Information 

Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA). “Mobile Payments: Risk, Security and 

Assurance Issues.” An ISACA Emerging Technology White Paper. November 2011. 

http://www.isaca.org/groups/professional-english/pci-

compliance/groupdocuments/mobilepaymentswp.pdf.  

412 As highlighted by ECB, Recommendations for Mobile Payments. 

413 See for instance Vanessa Pegueros. “Security of Mobile Banking and Payments.” SANS 

Institute InfoSec Reading Room (2012). 

414 Ibid, 12-14. 

415 Consumerreports.org. “3.1 Million Smart Phones Were Stolen In 2013, Nearly Double the 

Year Before.” http://pressroom.consumerreports.org/pressroom/2014/04/my-entry-1.html. 

April 17, 2014.  

416 See https://www.lookout.com/. Last accessed on November 29, 2015. 

http://www.isaca.org/groups/professional-english/pci-compliance/groupdocuments/mobilepaymentswp.pdf
http://www.isaca.org/groups/professional-english/pci-compliance/groupdocuments/mobilepaymentswp.pdf
http://pressroom.consumerreports.org/pressroom/2014/04/my-entry-1.html
https://www.lookout.com/
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back.417 As mobile phones contain so much personal data, according to the 

same report, 50% victims are willing to pay relatively high amount of money 

(as much as USD500) to retrieve their precious data back such as photos, 

apps, videos, and personal information including that used for payments. 

The second risk deals with the fact that mobile devices have 

inherently a limited input capability that is mostly triggered by the mobile 

devices physical factors. The limitations includes size constraints, limited 

sensory capabilities up to 40 binary state buttons and form factors such as 

standard keypad layout that places awkwardly compared to QWERTY lay 

out. As a result, input using mobile devices is also limited as it is more 

problematic from user point of views and slower compared to larger devices 

such as personal computers.418 Researchers keep trying to overcome this risks 

by expanding the mobile input, yet a little progress has been made as the 

risks come from the nature of mobile devices as a portable device. 

The third risk concerns to the fact that user of mobile devices has no 

control over the security configuration of his or her mobile devices on the 

one hand, while it is also difficult to protect the mobile devices against a 

malicious user on the other hand. The former is caused by the use of 

untrusted sources including untrusted mobile devices, networks, apps and 

contents, 419  while the latter is due to the fact that the user, even the 

malicious one, has full possession and therefore control in operating his or her 

mobile device. Trend  

The last risk deals with the malware of mobile devices that is rising fast. 

According to a report by Alcatel-Lucent,420 approximately 16 million mobile 

phones worldwide were attacked by malware in 2014. 421  One notable 

security developer, McAfee, reports that until currently there have been 

more than 1,200 malware variants for mobile devices.422 Malware attacking 

specific Operating System (OS) of smartphones such as Android has also 

grown fast that in few months last year grew by 76%.  

                                                      
417  See Lookout, Inc. “Phone Theft in America.” 

https://www.lookout.com/resources/reports/phone-theft-in-america. Last accessed on 

November 29, 2015. 

418 Edward C. Clarkson, Shwetak N. Patel, Jeffrey S. Pierce, and Gregory D. Abowd. “Exploring 

Continuous Pressure Input for Mobile Phones.” 2006. 

419 Murugiah Souppaya and Karen Scarfone. “Guidelines for Managing the Security of Mobile 

Devices in the Enterprise.” NIST Special Publication, 800, (2013):124. 

420 https://www.alcatel-lucent.com/about. Last accessed on November 29, 2015. 

421 See Leon Spencer. “16 Million Mobile Devices Hit by Malware in 2014: Alcatel-Lucent.” 

Available at http://www.zdnet.com/article/16-million-mobile-devices-hit-by-malware-in-

2014-alcatel-lucent/.  

422  http://home.mcafee.com/advicecenter/?id=ad_ms_wimm&ctst=1. Last accessed on 

November 29, 2015. 

https://www.lookout.com/resources/reports/phone-theft-in-america
https://www.alcatel-lucent.com/about
http://www.zdnet.com/article/16-million-mobile-devices-hit-by-malware-in-2014-alcatel-lucent/
http://www.zdnet.com/article/16-million-mobile-devices-hit-by-malware-in-2014-alcatel-lucent/
http://home.mcafee.com/advicecenter/?id=ad_ms_wimm&ctst=1
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7.3.1.2 Security Risks of the Payment Platform 

Payment platform risks in M-payments include weak cryptography in 

particular used by Near Field Communication (NFC) systems, fraudulent 

transactions, attacks to Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card application 

(Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) /Dynamic Sim ToolKit 

(DSTK)), threats on mobile application server and database, and native 

application security of mobile payments.423 The complexity of these security 

risks is worsened by the facts that from the demand side, most consumers of 

M-payments are lack of awareness of the security issues whereas from the 

supply side, more and more services are provided by third party providers 

that have, by nature, less or no expertise on the security and security issues 

of payment systems.424  

If not well mitigated, these risks may have impact on not only the 

business revenue losses resulting from the fraudulent transactions but also 

privacy and confidentiality breach and communication service misuse.425 

Securing M-payments requires a combined expertise between technical 

security of payment platforms and that of mobile devices. This includes 

securing data storage on the mobile device, securing data transmission from 

mobile device to app server and vice versa, implementing strong 

authentication in particular for app-based M-payments, securing web 

interfaces and services for web-based M-payments and validating the 

trusted and untrusted inputs for app-based.426 

7.3.2 Bitcoin and the Vulnerability of Its Supporting Systems 

“One of the real issues with Bitcoin right now is that it's not that secure, 

and the reason it's not that secure is, it's easy to hack into people's 

computers, if they have a wallet on their own computer, it's easy to get 

in there and steal the Bitcoin..” (Fred Wilson)427. 

Wilson is a Bitcoin proponent who has invested a lot of money in the 

Bitcoin system since its beginning. He pointed out the security issues of Bitcoin 

that lay down on the vulnerabilities of the supporting systems such as user’s 

wallet. Furthermore, he believes that as a virtual currency Bitcoin needs to 

                                                      
423 Suhas Desai. “Mobile Payment Services: Security Risks, Trends and Countermeasures.” RSA 

Conference 2014. Asia Pacific & Japan. 2014. 

424 ECB, Recommendations for Mobile Payments. 

425 Desai, Mobile Payment Services, 8. 

426 See Ibid, 21.   

427 Wile, R.: One of Bitcoin's Strongest Backers Reveals the Two Big Reasons Why It's Still Not 

Mainstream, Jul. 20, (2014). Available at http://www.businessinsider.com/fred-wilson-on-

bitcoin-2014-7?IR=T, last accessed on 28 October 2015. 

http://www.businessinsider.com/fred-wilson-on-bitcoin-2014-7?IR=T
http://www.businessinsider.com/fred-wilson-on-bitcoin-2014-7?IR=T
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be more secure if it wants to be widely adopted as a mainstream 

payment.428  Using Wilson’s opinion on Bitcoin security issues as a starting 

point, this section briefly explores the security issues of Bitcoin.  

The security issues surrounding Bitcoin system vary, from the (minor) 

vulnerabilities of the system to the attacks to both users and exchanges to 

viruses and malware. However, the most successful attacks to steal Bitcoin 

came from outside peer-to-peer system such as the user less precaution in 

keeping his or her electronic wallet safe or the attacks to the exchange’s 

system. The peer-to-peer system itself has been proven to be scientifically 

sound.429 For this reason, it is justified to claim that the vulnerability of the 

Bitcoin systems lays down on its ‘supporting’ systems 430  used by the 

participants, such as those of users and exchanges, rather than the peer-to-

peer system itself. However, both security issues will be briefly discussed 

below. 

7.3.2.1 Security Issues of the Peer-to-peer System 

The latest security issues of the peer-to-peer system includes double-

spending attack, 51% hash power attack and minor vulnerability. The first 

issue, the double-spending attack is possible by forcing a forged blockchain 

in a bogus (second) transaction.431 This risk has actually been recognisable 

since the beginning.432 It can be done by altering the first transaction and 

publish the altered transactions into the network for authorization. If the user 

connected to large numbers of miners, the altered transaction might be 

proven early and placed as blockchain, while the first transaction remains 

processed, forgotten or even rejected. To some extent, the method used in 

double spending is similar to that of transaction malleability, 433  only the 

subject is different. However, this fraud is much more applicable in theory 

but difficult in reality for several reasons. First, the user needs to adept in 

transactions using Bitcoin and the blockchain. Second, he or she needs to 

be exposed with large miners’ networks. At last, there is no economic 

incentive to do so from the point of view network. The last has the meaning 

that as to prove transactions a miner alone needs a superpower computer, 

                                                      
428 Ibid. 

429 Kasiyanto, Moving Forward. 

430  Jeff Desjardins. “How Secure are Bitcoins?” Visual Capitalist. 

www.visualcapitalist.com/secure-bitcoins/  August 13, 2014. 

431 Meni Rosenfeld. “Analysis of hash-rate-based double-spending.” Latest version: December 

13, 2012. https://bitcoil.co.il/Doublespend.pdf. 

432 See Satoshi Nakamoto. “Bitcoin: A peer-to-peer Electronic Cash System.” Consulted 1.2012 

(2008). 

433 For a good discussion on this, see for instance Emin Gun Sirer. “What Did Not Happen at 

Mt. Gox.” March 01, 2014. http://hackingdistributed.com/2014/03/01/what-did-not-happen-

at-mtgox/.  

http://www.visualcapitalist.com/secure-bitcoins/
https://bitcoil.co.il/Doublespend.pdf
http://hackingdistributed.com/2014/03/01/what-did-not-happen-at-mtgox/
http://hackingdistributed.com/2014/03/01/what-did-not-happen-at-mtgox/
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he or she will be more benefitted to complete an authorised transaction and 

rewarded with Bitcoin rather than involve in a bogus transaction.434  

The 51% hash power attack is possible considering that the Bitcoin 

system relies on peer-to-peer authentication. A player having 51% power or 

more will be able to manipulate the system for its own advantages. It has 

related with the fact that to approve a transaction, Bitcoin system depends 

on the network. Hence, person having 51% or more power of the network will 

be able to drive the transaction approval. That is why when GHash.IO was 

almost reaching 51% power, Bitcoin market was panic. 435  However, the 

economic incentives of 51% hash power attacks remain doubtful. 

The last security issue concerns some minor vulnerabilities such as that 

in Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) library used by Bitcoin Core.436 Certain 

version of the miniupnpc library is vulnerable to a buffer overflow that might 

be used by fraudster to crash the application by running a malicious 

server.437 However, this can be easily prevented by, for instance, keeping the 

relevant software updated.  

7.3.2.2 Security Issues of the Supporting System 

Ecosystem Bitcoin consists of miners, exchanges, users and merchants. 

As Bitcoin is a cryptographic currency used for online transactions, each 

participant in the ecosystem needs a supporting system.438 Miners need a set 

of computer enabling them to authenticate blockchain, exchanges need a 

system enabling users to exchange Bitcoin with real money, users need 

application to create wallet and restore Bitcoin, while merchants need 

system enabling them to accept Bitcoin as a means of payments. If we have 

blockchain in Bitcoin transaction, here we have a “system-chain” where 

each system within the ecosystem is connected each other to support the 

transactions using Bitcoin. The rule of a chain is that it is only as strong as its 

                                                      
434  https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/core-finance/money-and-

banking/bitcoin/v/bitcoin-security-of-transaction-block-chains, last accessed on October 28, 

2015.  

435 Jonas Borchgrevink. “Warning: GHash.IO is Nearing 51% - Leave the Pool.” Crypto Coins 

News. January 09, 2014. https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/warning-ghash-io-nearing-51-

leave-pool/.   

436  Vulnerability in UPnP library used by Bitcoin Core. October 12, 2015. 

https://bitcoin.org/en/alert/2015-10-12-upnp-vulnerability.  

437 TALOS Vulnerability Report. “MiniUPNP Internet Gateway Device Protocol XML Parser Buffer 

Overflow.” TALOS-2015-0035. September 15, 2015. http://talosintel.com/reports/TALOS-2015-

0035/. 

438 The term of “supporting system” does not need to be interpreted literally. It is a general 

term used to make the analysis easier. 

https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/core-finance/money-and-banking/bitcoin/v/bitcoin-security-of-transaction-block-chains
https://www.khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/core-finance/money-and-banking/bitcoin/v/bitcoin-security-of-transaction-block-chains
https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/warning-ghash-io-nearing-51-leave-pool/
https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/warning-ghash-io-nearing-51-leave-pool/
https://bitcoin.org/en/alert/2015-10-12-upnp-vulnerability
http://talosintel.com/reports/TALOS-2015-0035/
http://talosintel.com/reports/TALOS-2015-0035/
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weakest link,439 and some of the supporting systems are vulnerable, such as 

those of users and of exchanges.  

Security issues include attacks to users resulting one in every 16 or 17 

Bitcoin belongs to who has stolen it. Since 2009 over USD500 million worth of 

bitcoins have been stolen.440 It seems that any parties involved in Bitcoin 

system aware of this vulnerability. For instance, online warning and guidance 

on securing your Bitcoin wallet include advice to take precautionary steps 

such as to backup user’s wallet (backup the entire wallet, make regular 

backups, encrypt the online backups and use many secure locations for 

backups), use a strong password and never forget it, keep updating the 

software and use multi-signature for protections against theft.441 Below is an 

example of warnings before a user wishes to use Bitcoin (from 

https://bitcoin.org). The similar warnings can be easily found on the webs 

providing services using Bitcoin. 

 

“… Many exchanges and online wallets suffered from security breaches in 

the past and such services generally still do not provide enough insurance 

and security to be used to store money like a bank… Additionally, using two-

factor authentication is recommended.”442 

 

Another biggest security issues deal with the exchange systems. Up to 

recently there were 12 attacks to exchange systems including the most 

phenomenon, attack to Mt.Gox. In February, Mt.Gox reported to file for 

bankruptcy after approximately 850,000 Bitcoins (among which 750,000 

Bitcoins belong to customers), worth of nearly USD500 million, were stolen 

due to security breaches. Later on this year, the former founder and CEO of 

Mt.Gox was reported for being arrested in Japan and questioned regarding 

the disappearance of the virtual currency.443 So much scenarios spread all 

over the Internet about what exactly went wrong with Mt.Gox system. Some 

suggest that “transaction malleability” have caused such tragic losses, while 

another suggests that Bitcoin keyperson have lost private key to access to 

the cold storage. Some others even suggest hackers succeeded to intercept 

                                                      
439 "In every chain of reasoning, the evidence of the last conclusion can be no greater than 

that of the weakest link of the chain, whatever may be the strength of the rest." Reid, Thomas. 

Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man (1786) as in 

http://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/the-weakest-link.html.  

440 Desjardins, How Secure are Bitcoins? 

441 https://bitcoin.org.  

442 Securing your wallet, Be careful with online services. https://bitcoin.org/en/secure-your-

wallet. Last accessed on October 28, 2015. 

443  http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/aug/01/ex-boss-of-mtgox-bitcoin-

exchange-arrested-in-japan-over-lost-480m. Last accessed on November 30, 2015. 

https://bitcoin.org/
http://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/the-weakest-link.html
https://bitcoin.org/
https://bitcoin.org/en/secure-your-wallet
https://bitcoin.org/en/secure-your-wallet
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/aug/01/ex-boss-of-mtgox-bitcoin-exchange-arrested-in-japan-over-lost-480m
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/aug/01/ex-boss-of-mtgox-bitcoin-exchange-arrested-in-japan-over-lost-480m
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the exchange system and take away hundreds of thousands of Bitcoin.444 

Beside all these scenarios, the fact that hundreds or thousands customers 

have lost their Bitcoin is an adequate evidence that the exchange system is 

vulnerable. 

 

7.4 How Security Issues of New Innovative Payments Challenge the 

Existing Regulatory Frameworks 

Within the EU, secure and safe payment systems are the required 

condition for payment market to be well functioning to support market 

integration. 445  Therefore, in order to support EU market integration, it is 

compulsory for innovative payments such as M-payments and Bitcoin 

system446 to be secure and safe. However, as previously discussed, both M-

payments and Bitcoin system expose relatively different security risks: M-

payments with new security risks and Bitcoin system with the vulnerabilities of 

its supporting systems. This section discusses how these different security risks 

challenge the existing EU regulatory frameworks. 

7.4.1 M-Payments: the Need for a more Proper Regulation 

Security issues of M-payments that give rise to regulatory challenge 

consist of several factors involving not only technical but also the adequacy 

of legal factor. Technical factor encompasses the adequacy of the security 

level that, on the one hand, provides high-level protection and, on the other 

hand, encourages the usability of the payment method. The legal factor lays 

in particular as a basis framework for consumer protection, consisting of 

redress arrangement enabling consumers to seek remedies and limited 

liability for consumers. This comes from the fact that dispute arising from 

technical factors such as security issues will be solved using administrative 

and legal instruments. 
 

                                                      
444  For an insight, see Sirer, What Did Not Happen. See also 

https://winklevosscapital.com/what-may-have-happened-at-mt-gox/, 

http://www.hackingdaily.com/2014/02/mtgox-speculations.html, and 

https://www.reddit.com/r/Bitcoin/comments/1z8fmc/mtgox_private_key_related_coin_loss_

a_explanation/. Last accessed on November 30, 2015. 

445 Proposal for PSD2, paragraph 6 of the preamble, 14. 

446 Here Bitcoin is treated as a payment system instrument. For discussion as to whether Bitcoin 

meets the characteristics and requirements of payment instruments, see Safari Kasiyanto. 

“Regulating Peer-to-peer Network Currency: Lessons from Napster and Payment Systems.” 

Journal of Law, Technology and Public Policy 1(2) (2015): 40-73. 

https://winklevosscapital.com/what-may-have-happened-at-mt-gox/
http://www.hackingdaily.com/2014/02/mtgox-speculations.html
https://www.reddit.com/r/Bitcoin/comments/1z8fmc/mtgox_private_key_related_coin_loss_a_explanation/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Bitcoin/comments/1z8fmc/mtgox_private_key_related_coin_loss_a_explanation/
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7.4.1.1 Adequate Security that Encourages the Usability of the System:             

A Basic Requirement 

Adequate protection of consumers against risks exposed by security 

issues is crucial in payment systems. 447  However, as high-level security 

requires a lot of investment on the one hand, and as the usability of a 

payment system is also crucial to ensure the sustainability of the system on 

the other hand, security measures taken by the providers of M-payments 

have to be proportionate to the security issues concern.448 Hence, regulation 

on the security measures needs to keep the balance between maintaining 

adequate security level and encourage the usability of the systems.  

Regulation imposing the security measures must also be timely and 

technologically neutral. As the security methods are dynamically evolved to 

keep up with the evolving threats -what considered secure today may not 

be safe tomorrow- regulation that does not easily become obsolete is the 

most favourable. In addition, technological neutral regulation is also 

encouraged. To answer these challenges, the possible solution is regulation 

that imposes general principles for security yet clear and strong enough to 

protect consumers. In this manner, the general principles ensure that 

adequate protection to the consumers takes a place while the usability of 

the systems is promoted. General principle regulation also guarantees the 

timely and neutrality of the legislation. To fill-in the gaps between the general 

principles and detail security needed in implementation, such regulation 

must be accompanied by a standard containing the technical details of the 

security. This standard would be best drafted and agreed by market players 

rather than imposed by regulator as business interests also play a crucial role 

in defining the standard. For instance, interoperability of two M-payment 

systems deals with not only opening and sharing each other technical 

securities and specifications, but also willingness to share each other the 

business platform. The existing regulatory framework will firstly be analysed 

against this basic requirement. 

7.4.1.2 Security Requirement under the Existing Regulatory Framework 

Under the existing regulatory framework in the EU, the general 

principles regarding the security of the payment systems are regulated 

under article 57 of the PSD, ruling that payment service providers are obliged 

to ensure that the personalised security features of the payment instrument 

are not accessible to other parties. Hence, the obligation for payment 

providers to protect the consumer data against unauthorized accesses is 

explicitly stated by the law. Consequences of this provision if not satisfied by 

payment providers lay down under article 60 (1) of the PSD, in which the 

                                                      
447 Proposal for PSD2, paragraph 6 of the preamble, 14. 

448 Proposal for PSD2, paragraph 7 of the preamble, 15. 
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payment providers shall provide refund immediately to the consumers an 

amount equals to the amount of unauthorized transaction. In addition, 

article 60(2) of the PSD also makes it possible for consumers to seek any 

financial compensation if the contract concluded between the providers 

and consumers enables the consumers to do so.  

Although the above mentioned general principles cover adequate 

rules for the security of payment systems in general, there are some 

difficulties in applying such rules to M-payment systems for several reasons. 

Firstly, M-payment providers are not only vary –from banks to MNOs to app-

based start-up companies- but also some of them are new players that are 

not yet covered by regulations. Regarding the new M-payment providers 

that are rising fast, the European Payments Council provides an insight that 

within five months alone, from June 2014 to October 2014 there were at least 

19 new Single Euro Payment Area (SEPA) initiatives in the EU, from TouchGo 

used for vending machine transactions in UK to Telecom Italia for mobile 

point-of-sale (mPOS) transactions in Italy. 449  Furthermore, among these 

players are the so-called third party payment service providers that basically 

provide payment services that link their own platform to the account 

servicing platforms using mobile applications. For consumers, using services 

provided by entities that are not yet covered by regulations exposes high 

risks.  

Secondly, M-payments providers by nature have less or no expertise 

in dealing with the security and the security issues of payment systems. This 

in particular applies to the start-up companies providing app-based 

payment services. Although for MNOs, dealing with security issues of 

payment systems requires different expertise as they differ from those of 

telecommunication systems. Payment systems involve converting real 

money into ‘electronic’ money (and vice versa in case of redeem450) that 

can be used for purchasing good or services in many (online) places or 

performing any other online transactions (such as person-to-person online 

transfers), while telecommunication services deal with a narrower activity, 

communication in distance. Considering this circumstance, and observing 

that M-payments have brought new risks, the existing regulatory framework 

must be strengthened in order to protect the consumers that in the end also 

ensure the sustainability of the systems. 

Other obligations imposed under the PSD to the payment providers 

are to provide evidence of payment transactions in case of any disputes 

and, when necessary, to process personal data in order to safeguard the 

prevention and detection of payment fraud (under article 79 of the PSD).451 

                                                      
449 EPC, Overview Mobile Payments Initiatives, 21, 25. 

450 Converting back the ‘electronic’ money into the real currency. 

451 Chapter 4 of the PSD on Data Protection. 
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The former obligation is quite clear and must also be applied to M-payment 

providers, while the latter must be applied in accordance with Directive 

95/46/EC on Data Protection. This directive is now also under reviewed for 

major revisions.  

As the obligation on the security measures under the PSD is, on the 

one, too broad and vary, while the M-payments providers, on the other hand, 

consist of different players, there is a need for clarity in terms of detail security 

requirements or common standards. However, these common standards are 

currently not in existence. As a result, different service providers employ 

different security for the same services: M-payments. 

7.4.1.3 Sufficient Consumer Protection Provisions 

Sufficient consumer protection encompasses at least two aspects of 

the protections: redress arrangement enabling consumers for seeking 

remedies and limited liability for consumers. Below is the discussion of these 

aspects under the existing frameworks. 

Firstly, the redress provisions for consumers seeking for remedies are 

regulated under article 60(1) and 60(2) of the PSD. As previously touched 

upon, the rules generally oblige the payments providers to provide refund 

immediately for any unauthorized transactions (under article 60(1)) and 

allows consumer to seek any additional compensations provided that the 

contract enables consumers to do so (under article 60(2)). This provision is 

basically adequate as it strongly obliges the service providers to 

compensate the consumers for any unauthorized transactions. However, 

challenges arises to apply this framework to M-payments. First, it would be 

difficult for consumers of certain M-payments such as those using NFC 

technology or MNO’s channels to prove unauthorized transactions. For 

instance, if a consumer losses his or her mobile device in which he or she 

used to use M-payment services using NFC or MNO’s channels, it will be 

much easier for the thief to perform any “authorized transactions” using such 

a device as all necessary sensitive information for authentication may be 

accessible in/using such a mobile device. Second, as some of the payment 

providers in particular the third payment service providers are not yet 

brought under the existing regulatory frameworks or designated under the 

oversight of the authority, it will be difficult to apply article 60 of the PSD to 

them. As a result, it would be difficult for consumers to seek compensation 

for any unauthorized transactions. 

Secondly, the limited liability framework for consumers is mainly 

regulated under article 56 of the PSD. Such framework includes zero liability 

for consumer after notification of any lost or stolen instruments, limited liability 

up to a maximum of EUR150 if consumer fails to keep the instruments safe, 

and full liability if consumer involves in fraud or acts gross negligently. When 

applying this liability framework to M-payments consumers, challenges arise.  
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The first challenge deals with the underlying mind-set of the liability 

framework, which is based on lost or stolen instrument. Consumers will be 

released from any liability (equals to zero liability) once they have notified 

the service providers of any lost or stolen instrument. In contrast, consumers 

will be held liable (up to maximum amount) if they neglect to do so. The 

challenge is that M-payments conducted through mobile devices, and a 

mobile device is not a payment instrument as such as a credit card or debit 

card does. The main function of mobile devices remains as a 

communication tool. It is impractical for consumers to notify M-payment 

providers of any lost or stolen devices. If it is, for instance in case of MNO’s 

based M-payments, theoretically it will take several times for consumers to 

make notification to M-payment providers. The longer time between such 

loss and notification will give more opportunity for the thief to get financial 

gain by performing unauthorized transactions. This in particular applies to 

some M-payments using NFC technology and MNO’s channels.  

Second challenge deals with the maximum amount of the 

consumer’s liability which is EUR150. M-payments are mainly used for micro-

payments involving small-monetary value, individual and day-to-day 

transactions such as buying a cup of coffee or person-to-person transfers 

(mostly without any underlying transaction). Mobile payment index provided 

by Ayden452 shows that the average transaction value of online purchase 

made using mobile devices in 2014 amounted to ‘only’ EUR28.27. Although 

it increased by 37% from the transactions in 2013 (approximately at EUR20.6), 

it is still very low compared to the maximum amount of liability. Hence, limited 

liability for consumers at maximum of EUR150 is indeed too high. 

7.4.2 Bitcoin from the Perspective of Consumer Protection: Why Merely a 

Warning is not Adequate  

Like that of M-payments, the usability of Bitcoin is also hampered by 

the security issues. 453  Particular security issues that might give rise to 

regulatory challenge consist of two parts. Firstly, it deals with the fact that as 

a new payment method that totally differs to the existing payment systems, 

Bitcoin system has not yet covered by regulation. Secondly, although Bitcoin 

system claimed to be the most secure system technically, lost/stolen of 

Bitcoin and breaches at exchanges keep occurring. 
 

                                                      
452 See Ayden. “Over 27% of global online transactions are now on mobile devices.” April 30, 

2015. Available at https://www.adyen.com/home/about-adyen/press-releases/mobile-

payments-index-april-2015. Last accessed on November 17, 2015. 

453 Wile, One of Bitcoin's Strongest Backers Reveals. 

https://www.adyen.com/home/about-adyen/press-releases/mobile-payments-index-april-2015
https://www.adyen.com/home/about-adyen/press-releases/mobile-payments-index-april-2015
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7.4.2.1 New Payment Method not Covered by Regulation 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the possible approaches in 

dealing with Bitcoin system are to regulate, to ban, or status quo. So far, no 

single jurisdiction explicitly bans Bitcoin, but some give warnings. The latter 

includes China, EU and France, emphasising that consumers that use Bitcoin 

are exposed by some risks as the system is not yet covered by the existing 

regulations. Hence, consumers need to take all necessary precautionary 

steps to mitigate the risks. 

The existing regulatory frameworks in the EU also say nothing about 

the peer-to-peer system. The most relevant regulatory frameworks are the 

PSD and directive on e-money,454 yet Bitcoin falls beyond the scope of both 

frameworks.455 

The question is now whether it is necessary to bring Bitcoin system 

under the regulatory frameworks. If yes/no, under what grounds. Considering 

that the Bitcoin market is still relatively small, perhaps it is not yet necessary 

to regulate Bitcoin. However, considering that the supporting systems are 

vulnerable as lost/stolen Bitcoin keeps occurring, there is a need to 

strengthen the consumer protection, in particular to prevent such lost/stolen 

Bitcoin to happen again in the future. As creating any remedy arrangements 

is nearly impossible due to the fact that transactions using Bitcoin are, by 

systems, irreversible and irrevocable, the preventive actions are the only 

available option.  

The next question is how to strengthen the consumer protection if the 

solution to bring Bitcoin system under regulatory framework is not yet an 

option. What measure available to strengthen the consumer protection 

beside regulation? These questions rise regulatory challenges in the broader 

scope. As regulation is not yet an option, regulatory frameworks in a wider 

meaning could apply. By wider it has the meaning of soft laws. These could 

include a guideline from the authority or a code of conduct or bye-laws 

among the market players.  

After assessing the circumstance, now it is much easier to understand 

why over 30 jurisdictions including China, the EU (in this case the European 

Banking Authority), the US and many others issued warnings, to alert the 

consumers of the risks of using Bitcoin as it is not yet covered by the existing 

regulatory frameworks. In the most ideal condition, merely warnings are not 

sufficient to protect consumers. However, considering the difficulties arisen 

by the nature of the peer-to-peer transactions, and the aggregate volume 

of transactions is still relatively insignificant, it is now much easier to 

                                                      
454 Directive 2009/110/EC, OJ L 267/7. October 10, 2009. 

455  See European Central Bank. “Virtual Currency Schemes”. 2012. In this report, ECB 

eloquently elaborates the rise of virtual currencies and uses Bitcoin as one of the case studies. 

It concludes that the peer-to-peer crypto system falls beyond directive on e-money and the 

PSD. 
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understand why no regulation has been adopted, but only warnings are 

issued. 

7.4.2.2 Said the Most Secure, but Lost/Stolen and Breaches Keep Occurring 

Although the peer-to-peer system of Bitcoin has proven to be 

scientifically sound, lost/stolen Bitcoin keeps occurring resulting USD500 

million worth of Bitcoin has been stolen for the last 5 years. It means that one 

in every 16 or 17 Bitcoins in circulation today belongs to one who has stolen 

it. Who is to blame? The vacuum of any regulations to protect consumers, 

Bitcoin community that has not yet matured in creating adequate code of 

conducts, or reckless users? In addition, 12 exchanges were also attacked 

my fraudsters resulting the loss of million Bitcoin worth of hundreds of millions 

USD. As a result, many governments issued warnings about risks embedded 

in using Bitcoin that consumers must be aware of. Do such warnings mean 

anything or have any implications to the Bitcoin theft?  

Before discussing the warnings, the possible attacks to exchange’s 

systems will be discussed to point out that decent consumers have been the 

victims, ending up with losing in total hundreds of millions of Bitcoin. The first 

possible attack is transaction malleability. Basically, the attacker node alters 

the transaction and broadcasts the altered transaction into the network for 

authorization. For illustration,456 supposed that the original transaction says 

“Alice is a great student”. The attacker then changes it, in a non-substantial 

meaning or validity, into “Alice is a good student”, and then published this 

altered transaction. Although different, both the original and the altered 

transaction are true. Unfortunately, what matters in Bitcoin transaction 

system is what is true or not true. Once the altered transaction becomes 

prevalent, the miners will approve it and put it into the next blockchain. The 

original transaction will be forgotten and rejected. If this transaction 

malleability is repeatedly conducted to withdraw real money at the 

exchanges, over and over again in huge amounts, it will significantly harm 

the exchange and decent customers who use such an exchange. Shirriff 

provides a chart that on February 10 and 11, 2014, up to 25% transactions 

(accounted for nearly 1000 transactions) in Bitcoin systems observed using 

the transaction malleability.457 The second possible issue is that exchanges 

employs low-level management and has poorly designed and poorly 

accessible cold storage. The former makes it easier for hacker to attack, 

including “janitor attack” who slip in with universal serial bus (USB) and install 

                                                      
456 This illustration is generated from that of Cameron Winklevoss. “What May Have Happened 

at Mt.Gox.” https://winklevosscapital.com/what-may-have-happened-at-mt-gox/. Last 

accessed on November 30, 2015. 

457  See Ken Shirrif. “The Bitcoin malleability attack graphed hour by hour.” 

http://www.righto.com/2014/02/the-bitcoin-malleability-attack-hour-by.html. Last accessed 

on November 30, 2015. 

https://winklevosscapital.com/what-may-have-happened-at-mt-gox/
http://www.righto.com/2014/02/the-bitcoin-malleability-attack-hour-by.html
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malware into the exchange’s PC, while the latter is more poorly 

management that makes the cold storage is no longer accessible for a more 

ridiculous reason such as misplace the private key. The fact is that 

exchanges are mostly start-up companies that are very rare to invest high 

amount of capital and resource on security. The last possible attack is carried 

out by the insider as a result of weak control and management. However, 

whatever the reasons it leaves decent consumers unprotected and 

becoming the victims. 

Unfortunately, a warning is not a legal instrument, nor is it a legislative 

product or regulation. It aims at providing information for consumers, so they 

would be more precaution on the product and the risks embedded, and 

further encourage consumers to take all necessary steps to mitigate the risks. 

It is more an ex-ante rather than ex-post instrument. The former has the 

meaning for prevention, whereas the latter can be used for remedy. In this 

manner, such warning has no implication to address the Bitcoin thefts for it 

has neither the intention nor the goal to do so. As no single legal instrument 

available to provide for regulatory frameworks for Bitcoin system, in this case 

consumers will be left unprotected. 

In further steps, these conditions have challenged the existing 

regulatory framework and measures adopted by government (which in this 

case are warnings) for ignoring the protections of decent consumers. 

7.5 Do the Proposed Regulatory Frameworks Suffice? Elaboration on the 

Proposal of Payment Services Directive, and the Way Forward 

In general, proposal for PSD2 maintains the existing regulatory 

frameworks relating to the security of payment systems, with several revisions 

to strengthen some weaknesses.  

7.5.1 M-Payments under the Proposal for Revision of the Payment Services 

Directive and Security Recommendation 

Beside the proposal for PSD2 the EU regulator also proposed a 

recommendation for the security of mobile payments. 458  Introduced on 

November 20, 2013 by the European Central Bank (ECB), the draft of 

recommendation was actually developed by the European Forum on the 

Security of Retail Payments (SecuRe Pay Forum 459 ) with objective of 

                                                      
458 ECB, Recommendations for Mobile Payments. 

459 A cooperation initiated by the relevant authorities in payment systems within the European 

Economic Area, established in 2011, with objectives of sharing, understanding and facilitating 

platforms regarding the security issues of electronic retail payment systems. If necessary, this 

forum may issue any recommendation on the subject matter. See ECB. “Mandate of the 

European Forum on the Security of Retail Payments.” October 2014. 
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determining the minimum requirements applied for mobile payment 

systems. 460  Discussion in this section will also include a review of such a 

recommendation. 

7.5.1.1 Security Regulation under the Proposal of the PSD2 

The proposal of the PSD2 maintain the general principles imposed 

under the PSD with slight changes. The provisions on the security measures 

are ruled under Chapter 5 on Operational and Security and Authentication, 

article 85 to 87, envisaging at least four different aspects: security 

requirements, incident notification, security assessment reporting and 

authentication (see Table 7.1). 

The first provision deals with the security requirements. Under the 

proposed article 85(1) payment providers are obliged to employ security 

measures that is appropriate to the risks embedded. However, the provision 

lays down under article 85(1) is made with reference to the proposed NIS 

directive, with special reference to provision on the risk management (article 

14). 

Table 7.1 Security Regulation under the Proposal of the PSD2 

No. Topics Proposed Rules Article 

1.  Security 

requirements 

Refer to the proposed NIS directive, 

including obligation on risk management 

under article 14 of the proposed NIS 

directive. 

85 (1) 

2.  Incident 

notification 

- Payment provider’s obligation to notify 

any security incident refers to Article 14 

and 15 of the proposed NIS directive.  

- Where the incident has a significant 

impact, payment providers are obliged 

to notify users. 

- Obligation of the competent authority to 

notify home Member State authority and 

European Banking Authority (EBA), and 

EBA to notify the competent authorities 

of other Member States. 

85(2)-(4) 

3.  Security 

assessment 

reporting  

- Payment providers are obliged to report 

and update the competent authority 

regarding the assessment of the 

operational and security risks and how to 

mitigate and control them. 

86(1)-(4) 

                                                      
460 See EPC Newsletter. “EPC Comments on the Draft Recommendation for the Security of 

Mobile Payments Developed by the European Forum on Security of Retail Payments.” April 29, 

2014. 
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No. Topics Proposed Rules Article 

- EBA cooperated with ECB develop and 

review on regular basis guidelines on the 

security measures, including 

certification. 

- EBA also develops guideline on the 

qualifying security incidents to be 

reported. 

4.  Authentication - Payment providers are obliged to apply 

strong authentication. 

- Exceptions may be made under EBA 

rules based on risks involved. 

- EBA shall issue guideline on this by two 

years after the adoption of the directive. 

87(1)-(3) 

Source: the Proposal 

The second provision concerns the incident notification that must be 

made by the payment providers to the designated authority, from 

designated authority to the competent authority of home Member State 

and EBA, and from EBA to the competent authorities of other Member States. 

Where the security incident has a significant impact to the financial interests 

of the users, payment providers are obliged without undue delay to notify 

the users.  

The third provision regulates the payment provider’s obligation to 

report to the designated authority regarding the assessment of the 

operational and security risks of their system, and how to mitigate and 

control them. Such reports must be updated on regular basis. To provide 

guideline on this, the proposed directive mandates to EBA in closed 

cooperation with ECB to develop such guideline and review it on regular 

basis guidelines. If necessary, such guideline may include the certification 

processes. In addition, EBA must also develop the guideline on the qualifying 

security incidents to be reported to the authority as mandated under article 

85(2)-(4). 

Finally, the last provision deals with the authentication for consumer 

transactions. Payment providers are obliged to apply strong authentication 

process for consumer transaction. However, exceptions to this rules may be 

made by EBA based on the risks involved on the payment systems used. 

Therefore, EBA shall issue guideline on the authentication and its exemptions 

by two years after the adoption of the proposed PSD2. 

7.5.1.2  Security Requirements under the Proposed Recommendation  

The proposed recommendation consists of five guiding principles and 

14 implementing recommendations. The five guiding principles are that M-

payment providers should: 
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- identify, assess and mitigate the risks embedded with their services; 

- implement strong authentication mechanism; 

- protect customer’s data both in transit and at rest; 

- employ secure management for authorization and monitoring 

transactions in order to prevent fraud; and  

- provide information on security issues to customer and engage in 

customer education. 

Those five guiding principles are broke-down in details under the 14 

recommendations that consist of three areas: general control and security 

requirement, specific control and security measures applicable for M-

payment and customer education and communication. In details the 14 

recommendations are very rigid due to the objective to achieve high-

standard of security of M-payments. Such recommendations consist of the 

following: 

- Recommendation 1 Governance. 

- Recommendation 2 Risk assessment. 

- Recommendation 3 Security incident monitoring and reporting. 

- Recommendation 4 Risk control and mitigation. 

- Recommendation 5 Traceability. 

- Recommendation 6 Initial customer identification and information. 

- Recommendation 7 Strong authentication. 

- Recommendation 8 Provision of authentication tools and software. 

- Recommendation 9 Authentication attempts and time-out. 

- Recommendation 10 Transaction monitoring. 

- Recommendation 11 Protection of sensitive and personal data. 

- Recommendation 12 Customer education and communication. 

- Recommendation 13 Notifications and setting of limits. 

- Recommendation 14 Customer access to information on the payment 

status and execution. 

7.5.1.3 Consumer Protection Provisions under the Proposal of the PSD2 

As previously explained, consumer protection provisions regarding 

security issues consist of two elements: redress arrangement and liability 

framework. Under the proposal of the PSD2, redress arrangement of an 

unauthorized transaction to consumer is ruled under article 65. It generally 

maintains the provisions imposed under the PSD: payment provider to refund 

immediately to consumer of any unauthorized transactions and additional 

financial compensation is possible in accordance with law applicable to the 

contract between payment provider and consumer. Furthermore, liability 

framework for unauthorized transactions is ruled under articles 66 that also 

maintains the provisions under the PSD, with a slight change regarding the 

maximum amount of an unauthorised transaction a user can pay that is 

reduced from 150 EUR to 50 EUR.  
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7.5.1.4 Analysis of the Proposed Frameworks 

With regard to the adequacy of the security, the overall 

arrangements under the proposal of the PSD2 accompanied by detailed 

guideline on the common minimum security requirements under the 

recommendation from the SecuRe Pay Forum seems promising as there is a 

legislation imposing the general principles accompanied by a 

recommendation on the technical standards. Promising in terms of 

guarantee the high-level of security on one hand, and encourage the 

usability of the system on the other hand. 

However, if one takes a look into the details, the proposed 

arrangements have some ambiguities. On the one hand, the general 

principles maintained under the proposal of the PSD2 are too broad so as it 

is not strong enough to ensure the adequacy of the security. The explicit 

wordings under the PSD that oblige the service providers to employ high level 

security is actually erased from the proposal of the PSD2. Instead, it makes a 

reference to the obligation under the proposal of other directive on network 

and information security (NIS) that is currently also under discussion. This gives 

rise to uncertainty as both proposed directives are now under discussions. 

There is no guarantee regarding which directive will be adopted first, or even 

no guarantee that the proposed NIS directive will be adopted. On the other 

hand, if one looks at the details of the recommendation developed by 

SecuRe Pay Forum and introduced by ECB, the security requirements 

proposed in such recommendation are too rigid.  Although in terms of 

ensuring high-level of security such rigid requirements are better option, they 

may hinder the adoption of M-payments in the market. This challenge was 

in particular brought by European Payment Council.461 Currently in the EU, 

M-payments are at the very early stage of development. Imposing a more 

lenient framework that keeps the balance between security and usability of 

the systems is more desirable if one wishes to see M-payments flourish. Lesson 

learnt from flourished M-payment scheme in developing countries, M-Pesa 

in Kenya for instance, M-payment tends to flourish under more lenient 

regulatory frameworks.462  

For the sufficient consumer protection provision, as having explained 

under the existing framework sufficient consumer protection consists of two 

elements, namely redress arrangement enabling consumers to seek 

remedies and limited liability framework for consumers. Under the proposed 

framework, both revisions are maintained with a proposed change only on 

the maximum amount of the liability borne by consumers from up to EUR150 

to EUR50. Considering that M-payments are used for micropayments: low 

value (the average value per transaction amounted to EUR28.27 in 2014), 

                                                      
461Ibid. 

462 See IFC, Mobile Money Report. 
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individual and daily transactions, the proposed reduced amount is a good 

progress and therefore needs to be supported. 

7.5.2 The Proposed Directive on Network and Information Security (NIS) to 

Cater for Bitcoin Supporting Systems: a Proposal to Regulate Bitcoin 

Exchange  

7.5.2.1 Bitcoin under the Proposal of the PSD2 

The proposed framework, the proposal of the PSD2, remains silent with 

regard to Bitcoin activities. Based on the scope and definition under article 

1 of the proposal, the directive will maintain the limited application to the 

following entities; (1) credit institutions, including banks, (2) electronic money 

institutions,463 (3) post office institutions, and (4) payment institutions.464 As a 

peer-to-peer network currency and decentralized system, Bitcoin system is 

totally different to any of the existing payment systems. Although it is possible 

to treat Bitcoin as a payment instrument, it is impossible to identify who is the 

‘service provider’ in the Bitcoin system as the supply of Bitcoin is determined 

by the system, and the transaction authentication is processed by miners’ 

crowd. Hence, the proposal of the PSD2 still cannot be applied to Bitcoin 

system.  

7.5.2.2 Bitcoin under the Proposed NIS Directive 

However, the proposed NIS directive465 might be applicable to Bitcoin 

system. Under such proposed directive, “network and information system 

(NIS)” has a broader meaning that it may include Bitcoin system, as the 

following: 

 

“…any device or group of interconnected or related devices, one or more 

of which, pursuant to a program, perform automatic processing of computer 

data, as well as computer data stored, processed, retrieved or transmitted… 

for the purpose of their operation, use, protection and maintenance” 

(emphasized given). 466 

 

                                                      
463 Under directive 2009/110/EC on e-money. 

464 Besides these four entities, there are actually two other entities covered under the proposal, 

namely the central banks (the European Central Bank and the national central banks) and 

member states when not acting as public authorities. However, these entities are less relevant 

to this chapter. 

465 Proposal for a directive on the subject matter: COM (2013) 48 final, 2013/0027 (COD) 

(February 7, 2013). 

466 Under article 3(1) (b) and (c) of the proposed NIS directive. 
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As Bitcoin is basically computer data protected by sophisticated algorithm 

that can be stored, processed and transmitted via computer networks, the 

proposed NIS directive may apply. This proposed directive serves as a legal 

framework to ensure high level of security applied to both network and 

information systems.467 The most significant provisions on the security issues 

under the proposed NIS directive lay down in article 14, ruling that service 

providers (such directive uses the term “market operators”) providing 

services within the EU shall perform the following obligations. Firstly, to take 

appropriate measures, both technical and organisational, to mitigate the 

security risks of their systems.  Such measures must be able to guarantee a 

security level appropriate to the risks exposed.468 Secondly, to notify to the 

authority any security breaches having a significant impact to the systems.469 

When necessary, the competent authority may also require the service 

providers to make notification of any incidents or breaches of their system. 

For instance, when the incidents or breaches are in the public interest. Other 

provisions to strengthen the NIS include to set-up the national competent 

authority, cooperation among the national competent authorities and the 

Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) and to encourage the use of 

standards and other common technical specifications.  

However, challenges arise when one tries to apply provisions under 

the proposed NIS directive to the Bitcoin system. Alike the PSD and the 

proposal of PSD2, the main challenges come from the nature of the Bitcoin 

system that is a decentralized system without any central counterparty. To 

whom the regulator will impose the security requirements under the article 

14 of the proposed NIS directive? Who is the service provider (again, the 

proposed NIS directive uses the term “market operator”) of the Bitcoin 

systems? First, one needs to define the definition and scope of service 

providers under NIS directive. Such definition lays down under article 3(8), 

consisting of two players: providers of any information services and operators 

of critical infrastructures such as those in the area of energy, banking, 

transport or stock exchange. The former includes e-commerce platforms, 

payment gateways, social networks and application stores, while the latter 

includes electricity suppliers, railways and air carriers.  However, it is difficult 

to apply such definition and scope to the Bitcoin system. As Bitcoin is peer-

to-peer and decentralised system, no single player in the Bitcoin ecosystem 

serves as the provider of the system; neither exchanges, miners nor users do. 

Furthermore, Bitcoin system is also not (yet) a critical infrastructure to the 

economy. Hence, who will be responsible to implement the obligation 

imposed by article 14 of the proposed NIS directive? 

                                                      
467 Under article 1(1) of the proposed NIS directive. 

468 Article 14(1) of the proposed NIS directive. 

469 Article 14(2) of the proposed NIS directive 
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On the narrower scope, one might be able to hold some players in 

the Bitcoin ecosystem liable for implementing the security obligation under 

article 14 of the proposed NIS directive. For instance, exchange providers in 

the Bitcoin system. As exchange providers basically provide service to users 

by providing platforms enabling users to exchange real money to Bitcoin 

and vice versa, they arguably satisfy the definition of the service providers 

under article 3(8) of the proposed NIS directive in particular the providers of 

e-commerce platforms.470  By putting the exchanges under the definition 

and the scope of service providers, it would be possible to impose the 

security obligations under article 14, which are to take appropriate measures 

to mitigate the security risks of their system and to notify to the authority of 

any security breaches. As security breaches at the exchanges occur over 

and over again, recently involving 12 exchanges including Mt.Gox that was 

considered the biggest exchange yet, bringing the exchanges under the 

proposed NIS regulatory framework will strengthen the security of the 

supporting systems of Bitcoin and create a better arrangement in dealing 

with breaches. In the end, as security breaches are able to be prevented, 

and if occurred is better managed, consumer protection in the Bitcoin 

system will be better preserved.  

7.6 Conclusion 

New innovative payments such as M-payments and Bitcoin system 

expose different security issues: M-payments with new security risks and 

Bitcoin with the vulnerabilities of its supporting systems. In M-payments, the 

new security risks consist of the accumulation of the security risks embedded 

to mobile devices and the security risks of the payment platforms used, while 

the vulnerabilities of the Bitcoin supporting systems are in particular found in 

the systems of users and exchanges. Such security issues have given rise to 

the regulatory challenges in the EU, both the existing and proposed 

regulatory frameworks relating to payment systems. 

M-payment securities issues challenge the existing regulatory 

framework for not providing framework that guarantees high security on the 

one hand, and encourages the usability of the systems on the other hand. 

This is reflected by two elements: adequate security requirements and 

sufficient consumer protection. The adequate security requirements are 

difficult to apply to M-payments for two reasons. Firstly, M-payment providers 

are vary –from banks to MNOs to app-based start-up companies- and most 

of them have, by nature, less or no expertise in dealing with the security and 

the security issues of payment systems. Secondly, the so-called third party 

payment service providers are not yet covered by regulation. Using services 

                                                      
470 See Annex II of the proposed NIS directive. E-commerce platforms are explicitly mentioned 

as one of service provider designated under the proposed regulation. 
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provided by entities that are not yet covered by regulations exposes high 

risks to consumers. As for sufficient consumer protection, redress 

arrangement enabling consumers for seeking remedies and limited liability 

for consumers under existing framework do not entirely fit to the consumers 

of M-payments. For instance, the limited liability is too lost-or-stolen-

instrument minded, whereas a mobile device as such is not a payment 

instrument. It is generally irrelevant for consumers to notify M-payment 

providers of any lost or stolen device. In addition, the maximum amount of 

liability for consumers up to EUR150 is too high considering the average value 

per transaction of M-payments amounted to EUR28.27 in 2014.  

As for Bitcoin, particular security issues that might give rise to 

regulatory challenge consist of three parts: firstly, Bitcoin system has not yet 

covered by regulation; secondly, although claimed to be the most secure, 

lost/stolen of Bitcoin and breaches at exchanges keep occurring; and finally, 

there were some discussions on the technical flaws of Bitcoin system. The 

existing regulatory frameworks in the EU say nothing about Bitcoin system. 

Some governments issued warning about risks embedded in using Bitcoin 

that consumers must be aware of. However, such warning has no implication 

to address the Bitcoin thefts as it is not legal instrument or legislative product. 

It is more an ex-ante instrument for prevention rather than ex-post instrument 

for remedy.  

The proposed regulatory frameworks on payment systems seem 

promising for M-payments as there is a legislation imposing the general 

principles accompanied by a recommendation on the technical standards 

by SecuRe Pay Forum. However, the omission of the explicit wordings on the 

obligation to maintain strong security measures in the proposed framework 

and replaced it by a reference to the proposed NIS directive create 

uncertainty. In addition, recommendation on the technical standards needs 

to be less rigid to let the M-payment flourish. With regard to the limited liability 

for consumers, the proposed reduction on the maximum amount of the 

liability from up to EUR150 to EUR50 is a good progress and therefore needs 

to be supported. However, the rest issues such as too lost-or-stolen minded 

and the difficulties for consumers to seek redress from unauthorized 

transactions remain unchanged and need to be addressed. 

As for Bitcoin, the proposed framework on payment systems remains 

silent. However, the proposed NIS directive might be applicable to Bitcoin 

system. Under this proposed directive, service providers shall take 

appropriate measures to mitigate the security risks of their systems and notify 

to the authority any security breaches having a significant impact to the 

systems. However, as Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer and decentralised system, it is 

impossible to determine the service provider of the system. As a result, the 

proposed NIS directive would not be enforceable to Bitcoin. One possible 

solution is to hold some players in the Bitcoin ecosystem liable for the 

implementation of the security obligation under the proposed NIS directive. 
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For instance, exchange providers as they meet the definition and scope of 

service providers. In this manner, the security of the supporting systems of 

Bitcoin will be strengthen, and a better arrangement in dealing with security 

breaches will be created. 
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8.1 Abstract 

A number of empirical studies have demonstrated that rapid development 

of technology and innovation in payment systems (i.e. the use of cards and 

electronic networks, electronic money, mobile payments and the Internet) 

has triggered the significant increase in retail payment transactions around 

the world. However, this development has also brought new problems. As 

the relationship between payment providers and consumers is getting more 

and more sophisticated, so are the disputes arising among them. Long, 

exhausting and time-consuming traditional dispute resolution seems not 

suitable to solve such problems since retail payment systems have a unique 

characteristic: it is used for small value payments only. From an economic 

point of view, it is not worth for consumers going before the court to solve 

the disputes they face on retail payments for the total cost in doing so will far 

exceed the value of the payment. It then emerges the needs for alternative 

dispute resolution to solve such disputes. This paper reviews such needs and 

argues that mediation is the most suitable ADR to fill-in the needs without 

disturbing the existence of law and legal proceeding itself.  

8.2 Introduction 

 “The way we pay”, or among public policy makers and in academics 

known as payment systems, has developed evolutionary. 471  When fiat 

money472 was introduced, people started using printing money (alongside 

with coins) as means of payments to replace barter as the first fashion of 

exchanges.473 The requirement for easiness and safety in payment systems 

has created paper-based instruments such as check and its derivatives474 on 

top of banknotes and coins. 475  Afterward, triggered by the needs for 

                                                      
471 For elaboration on the evolution of retail payment systems see for instance Committee on 

Payment and Settlement Systems, Innovations in Retail Payments (Bank for International 

Settlement, 2012). See also The World Bank, Innovation in Retail Payments Worldwide: A 

Snapshot Outcomes of the Global Survey on Innovations in Retail Payment Instruments and 

Methods (Financial Infrastructure Series, Payment Systems Policy and Research, 2012). 

472 Money printed by the authority such as the central bank, or printed by private entities 

appointed/approved by the authority. 

473 For the development of money see for instance Dennis W Richardson, Electronic Money: 

Evolution of an Electronic Funds-Transfer System (MIT 1970). See in particular chapter two 

which discussed the evolution of innovation in payment systems instruments including cash, 

pp. 7-23. See also Thomas Greco and Vicki Robin, Money: Understanding and Creating 

Alternatives to Legal Tender (Chelsea Green Publishing Company 2001). 

474 For instance, travel checks, the checks used by travellers, and bank checks, the checks 

requiring its drawer to place a deposit in the bank prior to the issuance of such checks.   

475 However, the trend in using checks as means of payments is decreasing. See for instance 

American Banking Association, The Changing Face of the Payments System: A Policymaker’s 

Guide to Important Issues, 2013, 3. 
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efficiency in payments 476  the popularity of paper-based instruments has 

been replaced by card-based instruments such as credit cards and debit 

cards.477  Lastly, people know e-money478  and its derivatives as the most 

current innovative payment. Derivatives here include mobile money479 and 

virtual currencies480 either centralized such as Pay-pal or decentralized such 

as Bitcoin.481  

Innovation in retail payment systems has benefited consumers by 

providing many means of transactions faster and cheaper than those 

provided by traditional instruments. 482  In the end, the use of innovative 

payments has a significant impact on the economy. For instance, one 

empirical study demonstrated that electronic payments contributed to 0.3% 

of increase in GDP in developed economies and 0.8% of increase in GDP in 

emerging countries. 483  Another example is the use of mobile money in 

Kenya484 that reached almost 9.5 million users in 2009, with values transacted 

accounting for more than USD4.26 billion in 2009, or equal to 13.33% of its 

                                                      
476 Some may argue that cash is cheaper than non-cash. However, one study demonstrated 

that the cost of handling cash is more expensive compared to non-cash. See for instance 

European Central Bank and Oesterreichische National Bank, The Future of Retail Payments: 

Opportunities and Challenges (2011) and Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development, The Future of Money (OECD Publication Service 2002). 

477 See Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems, Innovations in Retail Payments and 

The World Bank, Innovation in Retail Payments Worldwide: A Snapshot Outcomes of the 

Global Survey on Innovations in Retail Payment Instruments and Methods.  

478 Electronic money or e-money is defined as monetary values stored directly or remotely in 

a certain medium, either card-based or server-based, including mobile money. It includes e-

cash, network money, and access products whether they are tied to bank accounts or not. 

For a brief discussion of the definition of e-money see for instance Safari Kasiyanto, 'E-money 

as Legal Tender: Does the Status really Matter?' (The 12th International Conference on e-

Society 2014, Madrid, 2014). 

479 Mobile money is basically server-based e-money using telecommunication technologies 

and mobile phone device for transactions. International Finance Corporation (IFC) study 

shows that mobile money is mostly used for person-to-person money transfers. See 

International Finance Corporation, Mobile Money Study (2011). 

480 For elaboration on virtual currency, see European Central Bank, Vitual Currency Schemes 

(2012). 

481 For discussion on Bitcoin see Sathosi Nakamoto, 'Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash 

System' http://bitcoinorg/bitcoinpdf and http://nakamotoinstituteorg/bitcoin/ accessed 29 

October 2014. See also Joshua J Doguet, 'The Nature of the Form: Legal and Regulatory Issues 

Surrounding the Bitcoin Digital Currency System' (2013) 73 Louisiana Law Rev Louisiana Law 

Review 1119. 

482 For a brief highlight on the successful use of e-money, see Kasiyanto, 'E-money as Legal 

Tender: Does the Status really Matter?'. 

483 Moody's, Moody’s Analytics: The Impact of Electronic Payments on Economic Growth 

(2013). 

484 M-Pesha, which was launched in 2007.  
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national GDP, regardless there were 14.4 million unbanked-adults 

accounted for more than 77% of all adults in the country.485    

However, the development of retail payment systems has also brought 

new problems. As the relationship between payment providers and 

consumers is getting more and more sophisticated,486 so are the disputes 

arising among them. Long, exhausting and time-consuming traditional 

dispute resolution seems not suitable to solve such problems. 487  It then 

emerges the needs for alternative dispute resolution (ADR) to resolve 

disputes in retail payments. If adjudicative processes do not suitably resolve 

these disputes, which ADR will do? This paper reviews the needs for ADR to 

resolve disputes in retail payment systems and argues that mediation is the 

most suitable ADR to fill-in the needs without disturbing the existence of law 

and legal proceedings. To answer the question, this paper firstly uses the 

theoretical frameworks of payment systems to analyse the characteristics of 

disputes in retail payment systems.488 It then outlines the characteristics of 

mediation to figure out whether mediation serves best to the characteristics 

of disputes in retail payment systems. In outlining the characteristics of 

mediation, it also compares the advantages and disadvantages of 

mediation with traditional adjudicative process and with other major ADR 

such as negotiation and arbitration. Finally, it comes up with the reasons why 

mediation fits to resolve disputes in retail payments. 

Purpose and Previous Studies 

The purpose of this article is to give recommendations on how to 

improve the dispute resolutions in the retail payment disputes. Why are 

payment systems disputes? Such disputes have been selected as the main 

topic for several reasons: (1) there is a significant increase of the use of retail 

payment systems across the world, (2) there is a rise of new types of disputes 

in retail payments, and (3) the main characteristics of disputes in retail 

payments involve only small monetary value. In addition, such disputes have 

also been selected as there is a phenomenon that payment systems 

                                                      
485 International Finance Corporation, Mobile Money Study 18. 

486 For an insight into the relationship between payment systems providers and consumers see 

for instance Safari Kasiyanto, Losses from Carding: The Flaws of the Laws (Lambert Academic 

Publishing 2010).  

487 See for instance European Commission, European judicial systems, Edition 2010 (data 2008): 

Efficiency and quality of justice (European judicial systems, 2010); ADR Center, The Cost of 

Non ADR – Surveying and Showing the Actual Costs of Intra-Community Commercial Litigation 

(In cooperation with European Association of Craft and European Company Lawyers 

Association 2010); Brulard Demolin and Barthelemy, Study on the Transparency of Costs of 

Civil Judicial Proceedings in the European Union (Final report to the European Commission, 

2007). 

488  Including the reasons behind the disputes and the consequences resulting from the 

disputes. 
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authorities around the world have taken similar approach in expanding the 

rules and regulations on payment systems, not only to cover banks but also 

to reach non-bank institutions (even more to non-financial institutions such 

telecommunication providers). The recommendations will be useful for the 

authority being in-charge in payment systems such as the central bank or 

financial service authority, as well as authority responsible for consumer 

protection enforcement. 

As for the previous studies, the existing literatures related to this research 

can be divided into two main groups: (a) research on retail payment 

systems, and (b) studies on ADR. The main literatures in retail payment 

systems used as references for this paper are those introduced by 

international organizations or associations, and industry, having concerns in 

the development of payment systems. Among others are the World Bank, 

the Bank for International Settlement (BIS), International Monetary Fund 

(IMF), central banks such as European Central Bank (ECB), and central banks 

research centres such as South East Asian Central Bank (SEACEN). Generally, 

these literatures can be categorized into two areas. The first area is the 

research on how to develop national retail payment systems that consists of 

guidelines and minimum standards to establish sound and reliable payment 

systems, whereas the second area deals with the innovative payments. 

As for the literatures on ADR, there are a huge number of studies on this 

area. However, the focus of such studies is mainly on: (1) the history and the 

development of ADR, (2) the use of ADR to settle family, commercial, and 

consumer disputes, and (3) the general comparison of ADR and 

conventional adjudicative process. As far to author’s knowledge, there is no 

work on the use of ADR, in particular mediation, for retail payments disputes. 

However, some works on the use of mediation for banking disputes exist.489  

This paper will enrich the body of literatures in both retail payment systems 

and ADR. 

8.3 Retail Payment Systems and Disputes in Retail Payment Systems 

To have a better understanding on why the traditional adjudicative 

process is not suitable to resolve payment disputes, this section will outline 

the development of retail payment systems and the disputes arising among 

the parties involved. The development of retail payments will give the 

background on how the disputes become more and more complex, while 

the description on the characteristics of the retail payments disputes will help 

to understand why the court systems and other types of ADR are less suitable 

to resolve such disputes. 

                                                      
489 See for instance Rutgers Conflict Resolution Law Journal, 'Banking on Mediator Skills' (2010) 

8 Rutgers Conflict Resolution Law Journal  
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8.3.1 Retail payment Systems: Characteristics and Development  

Basically, payment systems contain two pillars: large-value490 and retail 

payment systems.491  Bank for International Settlement (BIS) defines large-

value payment systems as “payments typically of a relatively large-value 

and between banks and/or participants in a financial market”.492 Large-

value payment systems are also described as the systemically important 

payment systems, as any disruptions to these systems will have impact on the 

whole financial systems.493 On the contrary, retail payment systems is defined 

as the systems used to process day-to-day consumers transactions.494 This 

includes person-to-person transfers using all payment instruments from 

paper-based, card-based to electronic-based to the Internet. However, 

since there is a chance that consumers conduct transactions involving high 

value monetary unit,495  retail payments are usually capped to a certain 

value.496 

The development of retail payments has been very impressive, as 

proven by statistics on the use of payment instruments.497 As shown at fig. 8.1, 

in 2012 the value of transactions of retail payments498 in major countries 

observed was tremendously exceeding cash in circulation outside the 

banks. Even among the countries where the people used payment 

instruments the least such as Sweden and Switzerland, the value of 

transactions was still far exceeding cash in circulation. Among the countries 

where the people used payment instruments the most such as China and 

UK, the value of transactions was respectively 170 times and 1400 times of 

cash in circulation. 

                                                      
490 Also known as large-value or wholesale payment systems. 

491 Also known as low-value payment systems. 

492 Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems, General guidance for national payment 

system development (Bank for International Settlement, 2006). See also American Banking 

Association, The Changing Face of the Payments System: A Policymaker’s Guide to Important 

Issues, p. 16. 

493 Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems, General guidance for national payment 

system development. 

494 BIS defines a retail payment system as a system comprising the technical infrastructure; 

participants; instruments; arrangements for clearing and settlement; business relationship 

arrangements (such as bank-customer relationships, rules, procedures, the applicable legal 

framework, and governance arrangements) that, put together, provide the overall 

environment within which retail payments are posted, authorized, processed, cleared, and 

settled. See also Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems, Innovations in Retail 

Payments. However, this definition is not used here as it is too abstract. 

495 For instance person-to person transfer in order to buy a house or a land. 

496 Each jurisdiction differs in determining the upper cap of retail payments, but in general not 

more than EUR10,000.00. 

497 The data used here are reproduced from data provided by CPSS.  

498 Debit transfers, credit transfers, card payments (credit, debit and stored-value cards), and 

e-money. 
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Source: CPPS, 2012  

Figure 8.1 Comparison of Value of Transactions Using All Payment Instruments, 

Value of Transactions Using Cards and Cheques, and Cash in Circulation outside 

Banks (in USD Billion) 

8.3.2 Disputes in Retail Payment Systems 

The rapid development of retail payment systems has a significant 

influence to the disputes arising among the parties involved. At the 

beginning of the use of payment systems, when the arrangement of 

transactions simply involved two direct parties, 499  the disputes arising 

between the parties were also simple and direct. As the retail payments 

have evolved, involving more and more parties and complex arrangement 

among them, the disputes arising are also getting complicated. To 

understand why the traditional adjudicative process does not suit best to 

resolve disputes in retail payments, this subsection will explain the 

characteristics of disputes in retail payments and the consequences they 

brought. 

Outlining from the development of the retail payments and drawing 

from the unique characteristics of retail payments such as two-sided market 

platform of payment systems500 and the complex arrangement among the 

                                                      
499 For instance barter between goods, or transactions using banknotes and coins. 

500  From economic perspective payment systems are categorized as one example of the 

two-sided market. This means that there are two sides of market embedded in payment 

systems where pricing policy can be imposed to both of sides. There are extensive literature 

on the economics of two-sided market, but for a brief (yet advance) discussion see for 

instance Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole, 'Two-sided markets: a progress report' (2006) 

37 The RAND Journal of Economics 645; Jean Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole, 'Tying in Two-

sided Markets and the Honor All Cards Rule' (2008) 26 International Journal of Industrial 

Organization 1333; and also Stephen P King, 'Two-Sided Markets' (2013) 46 Australian 

Economic Review 247. 
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parties involved, there are at least seven unique characteristics501 of disputes 

in retail payments. These characteristics are described as the following. 

The first is that, as having cited on the introduction, the disputes involve 

small monetary value only. This is generated from the fact retail payments 

are used to process small day-to-day transactions. To give a better 

understanding on how small the monetary value associated to retail 

payments disputes, fig. 8.2 and fig. 8.3 show the total value of e-money 

transactions and the average value of each e-money transaction within EU 

from 2000 to 2012. 502  Although the total value of e-money transactions 

significantly grew to more than EUR49billion in 2012, the average value of 

each transaction amounted to only EUR32.5 in 2012.503    

 
Source: ECB 

Figure 8.2 Total Value of E-money Transactions (Million Eur) 

                                                      
501 There are actually plenty of small yet diver characteristics of disputes in retail payments, 

and not necessarily always seven. As such characteristics are actually interchangeable or, 

sometimes, overlapping each other, merely for an academic purpose this paper determines 

to categorize such plenty characteristics into seven distinct groups. 

502 Data provided here was produced from statistics available on the ECB’s website. 

503   The average value of e-money transactions simply resulted from the total value of e-

money transactions divided by the number of e-money used. For detail statistics visit the ECB 

website. 
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Source: ECB 

Figure 8.3 Average Value of Each E-money Transaction (in Eur) 

The second characteristic is that a consumer facing a dispute often has 

to deal with many parties. In credit card transactions for instance, card 

holders have to deal with at least four other parties of credit card networks 

from merchant504, card issuing entity505, acquiring entity, and network owners 

such as Visa or MasterCard. 506  One reason why retail payment systems 

involve so many parties is because each system has a two-sided platform 

within its network. 507  As many other two-sided markets such as 

newspapers508, video game consoles509 or online search engines510, retail 

payment systems always consists of consumers on one side and merchants 

on the other side.511  

                                                      
504 Merchant is the seller of goods or the provider of services from where the cardholders have 

purchased goods/services and to whom they have performed the transactions.  

505 The entity that has issued the credit cards usually, but not always, a bank. 

506 For brief yet clear elaboration on credit card transaction scheme and its development see 

for instance Kasiyanto, Losses from Carding: The Flaws of the Laws. 

507 See King, 'Two-Sided Markets'; Sujit Chakravorti, Santiago Carbo-Valverde, and Francisco 

Rodriguez-Fernandez, 'Regulating Two-sided Markets: An Empirical Investigation' (European 

Central Bank, 2009).  

508 Readers and advertisers. 

509 Gamers and game developers. 

510 Internet users and advertisers. 

511 For an excellent elaboration on the two-sided market of payment systems see also Julian 

Wright, 'Why Payment Card Fees are Biased against Retailers' (2012) 43 The RAND Journal of 

Economics 761. 
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As for the third characteristic, disputes in retail payment systems are 

often borderless, involving parties located in different jurisdictions. This is 

influenced by the extensive use of retail payments, mainly for cross-border 

and online transactions. In EU for instance, the cross-border disputes had 

increased years after years. 512  The borderless disputes involve more 

sophisticated arrangement to consumers to file a complaint and therefore 

require closed cooperation among the relevant disputants.513  

The fourth characteristic deals with the wide array of problems incurred 

in retail payment systems disputes. The problems vary, from a simple mistake 

in payment processing to unauthorized transactions to frauds committed 

from illicit activities. The World Bank in its guideline on “developing a 

comprehensive national retail payment strategy”514 suggests that the variety 

of retail payment disputes can be categorized into three main groups: 

claims resulting from incorrect payment instructions or mistake during the 

processing, losses incurred from frauds, and conflicts from operational 

services.515 This grouping seems simplified, as the problems involved in each 

group are quite extensive. For instance, the US Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau, the federal government agency responsible to tackle 

and resolve complaints from financial services consumers under the Dodd-

Frank Act,516 had until recently received 28,035 complaints from consumers 

on credit cards disputes since the agency establishment on 21 July 2011,517 

consisting of at least 15 major issues518 (Figure 8.4). 

 

                                                      
512  See European Commission, FIN-NET activity report 2011 (Financial Institutions, Retail 

financial services and consumer policy, 2012). 

513  Elizabeth Parushkova, 'Home Country Ombudsman Scheme: Cooperation with Other 

National ADRs through Fin Net' (Workshop on Consumer Dispute Resolution in Financial Market, 

Ankara, 4 May 2010). 

514 The World Bank, Developing a Comprehensive National Payment Systems Strategy (Final 

print-ready version, 2012). 

515 Ibid 49-50. 

516 See Dodd-Frank Act, Sec. 1021(c)(2). 

517 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Consumer Response: A Snapshot of Complaints 

Received, 2013). 

518 For detail data, please visit CFPB’s website: Source: https://data.consumerfinance.gov/.  

https://data.consumerfinance.gov/
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Source: https://data.consumerfinance.gov/  

Figure 8.4 Issues Involved in Credit Card Complaints Received by the US 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 2011-2014 

The fifth characteristic of retail payments disputes is that both payments 

users and providers are dependent one to each other. From the perspective 

of users, there is a need to keep using similar payment services in the 

(immediate) future. This applies vice versa to the payments providers as they 

have also a great interest to keep the users loyal. This relationship 

dependence requires both parties to employ resolutions in a manner 

consistent with their interests, keeping confidentiality as one of the top 

priority and win-win solution as the ultimate goal. 

As for the sixth characteristic, disputes in retail payment systems are 

often resulted from the lack of information or awareness of the consumers. 

This problems occur not only from the ignorance of the consumers but 

perhaps also because of the growing numbers of new payment products.519  

This condition could lead to the consumer’s confusion as they do not know 

or even aware on how to file a complaint. Well-informed dispute resolution 

is emerging to resolve this case. For payment system industry, consumers who 

are enriched with information on rights and obligations are important to 

                                                      
519 See for instance Ronald J Mann, Charging Ahead: The Growth and Regulation of Payment 

Card Markets (Cambridge University Press 2007). In this book, Mann highlights conditions in 

card payment that lead to the banks keep charging the consumers with fees and expenses. 
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discipline the markets and create competition among the providers. In the 

end, this will lead to offering better products by the providers.520 

Lastly, the characteristic of disputes in retail payment systems shares 

the common characteristic of general consumer disputes. The disputes arise 

in a condition that the bargaining position of users and providers is unequal. 

Users are usually individuals whereas providers are commonly big firms in 

payment networks, from multinational entities (network owners such as Visa 

or MasterCard in credit cards), national companies (global banks) to 

retailers (merchants such as Carrefour or Walmart). This unequal bargaining 

position leads to the need for specific arrangement of dispute resolution that 

not only satisfies the giant parties but also protects the interest of the small 

consumers.  

8.4 ADR and Mediation as ADR  

8.4.1 Scope and Definition of ADR 

Despite the debate over the term “alternative” used in ADR521, one 

example of a simple yet clear definition of ADR is “a broad spectrum of 

structured processes, including mediation and reconciliation, which does 

not include litigation though it may be linked to or integrated with litigation, 

and which involves the assistance of a neutral third party, and which 

empowers parties to resolve their own disputes”.522 Another definition was 

introduced by the European Commission on its green paper on ADR.  523 In 

this paper, the European Commission defined ADR as “…out-of-court 

dispute resolution processes conducted by a neutral third party, excluding 

arbitration”.524 From such definitions, it implies that ADR is a sort of umbrella 

term covering a number of out-of-court dispute resolution processes that 

differ in terms of formality levels, the involvement of third party and its role, 

the legal status of the outcome and its enforceability.  

                                                      
520 The World Bank, Developing a Comprehensive National Payment Systems Strategy. 

521 Sir Laurence Street, the former Chief Justice of New South Wales, in Lewis and McCrimmon, 

The Role of ADR Processes in the Criminal Justice System: A view from Australia, available at 

http://www.justice.gov.za commented that the term “alternative” is not appropriate to name 

after dispute resolution mechanism outside the court. He proposed to use the term 

“additional”. 

522 Law Reform Commission, Alternative Dispute Resolution: Mediation and Conciliation, 2010) 

13. 

523  European Commission, Green paper on alternative dispute resolution in civil and 

commercial law, 2002).  

524 This definition was to promote the use of ADR other than arbitration to resolve disputes in 

civil and commercial law, in-line with the purpose of the green paper. However, the coverage 

of ADR in this paper includes arbitration. 

http://www.justice.gov.za/
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8.4.2 ADR Roles in a Modern Civil Justice System 

Although courts will remain the centre of civil judicial system serving as 

a sort of forum of the last resort, the recognition of ADR in many jurisdictions 

across the world is continuously growing.525 The relationship between ADR 

and court-based settlement are complex and evolving.526 However, both 

should be seen as an integrated part.527 ADR and conventional adjudicative 

processes are heterogeneous but not-separated and not opposed entities. 

In modern society, high quality legal services are important,528 yet the 

availability of such services is very limited because conventional 

adjudicative process such as courts is costly and cumbersome.529 That is why 

the European Commission, for instance, emphasized that member states are 

obliged to provide access to justice by providing swift and low-cost legal 

proceedings in each member state.530 One way to fill-in the needs of access 

to justice is to recognize and employ ADR to resolve certain cases without 

disturbing the existence of judicial proceedings.  

One might argue that by employing ADR to resolve certain cases,531 it 

has the meaning that access to justice has been increased is 

overwhelming. 532  The parties resolving the disputes may not consider 

themselves as receiving justice but modestly regard it as settling their 

disputes. However, some others533 have also suggested that increasing the 

access to justice is not only about increasing access to the justice institutions 

but also giving people more choice in resolving their disputes and more 

appropriate forum to resolve each dispute.534    

 

 

                                                      
525 Nadja Alexander, Global Trends in Mediation (Second edn, Kluwer Law International 2006). 

526 Robert M Goldschmid, Major Themes of Civil Justice Reform (Discussion Paper, Prepared 

for the Civil Justice Reform Working Group, 2006). 

527 Law Reform Commission, Alternative Dispute Resolution: Mediation and Conciliation 8. 

528 Civil Justice Reform Working Group, Green Paper: The Foundations of Civil Justice Reform, 

2004) 

529 European Commission, European judicial systems, Edition 2010 (data 2008): Efficiency and 

quality of justice; ADR Center, The Cost of Non-ADR – Surveying and Showing the Actual Costs 

of Intra-Community Commercial Litigation; Demolin, Study on the Transparency of Costs of 

Civil Judicial Proceedings in the European Union. 

530  European Commission, 'Green paper on alternative dispute resolution in civil and 

commercial law' (2002).  

531 For instance small cases. 

532 South African Law Commission, Alternative Dispute Resolution, 1997). 

533 Law Reform Commission, Report on Mediation and Conciliation in Commercial Matters, 

2010). 

534 Law Reform Commission, Alternative Dispute Resolution: Mediation and Conciliation 9. 
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8.4.3 Mediation as ADR: Definition and Advantages 

The EU Directive on mediation defines mediation as “… a structured 

process, however named or referred to, whereby two or more parties to a 

dispute attempt by themselves, on a voluntary basis, to reach an agreement 

on the settlement of their dispute with the assistance of a mediator.”535 It is 

originally and generally used to resolve disputes in family law, commercial 

and property.  

As for the advantages of mediation, there are great numbers of 

literatures mentioning on the advantages of mediation.536 To summarize, 537 

the benefits in using mediation include lower-cost, faster process, quality for 

using skilled mediator, flexibility, predictable outcome, win-win solution,538 

controllable by involving parties, confidential process,539 limited risk since the 

process focuses to the party’s interests, maintaining the relationship between 

the disputed parties, 540  and involving minimum liability or no pressure to 

reach any decisions.541  

8.4.4 Mediation Processes 

If ADR is a sort of an umbrella term, the term of mediation shares the 

same function but in a narrower coverage. For instance, one can look at the 

scope and the models of mediation. The scope of mediation can be divided 

into two general types: a day-to-day negotiation conducted by a third party 

                                                      
535 Article 3a Directive 2008/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 

2008 on certain aspects of mediation in civil and commercial matters. 

536 See for instance Alexander, Global Trends in Mediation; Burcu Savun, 'Information, Bias, 

and Mediation Success' (2008) 52 International Studies Quarterly 25; European Commission, 

Report on Mediation and Conciliation in Commercial Matters; James C Freund, 'Three's a 

Crowd-How to Resolve a Knotty Multi-Party Dispute Through Mediation' (2009) 64 The Business 

Lawyer 359; Rebecca Attree MA, '(1) The impact of the EU Mediation Directive: a United 

Kingdom Perspective, (2) Essential Skills of Mediation for Lawyers' (A paper prepared for the 

Libralex Meeting, Perugia, 22 October 2011); and International Finance Corporation, 

Alternative Dispute Resolution Program (ADR) in THE Western Balkans: Giving Mediation a 

Chance,Telling Our ADR Story (IFC Advisory Services in partenrship with the Kingdom of the 

Netherlands, 2010). 

537 This summary is mainly based on a study by Eric M Runesson and Marie-Laurence Guy, 

Mediating Corporate Governance Conflicts and Disputes (Global Corporate Governance 

Forum 2007). 

538  See Felix Steffek, Mediation in the European Union (An Introduction to European 

Commission, 2012) 13. In this article, Steffek uses the terms “sustainable and just solutions”. 

539 See also Steven Friel and Christian Toms, 'The European Mediation Directive-Legal and 

Political Support for Alternative Dispute Resolution in Europe' (2011) Bloomberg Law Reports.  

540 Australian Government, Resolution of Small Business Disputes (Option paper, 2011) 3. 

541 Steffek, Mediation in the European Union 10. In this article, Steffek states that in mediation 

“parties only agree if they really want the solution…” For the complete benefits of mediation 

as summarized here, See Guy, Mediating Corporate Governance Conflicts and Disputes 25. 
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to resolve a dispute542 and a more structured procedure which is regulated 

and governed by ground rules.543 As for the models of mediation, there are 

several models to mediate, from facilitative 544  to evaluative 545  and from 

transformative546 to therapeutic. There are also a system design approach 

mediation547 and heart-based approach mediation. 548 The latter is mostly 

used to settle family disputes. 

How to initiate mediation, and what are the procedures to follow in 

order to settle disputes via mediation? In general, five main processes must 

be taken in settling disputes through mediation.549 The first procedure is that 

both parties must agree to voluntarily enter into mediation process. This can 

be a double-edge sword in settling disputes. On one side, the voluntary 

process can be a benefit if both disputants have a good will to settle 

disputes, but on the other side it can prevent the parties to reach resolution 

if they have no good intention.550 The second step is selecting the mediator. 

Both parties must agree to select the mediator to facilitate the process, and 

the mediator selected must be ensured that she or he is neutral and in the 

best interest to entourage the disputants to reach an agreement. The next 

steps are making initial contact to the mediator to set up a first meeting, 

exchange any documents or information, and problem identification if 

necessary, and negotiation. The later procedure is the core process of 

mediation, in which the parties involved exchange their views, discuss their 

interests, and search for the best, win-win solution. If the negotiation works 

well, the parties will reach a settlement. The complete processes of 

mediation is outline on Figure 8.5. 

 

 

                                                      
542 This is very general coverage as in this sense mediation can cover any types of negotiation 

conducted by any individual to resolve any issues. In most occasions, even the parties do not 

realize that they are in the state of performing a mediation. 

543 This is a more institutional mediation in term of the processes will follow the formal steps that 

have been previously agreed. This paper deals with this kind of mediation. 

544 In this sense, mediator only plays a role as a facilitator among the parties to reach an 

agreement. She has neither a power to force the parties to reach any decisions nor the 

authority to make any decisions. 

545 Not only facilitating, mediator also has a power or duty to evaluate the case.  

546 Transformative mediation has a certain objective in which the agreement reached by the 

parties’ aims to alter one condition into another condition, hopefully, a better one. 

547 Most likely have a structured formal process. 

548 See International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution (1998), Mediation Procedure: 

CPR Procedures and Clauses, CPR International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution. 

549 Law Reform Commission, Alternative Dispute Resolution: Mediation and Conciliation, 2010). 

550 See the discussion in subsection 3.3 “Limitations of Mediation”. 
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Source: World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)551 and the International 

Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution552, simplified. 

Figure 8.5 Mediation Processes 

8.4.5 Limitations of Mediation 

Mediation is not one-fit-all dispute resolution or a panacea for all 

disputes.553 Mediation might have been compromised and therefore lacks 

of its benefits if both parties do not have a good and genuine faith to resolve 

dispute. If this is the case, some advantages of mediation such as flexibility, 

full control by the parties, voluntary-based process and minimum liability will 

turn mediation into the weakest resolution mechanism. It will then be very 

difficult to reach settlement in mediation. The mediation process will 

become costly and cumbersome, making it as a sort of additional layer to 

civil litigation. 

8.5 The Use of Mediation as ADR to Resolve Disputes in Retail Payment 

Systems 

8.5.1 The Disadvantages of Conventional Adjudicative Process Compared 

to Mediation  

Compared to mediation, the conventional adjudicative process 

contains mainly three problems in solving retail payment systems disputes: 

cost problem, time-consuming problem, and substance problem.   

                                                      
551  See WIPO Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) for ITPGRFA Standard Material Transfer 

Agreement, http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/specific-sectors/biodiversity/itpgrfa/. 

552 International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution, Mediation Procedure: CPR 

Procedures and Clauses (CPR International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution 1998). 

553 See for instance Warren K Winkler, 'Access to Justice, Mediation: Panacea or Pariah?' (2007) 

16 Canadian Arbitration and Mediation Journal 5. Also available at 

http://www.ontariocourts.on.ca/coa/en/ps/speeches/access.htm.  

http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/center/specific-sectors/biodiversity/itpgrfa/
http://www.ontariocourts.on.ca/coa/en/ps/speeches/access.htm
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The cost problem comes from the most unique characteristic of retail 

payment systems: it is used for small value payments only.554 From economic 

point of views, it is not worth doing for consumers to go before the court to 

solve the disputes they face for the total cost in doing so will far exceed the 

value of the payment itself. The next problem, which is time consuming 

problem, is associated with the fact that the traditional adjudicative process 

is usually long and cumbersome.  

As for the substance problems, it has been explained that a dispute in 

retail payment systems is minor harm or small claim, so according to the 

theory of allocation of scarcity resource it is not wise to allocate the limited 

legal experts such as judges or attorneys to solve the minor problems. In 

addition, there is also concern related to the relationship of consumers and 

service providers in retail payment systems. Consumers of retail payments 

are often depending to the service providers for using the next products or 

services.555 It also applies vice versa to the payments providers in which they 

have a great interest to keep their customers loyal. Thus, solving the disputes 

without disturbing the relationship between consumers and providers is 

essential to keep the confidence of consumers of retail payments and the 

sustainability of the payment systems providers. 556  The meta-comparison 

between traditional adjudicative process and mediation to resolve 

payment systems disputes is outlined on Figure 8.6. 

 

 

                                                      
554 Bruce J Summers, Payment Systems: Design, Governance and Oversight (Central Banking 

Publications 2012); The World Bank, Innovation in Retail Payments Worldwide: A Snapshot 

Outcomes of the Global Survey on Innovations in Retail Payment Instruments and Methods.  

555 The World Bank, The Future of Retail Payments: Opportunities and Challenges. 

556 See The World Bank, Developing a Comprehensive National Payment Systems Strategy. 
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Source: Author. 

Figure 8.6 Meta-comparison between Traditional Adjudicative Process and 

Mediation to Resolve Payment Systems Disputes 

8.5.2 The Benefits of Mediation Compared to Other Types of ADR in 

Resolving Payment Systems Disputes  

Citing from Irish Law Reform Commission’s report on mediation and 

conciliation as ADR,557 two elements could be employed to assess on why 

certain mechanism of ADR serves best to resolve a certain dispute, prevailing 

over the other types of ADR. The first is how such mechanism suits best to 

serve the specific interests of the parties, and the second is how such 

mechanism suits best to ensure that justice is accessible, efficient, and 

effective for the parties involved. 558  In using those two elements, the 

characteristics of mediation must always bear into mind.559  

How mediation suits best to serve the specific interests of both disputing 

parties 

In order to answer this question, it is necessary to once again recall the 

seven characteristics of disputes in retail payments because such 

characteristics contain the specific interests from both disputing parties.560 

These specific interests are generated by analysing the reasons behind such 

characteristics of disputes and then looking for the direct consequences 

                                                      
557 European Commission, Alternative Dispute Resolution: Mediation and Conciliation. 

558 Ibid 10-11. 

559 See Steffek, Mediation in the European Union 4-5. 

560 For the detail, see section 8.3.2. 
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resulting from such characteristics. Once the direct consequences are 

generated, it becomes much easier to draw what actually the specific 

interests of the parties are. For instance, from the characteristic that the 

disputes only involve small monetary value, it can be concluded that such 

characteristic comes from the nature of retail payment transactions which is 

only used to perform small daily transactions. This leads to a direct 

consequence that the disputes are only minor harms/small claims which will 

not be worth doing for litigation or arbitration. Therefore, the specific interest 

drawn from this characteristic is the need for a simple, customized yet 

expedited dispute resolution system. All characteristics of disputes in retail 

payments have been analysed using this method, and such analysis is 

provided on Table 8.1.  

Table 8.1 How Characteristics of Retail Payments Disputes Lead to the Interests 

of Disputants 

No 

Characteristics of Retail Payments 

Disputes 

Consequences 

Characteristics Reasons Direct 

consequences 

Specific Interests 

1.  Involving small 

monetary value 

Resulted from 

- Small daily 

payments 

- Mass transactions 

Minor 

harms/small 

claims, not worth 

for litigation or 

arbitration. 

Need for a 

simple, 

customized yet 

expedited 

dispute 

resolution 

2.  Involving many 

parties 

Payment system is 

two sided-market 

Complicated 

arrangement to 

complaint 

Simplified 

dispute 

resolution 

procedures 

3.  Often borderless Cross-border and 

online transactions 

More effort to be 

settled 

Cooperation 

among parties in 

different 

jurisdictions 

4.  Wide array of 

problems, from 

simple mistaken in 

payment 

processing to 

frauds from illicit 

activities 

- Extensive use 

- Advance 

technology 

adoption in 

payment systems 

(innovative 

payments) 

The needs of 

wide array of 

(specific) 

expertize 

Competence 

and neutral third 

party 

5.  Both consumers 

and payment 

services providers 

are dependent to 

each other 

Consumers need to 

keep using the 

payment services 

in the future  while 

payment service 

providers have 

Win-win but 

executable 

dispute 

resolution 

Mediation 
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No 

Characteristics of Retail Payments 

Disputes 

Consequences 

Characteristics Reasons Direct 

consequences 

Specific Interests 

interest to keep the 

customers loyal 

6.  Unequal 

bargaining 

position 

Customer vs. 

payment service 

provider network 

(typical consumer 

disputes)  

Need for 

specific 

arrangement of 

dispute 

resolutions 

Obligatory 

dispute 

resolution 

mechanism 

7.  Lack of 

information or 

awareness of 

consumers 

- Ignorance 

- Great numbers of 

new  

products/services 

Consumers do 

not know how to 

resolve their 

problems 

Well-informed 

dispute 

resolution 

Source: author 

As outlined on Table 8.1, the first group of specific interests of both 

disputants is the needs for a simple, customized, simplified yet expedited, 

win-win solution and well-informed dispute resolution process. These needs 

come from the characteristics of retail payment disputes in which they only 

involve small value of money but deal with many parties, and the lack of 

information or awareness of the consumers. Because the disputes involve 

only small value of money, they are not worth settling through arbitration 

process for the cost of arbitration is likely beyond the dispute’s value. For 

example, most of us would agree that it is not worth doing to bring the 

dispute on e-money transaction in Europe before the arbitration tribunal for 

the value of e-money transaction is averagely only EUR32.561  

Beside mediation, negotiation may suffice to resolve the disputes 

involving small monetary value. However, it may face significant problems in 

dealing with the other two factors: the involvement of many parties during 

disputes and the lack of awareness of consumers. Since there are at least 

two payment providers involved in every payment system dispute, 

negotiation to resolve dispute would be impracticable. For instance, when 

a consumer of card payments562 has a dispute relating to his transaction, he 

has to deal with at least four parties: merchant (retailer), issuer (bank), 

acquirer (also bank), and card network owner (principal). It would be 

unrealistic to consumer alone to negotiate with these four “giant” parties. 

Thus, the existence of third neutral yet competence party to facilitate the 

dispute resolution emerges.  

The second group of interests from disputants consists of two elements. 

As it just mentioned, the first is the need for third neutral and competence 

                                                      
561 See the description of the development of payment systems and chart in Figure 8.3. 

562 Not necessarily credit card scheme. It could be the debit card, prepaid, or even mobile 

money. 
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party to facilitate the dispute resolution, while the second is the need for 

cooperation among parties in different jurisdictions. The need for third 

neutral and competence party comes from the fact that disputes in retail 

payments contains wide array of problems, from simple mistaken in payment 

systems to fraudulent from illicit activities.563 Mediation serves best to resolve 

these disputes because it has the similar advantage to that of negotiation in 

term of having interest-based mechanism, and it shares the benefit of 

arbitration in term of employing third neutral party. 

The third interest is rather tricky, which is the need for obligatory dispute 

resolution mechanism. As self-explanatory from the text, this need is basically 

against the nature of mediation in which mediation requires the parties to 

voluntarily agree to resolve disputes using mediation process. However, the 

need for obligatory dispute resolution only arises when one disputant rejects 

the agreement to mediate offered by the other disputant. This may be the 

case for regular consumer disputes but is most likely not the case for 

payment systems disputes as both disputants are dependent to use each 

other service. Why does this seem not applicable to payment systems 

disputes? This issue will be elaborated in detail on the next subsection.564 

However, if this is the case, there is an emerging need to create a sort of 

‘obligatory’ mediation.565 The obligation part of this mechanism covers only 

the enforcement to the refusing party to agree to mediate, whereas the 

whole process of mediation itself remains voluntary. 

How mediation suits best to ensure that justice is accessible, efficient, and 

effective for the parties involved 

The key element of this question is whether or not mediation566 has 

ability to ensure that justice is: (1) accessible to the disputants, (2) efficient in 

terms of time and resource allocation, and (3) effective in resolving such 

disputes. In order to answer this question, first we need to look at the 

distinctions among the each type of ADR as described at Figure 8.7.  

                                                      
563 See detail discussion in sub section on the characteristics of payment systems disputes. 

564 The subsection on how mediation suits best to ensure that justice is accessible, efficient, 

and effective for the parties involved that comes right after this discussion.  

565 In this case, arbitration is still less tempting considering the other important characteristics 

of payment systems disputes, i.e. involving small monetary value. 

566 Compared to other types of ADR. 
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Figure 8.7 Distinctions Among Each Dispute Resolution Under ADR. 567 

The types of ADR selected on this paper are negotiation, mediation, 

and arbitration.568 The distinctions among each type are measured by the 

time devotion, resource (cost, human resource) allocation, party control 

and the flexibility of each resolution process on the one hand, and whether 

it is interest-based or rights-based, confidential and binding on the other 

hand. For time devotion and resource allocation, arbitration requires the 

most, whereas negotiation demands the least.569 Mediation in this context 

places in the middle. It requires shorter time and lesser resource compared 

to arbitration, but needs more time and resource allocation compared to 

negotiation. As for party control and flexibility, arbitration is the least flexible, 

whereas negotiation is the most flexible. Again, mediation remains in the 

middle between arbitration and negotiation. Mediation is nearly as flexible 

as negotiation, but has the advantages of arbitration in terms of having third 

neutral party to facilitate the dispute resolution. Another characteristic is that 

both negotiation and mediation are interest-based, whereas arbitration is 

more right-obligation based. It is also believed that information generated 

or occurred during negotiation or mediation processes is more confidential, 

                                                      
567  Summarized from Lukasz Rozdeiczer and Alejandro Alvarez de la Campa, Alternative 

Dispute Resolution Manual: Implementing Commercial Mediation (IFC 2006). 

568  As well-known, there are many other types of ADR beside these three, such as quasi 

mediation-arbitration, conciliation, obligatory mediation and so on. However, for the sake of 

conciseness this paper only compared mediation to negotiation and arbitration as both the 

later types represent the most and the least type of ADR in terms of time and resource 

allocation, party control, and flexibility of the process. 

569 In this context, litigation is not relevant since the analysis of this sub section focuses on the 

comparison among types of ADR. See the previous subsection for comparison of mediation 

to litigation. 
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although the agreement reached in both types of ADR is less binding than 

that resulted from arbitration. 

To figure out whether or not mediation is best in ensuring the 

accessibility, the efficiency and the effectiveness of justice, we analysed the 

characteristics of disputes in retail payments against the advantages or 

disadvantages of each from the three types ADR. Such an analysis is shown 

at Figure 8.8. To determine the accessibility of justice, we use the party 

control and the flexibility of the dispute resolution processes, while to 

measure the efficiency of justice we use the time devotion and resource 

allocation. Lastly, interest vs. rights based, binding vs. less-binding570, and the 

confidentiality of the ADR are used to determine the effectiveness of the 

justice. 

 

Figure 8.8 Mapping of the Characteristics of Disputes in Retail Payments among 

the Types of ADR  

                                                      
570 The term “less-binding” is used here merely for the sake of comparison among the three 

types of ADR. It does not necessarily mean that the agreement reached by negotiation or 

mediation, for instance, is not binding. Under most laws in many jurisdictions, well-known as 

“pacta sunt servanda”, an agreement is binding on the parties involved. Hence, less-binding 

here could be interpreted in two manners: process and enforceability. Process in negotiation 

and mediation is more flexible compared to that of arbitration. Parties have more control to 

initiate, negotiate and reach any agreements, whereas in arbitration there is a third party 

(individual or tribunal) who acts as a judge. In negotiation and mediation, parties involved 

have an option to opt out anytime they want. This is not always the case in arbitration. As for 

the enforceability, an agreement reached by negotiation and mediation is, again using the 

term “less-“, less-enforceable compared to that of arbitration (or litigation). It is enforceable 

but not directly. The unsatisfied party needs to go before the court to get the agreement 

enforced.  
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The first measurement is that mediation should promote the 

accessibility of justice. To determine this, we use party control and the 

flexibility of the mediation process compared to negotiation and arbitration. 

The relevant characteristics of payment disputes in this case are the 

involvement of many parties, the online and borderless transactions, and the 

dependence between consumers and providers to use each other service 

in the immediate future. As previously outlined, party control and flexibility in 

mediation is in the middle position between negotiation and arbitration. It is 

more flexible and involving more control from the disputants compared to 

Arbitration but not as loose as negotiation processes. As the involving parties 

in payment systems disputes are many and vary, resulting from the two-sided 

market, it is essential to give enough flexibility and more party control in order 

to make the dispute resolution work best, but not too much. Too much room 

in flexibility and party control may lead to the confusion among the parties 

and even harder for them to reach decision/agreement. This is also the case 

considering that the disputes in payment systems often involve online and 

borderless transactions. As highlighted on the development of retail 

payments, the use of online and cross-border transactions tends to hike up. 

These transactions involve more and more jurisdictions, so it becomes more 

difficult for disputants to seek resolution. Employing arbitration would be too 

expensive, and using negotiation would be too difficult as there is a need for 

coordinator to resolve the disputes. Thus, online mediation would be the best 

way to resolve this kind of disputes.  

The second assessment is whether mediation promotes the efficiency 

of justice. In this context, the most relevant characteristics of ADR are time 

devotion and resource allocations, while the relevant characteristics of 

payment disputes namely are small monetary values involved, the variety of 

the problems, and the lack of information or awareness from the consumers. 

As general principles, it would greatly benefit to both disputants if they could 

spend time as least as possible in settling disputes, and to allocate resources 

such as cost and human resources as lowest as possible. Thus, the most 

proper ADR type to choose is either negotiation or mediation. Arbitration 

would be out in the context of resource allocation as it is much more 

expensive compared to the other two. In the context of time devotion, one 

may argue that arbitration is as efficient as mediation. However, looking at 

the fact that the nature of arbitration is to process the dispute settlement 

more formally, arbitration could be more cumbersome. In addition, 

mediation has advantages in speeding up the process if both disputants 

initiate the process with good wills. 

It then comes to choose between mediation and negotiation. In 

general, negotiation might require lesser time and resource allocation than 

mediation does. However, as previously mentioned, mediation shares the 

advantage of arbitration in which negotiation does not, in terms of having a 

third neutral party to facilitate the dispute settlement processes. Most 
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negotiation does not have this advantage as it is basically a forum where 

direct meetings between disputants take place to reach a common interest. 

Furthermore, unequal bargaining position between consumers and 

payment providers as another characteristic of payment disputes could 

deteriorate the use of negotiation to resolve payment disputes. As the 

bargaining position between consumers on one side (mainly individuals) and 

payment providers on the other side (mainly big firms and retailers) is 

significantly unequal, the benefits of having lesser time span and resource 

allocation negotiation has could be hindered. In this case, both disputants 

might face difficulties to reach a common goal. Considering these 

circumstances, mediation is the optimum way to promote the efficiency of 

justice. 

The last dimension is to assess whether or not mediation ensures the 

effectiveness of justice. How to determine this? Mediation is basically 

interest-based and confidential process. Logically, this type of process 

attracts more and more people to resolve their problems. As it is interest-

based, the chance to reach an agreement is higher than that of decisive 

process that based on rights and obligations of the parties. Statistics shows 

that most disputes processed through mediation are mostly resolved. 

However, there is also flaws coming from the use of mediation to resolve 

disputes in payment systems. As one of the characteristics of payment 

systems disputes is the unequal bargaining position of the disputants, it might 

be very difficult to start the mediation process considering the fact that the 

most fundamental nature of mediation is the voluntary process. 

Theoretically, payment providers as the stronger party are more likely 

refusing the agreement to mediate if they do not observe any chances of 

getting benefits. 

However, in practical not all payment providers reject the agreement 

to mediate at the first place. As more and more information on the benefits 

of mediation is disbursed, the business entities become more curious in 

digging-in on the further information on how mediation could work. 

Specifically for payment systems business, they have a number of arguments 

on why settling their consumer’s disputes is essential. First, back to the 

conditions that the payment providers are basically dependable to the 

same customers for using their other products in the immediate future. From 

economics perspectives of two-sided market and network industry, this is 

well-known as consumers being “locked-in” to a certain product. For 

instance it is essential for a bank issuing credit card to keep their customers 

“locked-in” to use the same credit card and not to move to another credit 

card issued by another bank. In this sense, they realize that maintaining their 

customers is essential to support their business sustainability. Second, as 

payment providers are bound to their consumers, reputation and consumer 

satisfaction are to some extent accounted more in payment systems 

business.  
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Those two arguments convince payment systems providers that 

providing practical dispute resolution for consumers has more positive 

impact to their business. That is the reason why some payment providers 

have even created their own dispute resolution mechanism. The best 

example of this private dispute resolution is best represented by “the credit 

card charge back mechanism” introduced by credit card network. Under 

this mechanism, credit card user who is disputing a certain transaction may 

file a complaint to seek redress. After series of investigation, credit card issuer 

will deliver the outcome in which it may refund the money (so-called charge 

back) or withhold the complaint. Although this mechanism is, of course, not 

mediation, the willingness of payment systems providers to settle disputes is 

clearly significant. Thus, the theory stating that the payment systems provider 

as the stronger party would be more likely rejecting the agreement to 

mediate is simply exaggerated.  

To summary, mediation clearly ensures the effectiveness of justice by 

providing alternative dispute resolution, side by side with negotiation and 

arbitration. Generated from the natures of mediation, which are interest-

based and confidential dispute resolution, statistic shows that the success 

rate of mediation is quite high.  

8.5.3 Challenges 

The challenges in applying mediation to resolve retail payment systems 

disputes come from two areas: (1) the readiness of the retail payment 

systems industry, and (2) readiness of the mediation experts.  

The readiness of the retail payment industry covers both sides of the 

markets: the consumers and the providers. As for the consumers, the best 

way to introduce mediation is by providing concise yet clear information on 

what is mediation, what are the advantages and disadvantages, and some 

other practical knowledge on how to use mediation.571 As for the payment 

systems providers, in 2009 the Internal Market and Services DG of EU 

Commission reported572 that there was a going concern from the financial 

services providers in dealing with the costs of having certain ADR schemes 

to resolve the dispute in financial services. Their on-going concern was that 

the costs incurred in having such ADR schemes to resolve financial services 

disputes should not outweigh their advantages. 573  This is understandable 

                                                      
571 Good information on how to provide information on ADR has been reported by FIN-NET in 

term of explaining and using ADR as the resolution to tackle cross-border disputes. See 

European Commission, Evaluation of FIN-NET (Financial Institutions, Retail financial services 

and consumer policy, 2009)Commission, FIN-NET activity report 2011. 

572 In term of using ADR to resolve disputes in financial services. 

573  European Commission, Summary of the Responses to the Public Consultation on 

Alternative Dispute Resolution in the Area of Financial Services (Financial Institutions: Retail 

issues, consumer policy and payment systems, 2009). 
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since the focus of the providers is more profit oriented, to generate more 

income. Thus, cost always becomes their concern. However, this concern 

may not overweight the promotion of ADR to resolve payment systems 

disputes (or financial services disputes) for two reasons. First, from strategic 

management point of views, employing ADR to replace court-settlement (or 

litigation) in setting up legal strategy of companies is less costly. ADR predicts 

more precisely on the outcome of the dispute resolution and more easiness 

in calculating the cost compared to court settlement. Overall, ADR gives rise 

to companies in controlling the outcome and the cost of dispute settlement. 

Second, the concern of the providers in this matter is not only against to the 

consumer interests but also social welfare. When it comes to social welfare, 

and when the concern of the providers is against such a purpose, there is a 

need to adjust the providers concern to achieve optimum equilibrium of the 

market. 

The next challenge deals with readiness of the mediation experts. This 

includes the strategy to overcome the lack of resources, how to conduct the 

training and to gain the commitment from skilled mediators who have good 

understanding both in mediation processes and payment systems 

disputes.574 This challenge has been claimed as the major cause on why 

mediation is not generally flourished in Europe.  

8.6 Conclusion 

Every single dispute in retail payment systems has at least one of the 

following characteristics: involving small monetary value but most likely 

many parties, often borderless, having wide array of problems from simple 

mistaken in payment processing to fraud, the dependence of consumers to 

payment systems providers and vice versa, unequal bargaining position, 

and lack of information or awareness of the consumers. These characteristics 

come from the exceptional functions and arrangements of retail payment 

systems: used to process small day-to-day payments only, the two-sided 

markets of payment systems, the extensive use of retail payments for cross-

border and online transactions, the adoption of advance technology and 

innovation, the interests of consumers and providers to keep using each 

other services, the ignorance of the consumers and the great numbers of 

new products that can lead to confusion. Conventional adjudicative 

processes do not serve these disputes at best level as there would be 

problems incurred in employing court-litigation namely: cost problems, time-

consuming problems, and substance problems. Thus, the needs for ADR to 

resolve payment system disputes are emerging. 

Mediation stands out among other two types of ADR, negotiation and 

arbitration, to resolve disputes in retail payment systems. This is based on the 

assessment conducted using two key questions: whether mediation serves 

                                                      
574 See European Commission, FIN-NET activity report 2011. 
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best the interests of the disputing parties, and whether mediation suits best 

in ensuring the accessibility, the efficiency and the effectiveness of justice.  

After analysing the interests of both disputants generated from the 

characteristics of disputes in retail payments, it finds out that mediation is the 

optimum way to resolve such disputes as its benefits would protect the 

interests of both disputants. The benefits include lower-cost, faster process, 

flexible arrangements and more controllable by disputing parties, 

predictable outcome, win-win solution, confidential process, limited risk 

since the process focuses to the parties interests and maintaining the 

relationship between the disputing parties. Furthermore, those advantages 

of mediation will also help in ensuring the accessibility, the efficiency and the 

effectiveness of justice. However, considering the fact that disputes in retail 

payment systems is a subset of consumer disputes in which consumers and 

payment providers often have unequal bargaining position, in theory, 

mediation might face a problem to be implemented if the payment 

providers as the stronger party have no intention to mediate. This theory 

generally applies to the most of consumer disputes. However, in practical, 

this theory is not applicable to payment systems disputes for two following 

reasons.  

Firstly, as the transaction performed in retail payments is not an outright 

transaction, the relationship between payment providers and consumers 

tends to be more everlasting. In this case, the payment providers need to 

“lock-in” their consumers as they will use the products over and over again 

in the future. Secondly, as the payment providers are bound to their 

consumers, their reputation and consumer satisfaction are more important 

in payment systems business. Those two arguments convince payment 

systems providers that providing practical dispute resolution for consumers 

has more positive impact to their business. In reality, some payment providers 

such as credit card networks even provide their own dispute resolution 

mechanism, so-called “the credit card charge back mechanism”. 

Considering this circumstance, the proposal to apply mediation to resolve 

retail payment systems disputes remains valid. 

8.7 Further Research 

The findings of this research can be strengthened by conducting 

empirical research such as surveys to consumers and payment providers on 

resolving payment systems disputes using ADR, 575  discussing the use of 

mediation as ADR to resolve banking consumer disputes since there is an 

overlap between banking products and payment systems services, and 

elaborating the practical issues in implementing mediation to resolve 

payment systems disputes.  

                                                      
575 Both implementations and perception. Surveys on implementation are useful to discover 

the facts, whereas on perception can predict the future of the ADR. 
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9.1 General Conclusions 

This study discusses issues related to competition, innovation, safety, 

and consumer protection aspects of retail payment systems. The result is 

presented in the shape of a collection of published essays. There are 

advantages and disadvantages in writing a study in the form of a collection 

of published essays. One of the disadvantages is that each essay has a 

different focus of discussion, structure, and writing style and may have a 

different length depending on the conditions imposed by the publishers. As 

a consequence, the claim concluded from each essay may also differ in the 

term of depth and not necessarily be equal compared each other.  

In summary, competition issues discussed in this study deals with 

government interventions in capping the interchange fees for card 

payments, while an issue on innovation elaborates the rise of innovative 

payments such as e-money and decentralized virtual currency and 

attempts to regulate them. The former discusses the interchange fee 

arrangements for card payments in nine major countries in Asia: China, 

Japan, Korea, India, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, and 

Singapore while the latter consists of two parts: the first part assesses whether 

it is necessary to e-money to entitle a status as legal tender to flourish, 

whereas the second part elaborates on how to regulate cryptocurrency and 

as to whether there is a chance for Bitcoin as the leading cryptocurrency to 

be a mainstream system in the near future. Furthermore, an issue on safety 

entails discussions on the security issues of online and innovative payments. 

The discussion on the security issues of online payments focuses on end-to-

end encryption while elaboration on the security issues of innovative 

payments includes the new risks embedded in mobile payments and the 

vulnerability of the supporting systems of Bitcoin. Finally, discussion on 

consumer protection proposes the use of mediation as an alternative 

dispute resolution method to resolve payment system disputes. 

Competition: Interchange Fee Arrangements for Card Payments in Asia  

The first essay of this study addresses how the private arrangements of 

payment card schemes take place and what measures are adopted to 

deal with them. This covers credit and debit card schemes as the major 

systems used in the market. The results show that, as in many other 

jurisdictions, interchange fees for card payments in Asia can be divided into 

two categories: those set forth by the market and those capped by the 

authority. The principal of the card systems determines the former 

multilaterally, whereas the central bank or monetary authority sets the latter. 

Among the nine Asian countries, the interchange fees in China, India, Saudi 

Arabia, and Malaysia are capped by the authority while, in the rest, Japan, 

Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, and Singapore, they are set by the market. 

Furthermore, the findings show that the interchange fees capped by the 

government are low (up to 0.5%) for debit card transactions and low to 
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medium (between 0.5% and 1%) for credit card transactions. In contrast, the 

interchange fees established by the market are high (more than 1%) for both 

debit and credit card transactions.  

The result from a simple statistical analysis using Pearson Product 

Moment correlation coefficient shows that there is a weak negative 

correlation between interchange fee rate applied in a country and the card 

market growth of the related country. In general, it seems that countries with 

high interchange fees tend to have low card market growth while countries 

with low interchange fees tend to have relatively high card market growth 

(up to over 45% in the case of China). This fact applies to both debit and 

credit card markets with credit card market in Malaysia being an exception. 

Due to the central bank’s policy of cleansing the credit card industry of bad 

debts and cardholders, the credit card market in Malaysia only grew by 

5.11% by annually by card numbers for the last four years. 

Taking the general facts presented in this study into consideration and 

supported by a simple statistical analysis, it can be concluded that countries 

with government-capped interchange fees most likely have a higher market 

growth compared to countries with market-set interchange fees. In contrast, 

countries with market-set interchange fees have a lower card market growth 

with debit card market in Indonesia being an exception as it grew over 19% 

annually for the last four years.  

As for competition cases, unlike in any other jurisdictions such as 

Australia, the EU, and the U.S., there are barely any cases in Asia that 

concern interchange fee arrangements, the case in Singapore being one. 

The decision of the case in Singapore is entirely different from the decisions 

approved by major jurisdictions, such as the decision recently adopted by 

the ECJ in the EU that states that interchange fee arrangements have 

violated EU competition law by, among other transgressions, creating 

barriers to entry for new players. From the assessment of both cases, it can 

be concluded that the difference of the results comes from two main 

factors: firstly, the different approaches employed by both competition 

authorities that are then endorsed by the relevant courts, and secondly, the 

distinctions of the markets in term of size, characteristics, and maturity. 

Innovation: E-Money and Cryptocurrency with Bitcoin as a Major Case 

The first part of the innovation section discussed in this study deals with 

the question of whether it is necessary for e-money systems to have status as 

legal tender to flourish. It firstly elaborates the success and failure stories of 

countries where e-money has been developed (or is still under 

development). Afterward, major laws on legal tender are reviewed to assess 

whether the status of legal tender is needed for e-money to flourish. It is worth 

noting that e-money in this study has a limited meaning to the monetary 

values stored directly or remotely in a device. Compared to other cashless 

transactions, e-money entails the smallest portion concerning the 
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transaction value as it is used only for micro-payments such as transportation 

services. Even though in the country where e-money has most flourished, e-

money transaction value accounts for only less than 1% of the total non-cash 

transactions.  

It concludes that the laws on legal tenders differ in providing the legal 

basis for e-money to entitle a status as legal tender. In general, the law and 

regulatory framework employ three different approaches, namely: flexible, 

exclusive without sanction, and restricted (exclusive with penalty). Most 

major laws such as those of Australia, Canada, the EU, and the U.S. employ 

a flexible approach, which simply means that alongside notes and coins as 

legal tender, people are legally allowed to agree on other mediums of 

payments; this includes e-money as a payment instrument. In this 

circumstance, it is not necessary for e-money to obtain status as a legal 

tender for it to keep developing. 

The second part of the innovation section discusses peer-to-peer 

network currencies through the lens of Bitcoin and the attempts to regulate 

it and efforts to bring it into the mainstream. The former covers issues on 

whether Bitcoin constitutes money or a payment instrument, and what 

measures available to deal with it, whereas the latter assesses what it takes 

to be part of the mainstream; this includes an assessment of Bitcoin’s 

potentials, its possible hurdles, and any possible solutions to the obstacles. 

The study also provides lessons from the case of Napster that can be applied 

to Bitcoin’s situation.  

The conclusions of this study are as follows. Firstly, a peer-to-peer 

network currency such as Bitcoin constitutes money under economics theory 

and contractual theory of legal philosophy. However, Bitcoin lacks the act 

or will of the sovereign and validity from the state to constitute money. 

Secondly, Bitcoin shares some common characteristics with other retail 

payment instruments such as those used in the two-sided market to perform 

payment transactions including transfers, point-of-sale, and cash-out for real 

money. However, it also has many distinct features such as being 

decentralized in the form of encrypted computer files and being used for 

the Internet transactions only. Thirdly, a lesson learnt from Napster consists of 

three required elements, namely economic logic, innovative aspects, and 

law compliance. An invention has to be innovative and economically 

beneficial to flourish. It also needs not in violation of any laws. Napster was 

shut down for violating copyright law.  

Lessons from existing payment systems for regulating peer-to-peer 

network currency appear mainly in the form of public laws and private laws 

applicable to payment systems. As for public laws, approach to amending 

the existing law on the central bank or payments systems at this early stage 

is not necessary as the constraints of this approach way outweigh the 

benefits. It would lead to a high cost of the market and in the end hinder 

innovation. Furthermore, enforcing consumer protection laws has more 
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benefit for the consumer and supports the development of the market, yet 

it would limit enforcement and create difficulties in providing evidence. 

Lastly, although it would not be in favour of the market, enforcing criminal 

and anti-money laundering laws would likely occur.  

As for the private laws, the available approaches that could be 

initiated by the market players are: (1) the introduction of a code of conduct 

for market participants such as miners or exchanges; and (2) strengthening 

the terms and conditions applicable to software usage, exchange providers, 

as well as merchant activities by adding a warning and disclaimer provision 

and education clauses.  

Finally, bringing Bitcoin into the mainstream is not an easy task. 

Although the Bitcoin system offers unique potentials for online and cross-

border transactions with a low cost, it has to compete with the current 

mainstream systems such as credit transfers and card payments. Most likely, 

Bitcoin is a fit to be part of the mainstream for migrant worker remittances 

but faces tough challenges. The first challenge is to bring the system on 

board, as remittances are flourishing more in developing countries such as 

Asian and Latin American countries while Bitcoin is flourishing more in 

advanced economies such as those of the U.S., Canada, and Europe. The 

second challenge is to increase the availability and ease-of-use of the 

exchanges because 80-90% of remittances are used for altruism; most of the 

beneficiaries would need to exchange Bitcoin back into real money. Lastly, 

the Bitcoin system needs to strengthen user protection with regards to the 

bitcoins stored within the exchange systems, as the role of exchange 

becomes central in remittance services. Hence, if a security breach resulting 

the loss of hundreds of thousands of Bitcoins, such as that which occurred at 

Mt. Gox, happens in the future, decent users will be protected. 

Safety: Discussions on the Security Issues of Online and Innovative Payments  

The first part discussion on the safety issues deals with the 

implementation of end-to-end encryption in online payments to prevent 

security breaches and protect consumer data while the second part 

discusses the regulatory challenges brought by the security issues of new 

innovative payments. The former includes an elaboration of the industry 

reluctance to implement end-to-end encryption technology and the role of 

laws to impose it, whereas the later focuses on the security issues of mobile 

payments and Bitcoin as forms of innovative payments. 

The first part concludes that implementing end-to-end encryption in 

online payment systems is not an easy task. The industry seems to be 

reluctant to apply end-to-end encryption technology for three main 

reasons. The first one is an economic reason as implementing such 

technology is expensive. The market players in particular merchants/retailers 

will be burdened by the costs incurred in implementing such technology. 

These costs will be overwhelming to the merchants in which small and 
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medium shops are the majority. For instance, over 95% of retailers in the EU 

are small and medium enterprises.  

The second reason is the obstacles coming from the design of online 

payment systems. As retail payment systems in particular online systems are 

created and used by private entities mainly seeking for profit, they are more 

cautious in calculating investment for security technology and pricing. 

Implementing the highest level of security means an increase on investment 

budget. Therefore, firms need to find a balance between the technology 

employed and the feasibility, sustainability and profitability of the services.  

Also, consumer perception of security is essential. If consumers perceive 

security of a system as sufficient, they will be easier to adopt the system, 

which in turn make the system widely accepted by the market.  

The last reason why end-to-end encryption technology has not been 

implemented deals with the facts that retail payment transactions involve 

small monetary values but with many parties. While the former makes service 

providers have limited room for IT system investment, the later leads to a 

coordination problem and interoperability issue between the participants.  

The regulatory frameworks applicable to the EU provide ground rules 

to support the implementation of end-to-end encryption in online payment 

systems. However, there are several flaws when it comes to the enforcement 

of the rules. Firstly, the frameworks do not explicitly mention the importance 

of encryption, and rather mention the obligation to employ “appropriate 

and adequate measures” to protect personal data. This approach is not 

necessarily a bad ruling if followed by the implementing regulation, 

guideline, or standard agreed upon by the industry. However, such guideline 

is in a vacuum. Secondly, the consequence for the payment service 

providers when they fail to fulfil the obligation has not been adequately 

defined. The regulatory frameworks need to mention explicitly such 

consequences followed by a deterrent effect if payment providers do not 

meet the obligation. Finally, the redress and liability framework for the 

consumer under the existing regulation does not adequately address losses 

from data and security breaches. The current framework is too focused on 

financial losses from “breaches” on the consumer side (demand side of 

payment systems) such as payment instruments being lost or stolen and, 

therefore, fails to address the security breaches that occur on the payment 

provider side (supply side). 

As for the discussion on the regulatory challenges brought by the 

security issues of new innovative payments that focuses on M-payments and 

Bitcoin, the conclusions are as follows. The securities issues of M-payments 

are challenging the existing regulatory framework for not providing a 

framework that guarantees high security on the one hand, and encourages 

the usability of the systems on the other hand. As for Bitcoin, since it has not 

covered by the existing regulatory frameworks, the security issues related to 

the supporting systems of Bitcoin leave consumers unprotected. Once 
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bitcoins have been lost or stolen, there is no redress or remedy framework 

available to gain them back. 

Lastly, the proposed regulatory frameworks seem promising for M-

payments, yet are unclear for the Bitcoin system. For M-payments, there is 

legislation that imposes general principles accompanied by a 

recommendation on the technical standards, whereas the proposed NIS 

Directive can be applied to Bitcoin with several limitations, such as only 

applicable to the exchange system.  

Consumer Protection: Proposing an ADR to Settle Payment System Disputes 

Finally, this study proposes the use of mediation as an alternative 

dispute resolution for addressing retail payment system disputes. In so doing, 

it firstly assesses the characteristics of retail payment disputes and whether 

conventional adjudicative processes are the best fit to resolve such disputes. 

It then reviews and compares three available alternative dispute resolutions, 

namely arbitration, mediation, and negotiation to find out which one best 

serves to resolve retail payment disputes.  

The conclusion is as follows. Firstly, disputes in retail payment systems 

have at least one of the following characteristics. In general, they involve 

small monetary value only, but with many parties. A EUR100 credit card 

transaction dispute, for instance, would involve a cardholder, card issuer, 

acquirer, merchant/shop, and card principal such as Visa or MasterCard. 

They are also often borderless and have a wide array of problems from 

simple mistakes in payment processing to fraud by hackers. Also, a dispute 

in retail payments is often characterized by the dependence of consumers 

on service providers, and vice versa. Such a dispute also entails an unequal 

bargaining position between the parties or lacking in information or 

awareness of the consumers. Conventional adjudicative processes do not 

serve these all characteristics as best as they could, as they would be costly, 

time-consuming, and facing a substance problem. Hence, there is a need 

for an alternative dispute resolution. 

Secondly, mediation stands out above negotiation and arbitration as 

a method for resolving disputes in retail payments because mediation 

protects the interests of both disputants in a manner that negotiation or 

arbitration fails to do so. While negotiation has an issue of enforcement and 

lacks in formality, arbitration is a way too expensive. In addition, mediation 

enables to settle retail payment disputes while the relationship between the 

disputing parties is kept maintained.  
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9.2 The Way Forward 

A survey of the central banks worldwide conducted by the World Bank 

in 2012 shows that the most anticipated impact of reforms 576  in retail 

payments includes the following: increased use of electronic payments 

(34%), a higher level of financial inclusion programmes (18%), reduced use 

of cash and paper-based instruments such as cheques (13%), and improved 

infrastructure of retail systems such as lower costs and interoperability (13%). 

In addition, some central banks are also concerned –to a lesser degree- that 

the future reforms in retail payments would have a limited impact (8%), and 

that the role of the non-bank players would increase (7%). See Figure 9.1 for 

the details.  

 

Source: the World Bank (2012).577 

Figure 9.1 Anticipated Impact of Proposed and On-going Reforms in Retail 

Payment Systems by the Central Banks around the Globe 

Overall, the majority of the central banks around the world have 

predicted that the increased use of electronic payments will dominate the 

future landscape of retail payment systems. More broadly, this result includes 

instant payments, mobile payments, and new innovative payments. This 

view is in line with the polling done by the European Payment Council (2015) 

                                                      
576 Both proposed and ongoing reforms. 

577 The World Bank: Innovation in Retail Payments Worldwide: A Snapshot, Outcomes of the 

Global Survey on Innovations in Retail Payment Instruments and Methods (2012): 55. 
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described in Chapter 7, which shows that the factors that will most trigger 

the next wave of innovation in the European retail payment markets are 

instant payments, mobile payments, cybersecurity, virtual currencies, and 

regulation.578 

The above view also implies that the on-going discussions of retail 

payments described in Chapters 2 to 8 of this study will most likely remain 

valid and relevant for several years ahead. Studies on the competition, 

innovation, safety, and consumer protection of retail payments will still 

account for the largest proportion of research in this field. As for the policy 

makers, a more balanced approach is still needed to keep the payment 

market secure, competitive, and innovative. 

                                                      
578 European Payment Council (EPC) Blog: Summer Reading: Results of Latest EPC Poll Reveal. 

See also discussion under Chapter 7 of this study. 
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